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Current titles are marked with a ★

CD 3828921 80S SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Greatest Hits. A collection of 14 tracks from this iconic rock band, including Roll Me Away; Night Moves; Turn the Page; You'll Accompl' Me; Hollywood Nights; Still the Same; Old Time Rock & Roll; We've Got Tonight; Against The Wind; Mainstreet; The Fire Inside; Like a Rock; C'est La Vie; and In Your Time. Capital Records. $5.95

CD 376849X THE BEST OF CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVISITED: 20th Century Masters. Too distinctive a sound plays on in ten tracks, representing some of the band’s most memorable rock anthems: Born on the Bayou; Green River; Lodi; Commotion; Who'll Stop the Rain; Hey Tonight; Long as I Can See the Light; Down on the Corner; Looking Out My Backdoor; and Tombstone Shadow. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 3840670 DWOP’S GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs. Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include There’s a Moon Out tonight by The Capris; I Only Have Eyes for You by The Flamingos; Little Darlin’ by The Diamonds; Blue Moon by The Meters; 16 Candles by The Crests; Sh-Boom by The Crystals; Dedicated to the One I Love by The 5Royals; and more. Imporlere. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3828905 BEST OF B.T.O: Remastered Hits. Selling over seven million albums in the ’70s, this Canadian rock band was consistently near the top of the charts throughout the decade. This CD collects 12 songs, including Roll on Down the Highway; Hey You; Let It Ride; You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet; Talin’ Care of Business, and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 3817899 80S POP: 100 Hits. Collects 100 pop classics from stars like Toto, Spandau Ballet, Cyndi Lauper, Adam & the Ants, Dead or Alive, Bros, Deacon Blue, Roachford, Jermaine Jackson, Alice Cooper, Rick Springfield, As Supply and many more. Five CDs, Demo Music Group. $19.95

CD 3829006 PAT BENATAR: 20th Century Masters. She’s a legend of rock. This CD collects 10 of her songs, including Heartbreaker; Hit Me with Your Best Shot; Shadows of the Night; I Need a Lover; We Belong; Love Is a Battlefield; Hit Me with Your Best Shot; Shadows of the Night; I Need a Lover; We Belong; Love Is a Battlefield. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 3828964 ERIC CLAPTON: The Millennium Collection. Clapton’s greatest notes come singing out in these 11 essentials: I Shot the Sheriff; After Midnight; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; Wonderful Tonight; Layla; Cocaine; Lay Down Sally; Bell Bottom Blues; Promises; Let It Rain; and Little River. Capitol. $5.95

★ CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this rare performance will prove a must have item for Eagles fans. Songs include Please Come to Me; Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Deserted; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Twenty-four tracks. Good Ship Funic. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 2959763 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Moon Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Commotion; Suzie Q; and many more. Thirty seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 2902249 PINK FLOYD: The Dark Side of the Moon. Pink Floyd’s cohesive masterpiece is one you’ll want to listen to from beginning to end again and again. Every track is lush, captivating, and utterly iconic. Speak to Me; Breathe (In the Air); On the Run; Time; The Great Gig in the Sky; Money; Us; and Them; Any Colour You Like; Brain Damage; and Eclipse. EMI Music. $5.95

★ CD 6790545 JOHN PRINE: The Broadcast Archive. Three CDs collect live broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and Switzerland, Prine offers multiple cuts of Spanish PipeDream; Blue Umbrella; Sam Stone; Flashback Blues; and more, plus other favorites like Hello in There and The Frying Pan. Nearly 70 tracks. Broadcast Archive. $19.99

★ CD 6857744 ROY ORBISON: The Complete Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 3817962 ’70S CHARTBUSTERS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 sensational sounds of the 70s from a host of the decade’s stars, including T. Rex, The Jacksons, Emotions, Dr Hook, Bay City Rollers, Heatwave, The Drifters, Jim Croce, Pointer Sisters, Billy Ocean, and many more. Three CDs. Demo Music Group. $9.95

★ CD 6760023 THE BAND: Syria Mosque 1970. Hot on the heels of their 1970 album Stage Fright, The Band performed this rollicking live show in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Eighteen tracks include takes on favorites from all three of their albums released until that point, plus a raucous rendition of Little Richard’s ‘Slippin’ and Slidin’’. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 3828956 DIRE STRAITS. Presents 9 tracks delivered by the iconic ‘70s and ’80s British group, Dire Straits. Includes Down to the Waterline; Water of Love; Setting Me Up; Six Blade Knife; Southbound Again; Salt of the Swing; In the Gallery; Wild West End; and Lions. Mercury Records. $5.95

★ CD 6886973 CREAM: The Last Broadcasts. This compilation of fifteen tracks features the recordings that have come to be known as the lost BBC Sessions, including Sleepin’ Time, I’m So Glad, Tales of True Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; Sleepin’ Out; Raintime; Toad; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 2936062 THE BEST EIGHTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This five CD collection features some of the best hits that the 80’s have to offer. Featuring tracks from over 70 artists, the collection includes classics like Africa by Toto; Walk Like an Egyptian by The Bangles; Don’t Stop Believin’ by Journey; Keep On Loving You by Journey; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Daydream Believer; Old Town Road; and many others! Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

CD 3820062 HAYNES 80S: Ultimate Guide to the 80s. Haynes takes us on a blast to the past with two CDs packed with forty 1980s essentials. The decade comes roaring back to life with songs from WHAM!; A Flock of Seagulls; Men at Work; Hall & Oates; The Bangles; Gloria Estefan; Cyndi Lauper; and many others. Sony Music. $9.95
**THE BEE GEES: Soundstage 1975.** Features twenty-five live tracks recorded live from the PBS Soundstage, Chicago, U.S.A. and The Fleetwood Hall, Australia in 1974 and 1975 and including I Gotta Get a Message to You; Edge of the Universe; New York Mining Disaster 1941; Run to Me; How Can You Mend a Broken Heart; I Started a Joke; and many more. EMI Records. CD. $14.95

**CD 2903520 THE BEST SIXTIEST ALBUM: 100 Hits.** A five CD, 100 track collection of the best of the sixties includes: Summer in the City by The Lovin' Spoonful; ‘d Rather Go Blind by Chicken Shack; Runaway by Del Shannon; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; I Will Follow Him by Little Peggy March; Ready or Not Here I Come by The Delphonics; and more. New Music. CD. $29.95

**CD 2959717 STRAITS: Down Under.** This two CD set collect the complete performance from April 26, 1986 at the Sydney Centre in Australia. Twenty tracks, including So Far Away; Walk of Life; Brothers in Arms; Money for Nothing; Ride Across the River; and more. Good Ship Funke. CD. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 289436X THE BEACH BOYS: Surfs Up!** Listen to the sun-drenched sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks include Surfin' USA; L.A. Girls; Deep Sea Scuba; Don't Worry Baby; Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Barbara Ann; Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin'; You're On and more. So Good to Me; and Summertime Blues. Capital Records. CD. $5.95

**CD 2819902 THE DOORS: Shot to Pieces.** In 1969 the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for one night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include Whiskey, My Love & I; Love her Madly; Pardon the Lord with Your Prayers Please; The Soft Parade Intro; Love Me Tender; Rock Is Dead; and many more. Sunset Sound Archives. CD. $14.99

**CD 2885850 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969.** Relive again the sound of 1969 as this iconic group makes a memorable performance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks of unforgettable music which include Intro/Heaven & Hell; I Can't Explain; It's a Boy; Amazing Journey; The Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard; Go to the Mirror (See Me, Feel Me) Summer of Love; My Generation; Needles Eye; and Left Field Ventures. CD. $14.99

**CD 6940781 THE ANIMALS: Animalistic.** The third studio album from the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, *I'm Gonna Be a Bookkeeper*, is back... featuring hits such as I'm Gonna Be a Bookkeeper, My Generation, I'm Crying, and more. Left Field Ventures. CD. $14.99

**CD 2894505 STEPPENWOLF: 16 Greatest Hits.** Born to Be Wild was a ferocious anthem for a generation of leather-clad rockers, and here it joins 15 more must have rock n' roll by the group: It's Never Too Late; Rock Me; Move Over; Ride with Me; The Pusser; Screaming Shadow Horn; For Ladies Only; and much more. Secret Records. CD. $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2884556 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Fillmore East 1970.** This fully remastered 2 CD set collects thirty tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore East in June 1970 including Tell Me Why; Thad; Laughing; and more. Time Gone; Helplessly Hoping; Wooden Ships; and more. HOBO. CD. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5970857 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981.** All five original Beach Boys—joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston—give the same show they gave at the same concert, which took place in the chapel by The Orioles; and more. Impericon. CD. $9.95

**CD 3753573 SGT. PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND.** Released in May of 1967 this was the eighth studio album by the British rock band. Thirteen songs, including SGT. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, With a Little Help from My Friends; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; A Day in the Life and more. EMI Records. CD. $12.95

**CD 295334X DICK DALE AT THE DRAGS.** Known as “The King of the Surf Guitar” this collection of twenty tracks his tribute the drag-strip and racing. Titles include, Don't Worry Baby; Wild Mustang; The Victoria Wheels; Mr. Eliminator; Blonde in the 406; Surfi Buggly; Big Black Cad; Flashing Eyes; and more. Warner Bros. CD. $14.95

**CD 2932754 HELP ME RHONDA.** This Fab Four released an iconic album in 1968, featuring songs such as Back in the U.S.S.R.; Dear Prudence; Julia; Birthday; Yer Blues; Heller Slept; Honey Pie; Happiness Is a Warm Gun; Don't Pass Me By; and many more. Collects 30 tracks on two CDs. Capitol Records. $14.95

**CD 2925826 CREAM: The London Sessions.** Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, these tracks are rehearsals for the Cream and Disraeli Gears albums including You Make Me Feel, Coffee Song; Beauty Queen; Wrapping Paper; Cat's Squirrel; The Clearout Take; Sweet Wine Take One; Singalong; Blue Moon; and more. Leftfield Media. CD. $14.99

**CD 3691772 TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown.** Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California, this CD features the entirety of that live performance. Songs include Low Spark of the High Heeled Boys; Rainmaker; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Forty Thousand Headmen; Light Up or Leave Me Alone; John Barleycorn Must Die; Glad/Freedom Rider; and more. The Complete Traffic. CD. $29.95

**CD 3841006 THE TELSTAR HOT 100 DECEMBER 22ND, 1962.** This collection of 98 tracks on four CDs comprises just about all the records in the Billboard Hot 100 of that week and provides a fascinating snapshot of the music scene at the end of an important year. Songs include Limbo Rock by Chubby Checker; Ruby Ann by Marty Robbins; All Alone Am I by Brenda Lee; and many more. Includes a 43 page booklet. Acrobat. CD. $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2885450 THE DOO WOP ALBUMS: ARCHIVES.** Collects three CDs: The Allman Brothers Band; A & R Studios New York 26th August 1971; A & R Studios 1971: Delaney & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman’s Jukebox; comprising 50 tracks including Turn on Your Love Light; Lovelight; Sweet Little Angel; Done Somebody Wrong; Going Down Slow; and more. Broadcast Archive. CD. $19.99

**CD 3808424 DOO-WOP GOLD.** Let the smooth rhythms of doo-wop bring back memories of this 20 track collection. Included are Tell Me Why by The Belmonts; This I Swear by The Skyliners; Get a Job by The Silhouettes; My True Story by the Jive Five; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; and Runaway by the Teen Angles in the chapel by The Orioles; and more. Imperial. CD. $14.95

**CD 2903636 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959.** Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ‘n roll tours, for all the wrong reasons. Rock ‘n roll legend Buddy Holly and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Chantilly Lace; La Bambina; Fake Out; When Sin Stops, Beat All Rivals; I’ll Be There; and many more. Bear Family Productions. CD. $12.99

**CD 6795943 VAN HALEN: In the Club.** Get a taste of early Van Halen with 17 tracks brought together from three live performances in 1975 and 1976. The group tears through both covers and originals, including Rock ‘n Roll All Nite, Beer Drinkers & Hellraisers; Hots on for Nowhere; Runnin’ with the Devil; and One; and more. Smokin’. CD. $11.95
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**CD 3808491** ONE HIT WONDERS of the 50's/ROCK & ROLL. Two exciting CDs deliver 40 tracks of amazing hits from rock & roll's Greatest Hits. Includes: Angel by The Penguins; Mr. Lee by the Bobbettes; Happy, Happy Birthday Baby by The Tune Weavers; Get a Job by the Silhouettes; Blue Swede by Gravy Train; After the Party by Sheb Wooley; For Your Love by Ed Townsend; and many more. Media. $9.95

**CD 3794504** ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues. Collected from a live broadcast recorded at The Forum, Los Angeles, CA, November 1994 are these 24 tracks that include: Motherless Child; Killed by Death; Jail; Third Degree; Reconsider Baby; Sinners Prayer; and more. Two CDs. Media. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3775786** THE BEST OF THE CRANBERRIES: 20th Century Masters. This alternative Irish rock band's unique style is showcased on 11 tracks. Selections include: Dreams; Linger; Zombie; Ode to My Family; Can't Be With You; Salvation; Free to Decide; When You're Gone; Animal Instinct; and many more. Media. $9.95

**CD 3775836** GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DESTROYERS: Icon. One of rocks most popular bands is featured in this 12 track collection. Includes: Bad to the Bone; I Drink Alone; Willie and the Hand Jive; Gear Jammer; If You Start Doin' What You Want To Do; Over Love; That Head I'm In; Stealin' Stealin' Man; One Bourbon, One Scotch. One Beer; Get a Haircut; and Do the Do. Universal Music. $5.95


**CD 3753816** JOHN MAYALL & THE BLUESBREAKERS: Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; Stormy Monday Blues; Trouble no More; Don't Keep Me Waiting; Reach For Her; Ain't Part Of Nothin' Going On; I'm Half Crazy; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3828972** THE J. GEILS BAND: Love and Promise. Recorded from two live performances – May 1, 1976 at the Beale Theater in New Orleans, LA., and November 1977 come these eleven tracks: Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; I'm Gonna Make You A Star; Teenage Ramrope; I'm Gonna Make You A Star; Teenage Ramrope. Atlantic Media. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3794784** QUEEN: Mannheim 1986. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Maxmarkgelande, Mannheim, Germany, June 1986. Twenty-six tracks of R&B on two CDs include: One Vision; Tie Your Mother Down; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions; We Will Rock You; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2934531** THE WHO: Magic Bus. The definitive recording of the 60's. The Who take you on a Magic Bus Tour. Presents eleven songs that relive an era. Includes Disguises; Run Run Run; Dr. Jeckyl & Mr. Hyde; I Can't Reach You; Our Love Was; Is; Call Me; Lightning; Magic Bus; Someone's Coming; and more. PolyGram. $21.95 $14.95

**CD 298453X** U2: Where the Streets Have No Name. Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by U2, this 3 CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s–the period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Includes: Where the Streets Have No Name; The Sunday Morning Boy; Loverman; and more. Three CDs. Universal Music. $34.98

**CD 2848295** NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour. This Berry's never to be the best Dead show ever, this collection of twenty track releases the bootleg from New York, New Jersey 1977. Songs include: The Promised Land; They Love Each Other; Me and My Uncle; Looks Like Rain; Bertha; Good Lovin; Estimated Prophet; Terrapin Station; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3696847** THE BEST SEVENTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. A five CD, 100 track collection, one of the best of the seventies includes: Peace & Love; Al Green; Bruce Springsteen; The Eagles; Tom Petty; Meat Loaf; Glory; Rod Stewart; ELVIS PRESLEY; Tom Petty and more. Sony BMG. $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6908977** TOM PETTY: Transmission impossible. This three CD set presents a number of broadcast recordings on the live canon of Tom Petty and his veritable Heartbreakers. A total of 43 songs are collected, including Free Fallin' The Waiting; Should I Stay Or Should I Go; Any Way You Want It; I Won't Back Down; Eat to the Beat; and many more. Columbia. $14.95

**CD 6831664** GRATEFUL DEAD: New Jersey Broadcast 1977. Considered by fans to be the best Dead show ever, this collection of twenty tracks relives the live canon of New Jersey, New Jersey 1977. Songs include: The Promised Land; They Love Each Other; Me and My Uncle; Looks Like Rain; Bertha; Good Lovin; Estimated Prophet; Terrapin Station; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2903733** NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1973 come these sixteen tracks including: On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend, Time Fades Away; Southern Man; etc. Three CDs. Universal Music. $11.95

---
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**CD 699203X** THE BEACH BOYS: The Broadcast Archive. The 51 tracks collected in this three CD set include broadcasts from 1962, 1971 and 1983. Songs include Good Vibrations; Johnny B. Goode; Help Me Rhonda; California Girls; Wouldn't It Be Nice; Lucille; Surfin' USA; Get Around; and many more. Ten artists, including The Beach Boys, are represented. Five-page booklet is included. Platteland Music. Pub. at $19.99. **$19.95**

**CD 3840727** THE 1960 R&B HITS COLLECTION. Providing a window into a dynamic and exciting musical environment, this four CD set features 115 tracks that include Why by Frankie Avalon; I'll Go Crazy by James Brown; Among My Souvenirs by Connie Francis; Shimmie Shimmie Ko Ko Bop by Little Anthony & the Imperials; Sweet Nothin's by Brenda Lee; and more. Includes a 47-page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 3806394** CLASSIC 70's R&B HITS. Two CDs capture the 70's sound on 30 tracks. Includes hits by Chicago 25 or 6 to 4; Little River Band Lonesome Loser; Matt the Hoople All the Young Dudes; Sweet Ballroom Blitz; America; A Horse with No Name; The Outlaws Green Grass and High Tide; Kool & the Gang Hollywood Swinging; and many more. Medley. **$9.95**

**CD 3762377** ROCK JUKEBOX 100 ESSENTIAL ROCK CLASSICS. These five CDs collect 100 of the essential rock hits featuring the original artists such as Journey, Boston, Survivor, Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper, Deep Purple, Toto, Ram Jam, and many others. Sony Music. Pub. at $24.99. **$19.99**

**CD 3758702** LINK WRAY ROCKS. One of the greatest guitarists, Link Wray's music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Batman Theme; Tijuana; Silky; Right Turn; I'm Branded; Hand Clapper; The Swag; Rockin' at the Casbah; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99. **$15.95**

**CD 2993775** THE BEACH BOYS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. An album that shows the incredible diversity of this legendary rock band. Songs include California Suite; Wouldn't It Be Nice; Good Vibrations; California Girls; and more. Seventeen tracks. UMG Recordings. **$6.95**

**CD 6992242** STEELY DAN TRANSMISSION IMPOSSIBLE. This unique three CD set features a collection of live material from the 70s and 90s. Songs include Bodhisattva; The Boston Rag; King of the World; Rich Kid Don't Love That Number; Barrytown; Green Eyed Girl; Alene; Minus the Beat. Pub. at $34.93. **$25.99**

**CD 3840999** STEVIE NICKS: Storytellers. From a live TV broadcast recorded for VH1 Storytellers, New York, NY in August of 1998 this CD collects ten tracks, mostly written by Steven Nick, including Dreams; Landslide; Stand Back; After the Glitter Fades; Edge of Seventeen; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2980098** BRYAN ADAMS: ICON. A collection of 12 hits from the rock star, including Summer of '69, Cuts Like a Knife, Heaven, Run to You; Straight from the Heart; and more. Universal Music. **$11.95**

**CD 3681527** EAGLES: Target Practise. On February 22, 1995 the group performed at the Target Center in Minneapolis, MN. This two-CD set features this superb concert in its entirety. Songs include Hotel California; One of These Nights; Troubadour Square: The Boys of Summer; Life in the Fast Lane; Take It Easy; Victim of Love; and more. Twenty-seven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 371348** FLEETWOOD MAC: THE WAREHOUSE TAPES. This CD features one of the band's finest live broadcasts recorded in New Orleans, Louisiana on January 30, 1970. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Stranger Blues; Only You; and more. Ten Songs. Good Time Productions. Pub. at $4.95. **$3.95**

**CD 287098X** JOE SATRIANI: The Broadcast Archive. Joe Satriani is one else has ever been able to play with such pizzazz, such fluidity, such timelessness. Joe Satriani is the guitar, plain and simple. This three CD, 36 track compilation features hits like Memoires; Midnight; Rubina; Pride and Joy; The Feeling; Voodoo Chile; Satch Boogie; Love on a Wing; La Grange; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 3776069** JANE'S ADDICTION: Alive at Twenty-Five. The legendary band performs their definitive platinum all-rock album, with some of the biggest hits, at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater during the 2015-2016 Silver Spoon Anniversary Tour. Thirteen songs, including Stop!, No One's Leaving; Ain't No cows: and more. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. **$5.95**

**CD 3754014** THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on July 7, 1970. Twenty-three tracks, including Heaven and Hell; Can't Explain; I'M A Boy; The Rock; Pinball Wizard; Acid Queen; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $11.99. **$5.95**

**CD 3841693** THE GREAT TRAGEDY, NO. 2: Winter Dance Party Tour 1959. The Winter Dance Party tour gives tribute to Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens, and The Big Bopper at their tragic deaths. This 33 track collection includes Three Young Men by Lee Davis; I'm Broke by Frankie Avalon; No Love Song by The Cowsills; Like Mine by Frankie Sando; Don't Pity Me by Dion & The Belmonts; Steady Date by Fabian; Ball and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3753840** THE KINKS: Pop Stars in Disguise. From a live broadcast recorded at the Fillmore West in San Francisco in 1969, come these 13 tracks, including Till the End of the Day; Mother's Little Hooligan; Last of the Summer; Powered Trains; Love Me Till the Sun Shines; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2820188** TEN YEARS AFTER: Fillmore West 1968. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Fillmore West in San Francisco, CA. June 1968 these nine tracks include Help Me; Rock Your Mama; Spoonful; I May Be Wrong, But I Won't Be Wrong Always; Spider in My Web; Woodchopper's Blues; Willow Wood; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2925931** HEY LITTLE GIRLIE! Collects 25 rockin' tracks from the original artists featuring Boppin' the Blues by Ricky Nelson; Turtle Don't with 'By The Costers; Jump & Handy by The Costers; Stand Back; After the Glitter Fades; Edge of Seventeen; and more. Explicit cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub at $7.99. **$5.95**

**CD 3794679** THE LINK WRAY COLLECTION, 1956-62. Comprises the A & B sides of this rock 'n' roll guitar wizard's rockabilly recordings from 1956-1962 recorded on multiple labels. Thirty-eight tracks include Johnny Born Bonny; The Swag; Rendezvous; Vendetta; Ten Years With the Big Bopper; Ace of Spades; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 3717402** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band's 1977 tour, recorded at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include Worthingtonb A Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; Hunt Girl, Too Old to Rock 'n Roll; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.99**

**CD 3704548** JOE COCKER: With a Little Help from My Friends. Collects ten songs plus two bonus tracks from the rock icon, including Feeling Alright; With a Little Help from My Friends; The New Age of Lily; Just Like a Woman; Bye Bye Blackbird; and more. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 6941338** JERRY LEE LEWIS: Sun Recordings Greatest Hits. Features ten tracks of the rock 'n' roll powerhouse's greatest hits, including Whole Lot of Shakin' Going On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; High School Confidential; You Win Again; What'd I Say; Invitation to Party; Break-Up; and Hang Up My Rock 'n Roll ShowTIME. **$4.95**

**CD 3701020** ADELE: 2015-2016. Twenty tracks from the popular singer/songwriter including Hello; Send My Love (To Your new Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Lie to Me; Kiss Me; Hello in New York; Dayman; Flying; and Sweetest Devotion. XL Recording. **$7.95**

**CD 7553048** CREEDEENSE VIEW: Bayou Country. One of south ern rock's greatest outfits delivers seven unforgettable classics: Born on the Bayou; Bootleg; Graveyard Train; Good Golly Miss Molly; Penthouse Pauper; Proud Mary; and Keep on Choppin'. Fantasy. **$5.95**
CD 3797767 CROWDED HOUSE: Intriguer. Collects 10 tracks from the Australian rock band, including Saturday Sun; Acres of Arrows; Amsterdam; Either Side of the World; Inside Out; and more. Also includes a DVD of live performances from the Auckland Townhall on April 8, 2010 and a second performance in London on April 10, 2010. Fantasy. $9.95

CD 3736995 VAN HALEN: Transmission. From the FM broadcasts recorded at Nakano Sunplaza, Tokyo, Japan; Reunion Arena, Dallas, Texas; and House of Blues, West Hollywood, California, between 1974 and 1994, come thirty tracks (including three versions of some titles) on 3 CDs including On Fire; Romeo Delight; Ice Cream Man; Jump; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3691462 CAT STEVENS: The Early Broadcasts. Collects 22 tracks from three live broadcast recordings in 1970 and 1971. Songs include Moonshadow; Tuesday’s Dead; Wild World; Father and Son; Maybe You’re Right; Headed Woman; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Unicom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2959860 JONI MITCHELL: At the New Vic. This CD features the entire set performed by Mitchell and LA Express in London on March 21, 1974, which includes 19 tracks, including Free Man in Paris; Help Me; All I Want; Big Yellow Taxi; Raised on Robbery; Both Sides, Now; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2926229 PEPPER-HOT BABY. Featuring So Doggone; It’s Like That; The Road; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99

CD 376852X FOREIGNER: Extended Versions. The rock gods perform 10 tracks live at Texas Station, Las Vegas on November 26, 2005: Head Games; Cold as Ice; Waiting for a Girl Like You; Dirty White Boy; Starrider; Feel Like the First Time; Urgent; Unusual; Love Is; and Hot Blooded. Sony BMG. $5.95

CD 5724929 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: 1978: Roxy Night. Revisits the early days of the Boss with this 1978 Los Angeles show, originally broadcast live on KMET FM. Often flagged by fans as the best gig of the tour, this collection of just over an hour’s worth of fine music features rarities like Badlands; For You; The Promised Land; Paradise By the CD; for a Saint in the City; Box Car; Twist and Shout; Heartbreak Hotel; and much more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3704554 TOM PETTY: Full Moon Fever. The debut solo album from the rock legend includes 12 tracks, including Free Fallin’; I Won’t Back Down; Runnin’ Down a Dream; Feel a Whole Lot Better; Love Is a Long Road; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

CD 3691608 JANIS JOPLIN: The 1969 Transmissions. Collects 14 songs from two live performances—April 1, 1969 in Amsterdam, Netherlands and August 30, 1969 in Lewisville, Texas. Tracks include Maybe; Summertime; by (Just a Little Bit Harder). To Love Somebody; Piece of My Heart; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3704572 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Hard Promises. The band’s fourth studio album, released May 5, 1981. Ten songs are comprised of the Gathering Wave; A Heartbreakin’ Love (it’s Not Me); Insider; You Can Still Change Your Mind; The Promise; and more. Epic. $6.95

CD 3736431 JERRY GARCIA BAND: La Paloma Theater 1976. From a live FM broadcast recorded at La Paloma Theater, Encinitas, CA in February 1976 come nineteen tracks on 3 CDs, including Second That Emotion; They Love Each Other; Friend of the Devil; Catfish John; Harder They Come; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3736547 NEIL YOUNG: Austin City Limits. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Austin City Limits, Austin, Texas in September of 1984 come twenty-three tracks including Are You Ready for the Country?; Hawks and Doves; Comes a Time; Bound for Glory; California Sunset; Old Man; Down by the River; and more. Unicom. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 2926164 MY BABY SCARES ME. Collects twenty-five rockin’ tunes from the titles by the original artists including She Moves Me by Johny “Guitar” Watson; Turn the Tables on You by Guitar Slim; My Baby Scared Me by Tony Mora. You Can’t Be Mine Anymore by Vicky Young; Who Can Explain by Frankie Lyon & The Teenagers; and more. Epic. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2927106 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: The Classic 1980 Broadcasts. From FM broadcasts recorded during the 1980 European Tour “Against the Wind,” these sixteen tracks include Feel Like a Number; Travelin’ Man; Beautiful southern town; Night Moves; and more. Epic. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 684683X THE EVERLY BROTHERS: 100 Hits. The 100 songs collected here span country, folk, and rock n roll and demonstrate just how influential the Everly Brothers were on popular music. Includes Wake Up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Walk Right Back; Cathy’s Clown; When I’ll Be Loved; and more. Four CDs. Not Now Music. $14.95

CD 3696644 ROY ORBISON: The Ultimate Collection. This collection brings together the full scope of Roy Orbison’s remarkable music on this 26 track CD. Includes Oh, Pretty Woman; I Drove Last Night; You Got It; Cry; Only the Lonely; In Dreams; Crying; The Less I Know About You; So Doggone; In Dreams; Baby Don’t Cry; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99. $8.95

CD 298550X JACKSON BROWNE & AIDAN LINDLEY: Palm Meadows Benefit 1978. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1978. The whole concert was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two-CD set includes the full set. Eighteen tracks, including Core All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies; Has Anybody Seen the Crane; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 298590X ERIC CLAPTON: Tokyo 1988. On November 2, 1988 Clapton and his band performed at Japan’s Tokyo Dome for a show which was recorded for live broadcast. Elton John performed both solo and with Clapton during this concert. The whole gig is collected here on two CDs. Songs include I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; Layla; I’m Still Standing; Can’t Find My Way Home; and more. Epic. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3767694 YES: Extended Versions. This British progressive rock group is presented in this 6 track collection. Includes Siberian克拉特ur; America; Onward; Awaken; Roundabout; and Sheep. Starfish trooper. BMG. $5.95

CD 3821870 FRANK ZAPPA: Brest 1979. This recording is from a live FM broadcast, initially broadcast in France on March 19, 1979. Nineteen tracks on two CDs, including Mother; Person Non Grata; Dancin’ Fool; Jumbo Go Away; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3753530 BEAULS VI: Intriguing. Collects nineteen tracks from the band’s most famous foursome, including Eight Days a Week; You Like Me Too Much; Tell Me What You See; Bad Boy; I Don’t Want to Spoil the Party; and more. Capitol Records. $12.95

CD 3702812 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE: Miami Pop Festival. Relive this legendary July 4, 1968 performance at Miami Pop Festival on this 11 track CD. Selections include Introduction; Hey Joe; Foxy Lady; Tax Free; Fire; My Heat Ain’t A Condom; I Been-Lived, My Baby’s So Hot; Purple Haze; Fire; and Foxy Lady from extra performances. Sony Music. $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821
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**CD 292479X QUEEN: The Platinum Collection.** This fifty-one track collection of Queen's greatest hits includes such titles as: Bohemian Rhapsody, Another One Bites the Dust, Killer Queen, Bicycle Race, A Kind of Magic; I Want It All; The Miracle; One Vision; Innuendo; Living on My Own with Freddie Mercury. Driven by Freddie Mercury's electrifying vocals, these tracks are guaranteed to raise your spirits. 24.95

★ **CD 3771113 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Live at Rockpalast Festival.** Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Rockpalast Festival, Roskilde, Denmark in June of 2001 these eighteen tracks include Don't Cry no Tears; I've Been Waiting For You; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Hey Hey, My My, Rockin' in the Free World; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ **CD 2903547 COMMANDER CODY: Live at Rockpalast 1980.** Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock 'N' Roll, and Country, albeit the latter not of the "perfect world" variety. Seventeen tracks include Thank You Lone Ranger; Two Triple Cheese; It Should Have Been Me; Who's Got the Rock? Lincoln and more. Also includes DVD of the performance. 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ **CD 299060X THE BAND: The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down.** The eleven performances that make up this collection were culled from The Band's Rock of Ages double LP concert album released in 1972. Tracks include Stage Fright; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Across the Great Divide; This Wheel Don't Fit Mama Ram; The World; Shape I'm In; and more. Capital Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **CD 3735651 PROCOL HARUM: A&R Studios 1971.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at A&R Studios, NY, April 1971 and The Beat Club Workshop, Bremen, Germany, December 1971. This collection features sixteen tracks including Memorial Drive; Still There'll Be More; That I Didn't Know; Juicy John; Pink; Power Failure; and more. Unison. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **CD 7553056 CREDENCE CLEARWATER RE REAL: Mardi Gras: Mardi Gras.** Remember one of rock 'n' roll's greatest groups with this classic ten-track album: Lookin' for a Reason; Take It Like a Friend; Need Someone to Hold, Tearin' Up the Country; Someday Never Comes; Who's That Knockin' on My Door; Wild Night; High Time; Wild Child; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ **CD 2995926 GUNS N' ROSES: The Ultra Rare Trax.** Featuring 18 rarely heard recordings from the band, taken from broadcast sessions from through their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, for more. Songs include Do It Wrong; Free Fallin'; Chicken Dance; Do; Sail Away; Heart and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **CD 3775852 THE HUMAN LEAGUE: Icon.** Eleven tracks captures the music that makes this band so sensational. Includes Don't You Want Me; Love Action; The Sound of the Crowd; Open Your Heart; Being Boiled; Mirror Man; Fascination; Lebanon; Louise; Together in Electric Dreams; and Human. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **CD 3771016 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Back in the Fatherland.** Seven tracks, from a live broadcast at The Philippshalle, Dusseldorf, in June 1971 include Lake a Pebble; Knife Edge; Cairo; Anek; Nutrocker; and Knife Edge (Beat Club). Letfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **CD 3810925 THE JIMI HENDRIX TRIBUTE CONCERT: Live at Rockpalast 1991.** Collecting more "meaningful" songs of Hendrix, this two CD, 26 track set includes his gentle and more lyrical tunes, which by many are considered his true masterpieces, but also some of the really intense and "heavy" Hendrix as well. Includes DVD of the performance, live at Rockpalast, 1991. 152 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 3770958** BEE GEES: Tokyo 1989. From a live FM broadcast recorded in Tokyo, Japan in April 1989 come seventeen tracks including Ordinary Lives; House of Shame; Massachusetts; I’ve Got a Little Message to You; Tokyo Nights; You Should Be Dancing; Stayin’ Alive; I Started a Joke; and more. **$14.95**

**CD 3717445** NIRVANA: Under the Covers. This 18 track collection brings together live broadcast recordings of tracks performed by Nirvana but on which none of the band members get a credit. These recordings reveal a little more about the band than one would attain from listening only to their studio albums. Songs include Seasons in the Sun; Immigrant Song; I Wanna Be Your Dog; Bad Moon Rising; and more. **$14.99**

**CD 3702405** THE BYRDS. Collects ten songs from the popular ‘60s rock band, including I’ll Feel a Whole Lot Better; All I Really Want to Do; The Girl with No Name; This Wheel’s on Fire; Here Without You; and more. Sony Music. **$4.95**

**CD 2981157** RUSH: progressive rock band, Necromancer; The Twilight Zone; Circumstances; and more. Geffen. **$11.95**

**CD 3821986** ROGER WATERS: Buenos Aires. Collects 25 songs from a live FM broadcast recorded at Estadio Velez Sarsfield, Buenos Aires, Argentina on March 7, 2002. Tracks include In the Flesh; The Happiest Days of Our Lives; Breathe; Another Brick in the Wall (Part 2); and more. Two CDs. **$14.99**

**CD 6837515** BUCKINGHAM NICKS: Alabama ’73. This twenty track collection is from a live FM broadcast recorded at the The Morton Auditorium, Tuscaloosa, AL in 1974 and 75. Songs include Lola; Chat; Monday Morning; I Don’t Want to Know; Never Going Back Again (instrumental); Races Are Run; You Won’t Forget Me; Parents are the Boss; and more. **$3.95**

**CD 3778312** THE BEST 80S GROOVE ALBUM: 100 Hits. Collects 100 top hits by the original artists from the eighties on five CDs including such greats as Whitney Houston; Earth, Wind & Fire; Who’s Zoomin’ Who; by Aretha Franklin; and more. Sony Music. **$29.99**

**CD 2985861** BAD COMPANY: The Northern Lights. Recorded from a live performance at New Haven Coliseum, Connecticut on March 9, 1974. Songs include Little Miss Fortune; Rock Steady; Can’t Get Enough; Ready for Love; Movin’ On; and more. Eleven tracks. **$21.95**

**CD 2981114** NIRVANA: In Utero. Collects 12 songs from the alternative rock band, including Serve the Servants; Scainless Aprentice; Revenge on Seattle; All Apologies; Heart-Shaped Box; and more. Geffen. **$5.95**

**CD 3692345** PAUL McCARTNEY: Egypt Station. Presents the fabulous music of Paul McCartney on this expanded 16 track CD. Opening Station; I Don’t Know; Come On To Me; Happy With You; Who Cares; Fuh You; Confinable; People Want Peace; Hand in Hand; I Won’t; Don’t Think; Back in Brazil; Oh!; Nowhere Man; Down/Naked/C-Link Capital records. **$7.95**

**CD 2903741** PAUL SIMON: Transmission Impossible. Comprising Simon’s legendary radio broadcasts from the 1980s including Stuck in the Attic, VH1’s Love Rocks. This 18 track CD collection includes: The Leaves That Are Green; A Most Peculiar Man; Benedictus; A Church Is Burning; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; Collected; The Left; Red Rubber Ball; America; Tune and more. Eat to the Beat. **$19.99** **$14.95**

**CD 3775879** KISS: Hot in the Shade. The legendary and most extreme of all rock bands is presented in this fabulous 15 track CD. Includes Rise to It; Betrayal; Hide Your Heart; Prisoner of Love; Read My Body; Love’s a Snap in the Face; Forever; Cadillac Dreams; King of Hearts; The Street Grew and the Sun Taked Away; You Love Me To Hate You; and more. PolyGram Records. **$5.95**

**CD 3821900** J.J. CALE: After Hours in Minneapolis. The 1988 show featured on this major SC CD was recorded for live broadcast at the Fine Line Music Cafe on May 9. Seventeen tracks, including After Midnight; Old Man; Deep Dark Dungeon; Cocaine; Hot Lights; Cool Breeze; Everything Makes Me Feel Fine; and more. HBO. **$14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 3794725** MARY WELLS, THE EARLY YEARS: Complete Motown Releases, 1960-62. Comprises the A & B sides of all Wells’ Motown singles from 1960 through 1962, plus all the tracks from her Bye Bye Baby–I Don’t Want to Have a Chance and The One Who Really Loves You albums. Twenty-three tracks including I Love the Way You Love Me; Forgive Me; Come to Me; I’m Gonna Stay; Two Lovers; Two Wrongs. **$19.99** **$12.95**

**CD 374628** KISS: Re-Masked in Tokyo. Twenty-five tracks, recorded from a live FM broadcast from Tokyo Dome, Japan, March 20th 1982. Includes Detroit Rock City; Shout it out Loud; Psycho Circus; Black Diamond; Lick it Up; and more. Two CDs. **$19.99** **$14.95**

**CD 6861342** FRANK Zappa & THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION: The Last Days of College Maternity. This live recording remains the only one available from the band from 1970. This CD collects 14 tracks including Wonderful Wino; Concentration Moon; Mom; Dad; The Dog Breath; Mother People; and more. **$11.95**

**CD 2925172** MY CHICK IS FINE. Revisit the fifties with these 26 tracks by the original artists including Oklahoma Boogie by Louie Bellshel; Alright Private by Mo Kline; The Sargent; Honey Love by Doug Hudson & The Chicks; My Chick is Fine by Gus Backus; All Night Long by Johnny Fuller, and more. **$5.95**

**CD 5924847** JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Takeoff. A ‘60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It’s No Secret; Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Aprentice. **$14.99** **$13.95**

**CD 7553096** CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Pendulum. John and Tom Fogerty, Stu Cook, and Doug Clifford form one of the most iconic groups in rock ’n roll. Here they deliver ten greats: Pagan Baby; Sailor’s Lament; Have You Ever Seen The Rain?; (Wish I Could) Hideaway; Born to Move; Hey Tonight; It’s Just a Dream; Road Crawl; Come On; and more. **$5.95**

**CD 5818443** EMMYLOU HARRIS WITH RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind. Drawn from a live FM radio broadcast at Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris performing To Daddy; My Songbird; If I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejoiced in Heaven Last Night; Shenandoah; and more. Two CDs. **$11.95**

**CD 2908087** THE BEST OF THE BELL’S: The Millennium Collection. Chronicles the recording end of an era: Canada’s most enduring and successful groups. Songs include Work Like a Dog; Money for Nothing; Luck of the Drawn from a live FM radio broadcast at The Sargent; Honey Love by Doug Hudson & The Chicks; My Chick is Fine by Gus Backus; All Night Long by Johnny Fuller, and more. **$5.95**

**CD 3771180** THIN LIZZY: Breaking Out in Chicago. Collected from a live FM broadcast recorded at Riviera Theatre, Chicago, Illinois in April of 1976: The Boys Are Back in Town; Paradise City; La; Baby Drive Me Crazy; The Rocker; and more. Twelve tracks. Good Ship Funke. **$14.99**

**CD 3771202** TOM WAITS: Real Gone in Amsterdam. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Netherlands Theater Carré, Amsterdam, Netherlands in November 2004 come twenty-one tracks including Hoist That Rag; Jockey Full of Bourbon; God’s Away on Business; November Shade; It Trimmed Rose; Dead Ringers Story; and more. Two CDs. **$14.99** **$11.95**

**CD 3821943** MARTIN BARRE: Live in NY. Martin Barre, best known as guitarist in Jethro Tull, brings his famous guitar chops to the Big Apple in this rare concert capturing his solo band live as they rock through classic hits. Two CDs collecting 23 songs, including Hammer; To Cry You a Song; Crossroads; Love; Story; and more. Includes also a concert DVD. Cleopatra Records. **$24.99** **$17.95**
Rock - Pop

★★ CD 3821722 100 HITS: The Best Soft Rock Album. This five CD set collects 100 songs from your favorite soft rock performers, including The Eagles, Tom Petty, Fleetwood Mac, Yes, and more. Epic. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 2881122 THE OZZMAN COMETH. Collects 15 tracks from the one and only Ozzy! Songs include Black Sabbath; Crazy Train; Goodbye to Romance; Mr. Crowley; I Just Want You; Paranoid; and more. Epic. $5.95

★★ CD 6674259 FLEETWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties. Steve Nicks and the gang bring their rollicking '70s sound into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California, following a hit singles album. Includes many fan favorites like The Chain; Gypsy; Tusk; Rhiannon; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 2888122 HOBO. Pub. at $14.99

★★ CD 8881616 TOM PETTY: On the Box. This collection brings together over 80 minutes of performances by Petty, recorded for television appearances across the great man’s career. Nineteen tracks include American Girl; Shadow of a Doubt; Change of Heart; Free Fallin; Rainy Day Women; Yesterdays; I Won’t Back Down; Into the Great Wide Open; Don’t Do Me Like That; Honey Pie; Johnny B. Goode; Losers; Time to Move On; and more. City Pub. $11.95

★★ CD 295964X AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big Easy. Published at $14.99

★★ CD 6645521 THE SPINNER SPEAKER BROADCAST ARCHIVE. Volume One. Three CDs of alternative blues-rock live up to 38 tracks: Twenty Nine; Typetast; Water Main; History of Sex; Chicken Walk; Big Headed Baby; Lovin’ Up A Storm; White Walk; Take a Song; Eye to Eye; The Chain; Gypsy; Tusk; Rhiannon; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 3774139 UB40–RED WINE: The Collection. Volume II. This collection brings together some of this band’s undisputed highlights, including Rat in My Kitchen; Red Red Wine; Sing Our Own Song; Light My Fire; Wear You to the Ball; Higher Ground; I Won’t Close My Eyes; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

★★ CD 3774141 SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert with Jack Bruce. Featuring 22 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London’s Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Land of the Green Apple; for All Night Long; and many others. Live Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 3691500 DAVID BOWIE: Under the Covers. This collection features 19 live recordings featuring Bowie covering an eclectic selection of tunes by writers as diverse as Kurt Weil, Pete Townshend, Lou Reed and many others. Songs include I Can’t Explain; White Light/White Heat; Diamond Dogs; The Man Who Sold The World; Look Back in Anger; Joe the Lion; Breaking Glass; Life on Mars?; Sorrow; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 3691616 PRIEST...LIVE! The 1983 Rehearsal Broadcast. This five CD set collects 100 of the band’s most celebrated songs. The band’s fourth studio album collects 12 songs, including Under a Mountain; Good God; Bring On; Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone; Evil Eye; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 3691500 DAVID BOWIE: Under the Covers. This collection features 19 live recordings featuring Bowie covering an eclectic selection of tunes by writers as diverse as Kurt Weil, Pete Townshend, Lou Reed and many others. Songs include I Can’t Explain; White Light/White Heat; Diamond Dogs; The Man Who Sold The World; Look Back in Anger; Joe the Lion; Breaking Glass; Life on Mars?; Sorrow; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ CD 3691616 PRIEST...LIVE! THE 1983 REHEARSAL BROADCAST. This five CD five CD set collects 100 of the band’s most celebrated songs. The band’s fourth studio album collects 12 songs, including Under a Mountain; Good God; Bring On; Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone; Evil Eye; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 290886X THE BLACK CROWES: Three Snakes and One Charm. The band’s fourth studio album includes 13 songs, including Under a Mountain; Good God; Bring On; Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone; Evil Eye; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 290886X THE BLACK CROWES: Three Snakes and One Charm. The band’s fourth studio album includes 13 songs, including Under a Mountain; Good God; Bring On; Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone; Evil Eye; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 3774141 SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert with Jack Bruce. Featuring 22 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London’s Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Land of the Green Apple; for All Night Long; and many others. Live Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 3774141 SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert with Jack Bruce. Featuring 22 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London’s Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Land of the Green Apple; for All Night Long; and many others. Live Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 3774141 SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert with Jack Bruce. Featuring 22 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London’s Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Land of the Green Apple; for All Night Long; and many others. Live Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 3774141 SUNSHINE OF YOUR LOVE: A Concert with Jack Bruce. Featuring 22 tracks from the tribute concert performed October 24th, 2015 at London’s Roundhouse, along with a DVD of the performance (122 minutes). Tracks include Hit & Run; I Feel Free; Land of the Green Apple; for All Night Long; and many others. Live Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
**CD 680327X** ROY COODER WITH DAVID LINDLEY: Two Long Riders. Thirteen tracks capture a 1990 broadcast at Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland. Includes live renditions of Crazy 'Bout an Automobile; Jesus on the Mainline; Paris; Texas; Vigilante Man; Across the Borderline; It's All Over Now; Mercury Blues; The Long Riders; Born to Run; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2920301** JETHRO TULL, VOLUME TWO: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Live at the Rainbow, London in 1967; Stand Up; Thick as a Brick; Aqualung; and more. CBS Records. $21.99

**CD 3771059** GRIFFIN: DEADLY FEAR. The album features material recorded at FM Radio broadcasts recorded at Dynamo Open Air Festival, Eindhoven, Netherlands, in May 1998, and from a live FM radio broadcast recorded at Dynamo Open Air Festival, Eindhoven, Netherlands, in May 1984. Includes live renditions of John The Fisherman; Out of the Storm; Living in Debt; and more. CBS Records. $19.99

**CD 2996537** ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1976-1986. Includes 13 songs from the music icon, including I'm Still Standing; I Guess that's Why They Call it the Blues; Sad Songs (Say So); Who Cares These Shoes? Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word; and more. MCA Records. $14.95

**CD 6992129** JACK SCOTT: The Singles & Album Collection 1957-62. Comprises the A and B sides of Scott's 22 singles and all his 40 songs during this time period. This two CD set collects 60 tracks from the rock 'n' roll star, including What in the World's Come Over You; Rockabilly Rock; My True Love; Burning Bridges; Baby, She's Gone; Now that I, Strange Desire; and many more. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.95 $15.95

**CD 2819872** BON JOVI: Under the Covers. This 17 track CD features some of the best that this extraordinary group have ever included playing Walk This Way; Fever; Shout; Good Lovin'; Wake Up Little Ashley; You're a Mean One; My Friends; The Boys Are Back in Town; Bang Bang; Good Golly Miss Molly; Seven Days; It's all Right. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6559018** STRAY CATS: The Broadcast Archive. Led by Brian Setzer, The Stray Cats were a rockabilly force to be reckoned with. Nowadays is that fact more evident than on this three-CD set, collecting an 18-track performance in Toronto (1983) and a 2-track show in New York (1992), as well as a third CD of more than 20 tracks from nearly a dozen jazz shows. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2953439** JAN & DEAN: One Last Ride. Recorded in Roslyn, New York. Jan & Dean give us live audio renditions of 19 stone cold classics. New Girl in School; Linda; Baby Talk; Drag City; Little Deuce Coupe; Shut Down; You've Go to Hide Your Love Away; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surf City; Happy Together; Barbara Ann; and more. RockBeat Records. $11.95

**CD 6908810** JONI MITCHELL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set features a number of live recordings of Joni's concerts and sessions recorded for FM broadcast in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Songs include Chelsea Morning; Cactus Tree; Cowboy; Refugee of the Soul; and many more. Thirty-eight tracks. Laser Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2927543** THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and second decades. Includes live renditions of Good Golly Miss Molly; Seven Days; It's All over Now; Mercury Blues; The Long Riders; Born to Run; and more. CBS Records. $19.99

**CD 284082X** FANATIC: The Complete FM Broadcast Collection. Includes live renditions of Good Golly Miss Molly; A Million to One; I'm Gonna Love Me Again; (I'm So) AFRAID OF LOVERS; Bang; Good Golly Miss Molly; Seven Days; It's All over Now; Mercury Blues; The Long Riders; Born to Run; and more. CBS Records. $19.99

**CD 377581X** COUNTING CROWS: August and Everything After. With 11 tracks, the album continued Counting Crows into the spotlight is presented here. Includes Round Here; Omara; Mr. Jones; Perfect Blue Buildings; Anna Begins; Time and Time Again; Mr. Jones; Sullivan Street; Ghost Train; and more. RCA Records. $5.55

**CD 3704566** TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Into the Great Wide Open. Released in 1991, this classic album collects 12 tracks from the American rock band, including Learning to Fly; Out in the Cold; Kings Highway; Into the Great Wide Open; All or Nothing; and more. RCA Records. $11.95

**CD 6703828** ALICE COOPER: Alone in His Nightmare. Recorded live at Great Western Forum in Inglewood, Los Angeles, this 1975 concert features the shock rock legend in 20 tracks. No more Mr. Nice Guy; Billion Dollar Babies; Eat That Question; Seventy Eight; School's Out; Department of Youth and more. Smirk. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2937395** JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs. A vast collection of over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones and Universal Amphitheater, Los Angeles, 1976; Songs include Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Starday Ladies; Hone with the Sun; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2927479** JIMMIE ROGERS: The Complete US As & Bs. Rogers’ work transcended barriers between pop, country, folk and R&B, bringing him hits on both sides of the Atlantic. This 45-track collection comprises almost all his B sides from the period 1926-1928, during which time he enjoyed his last Top 30 success with a UK No. 5 with English Country Garden. Two CDs. Acrobat. $9.95

**CD 278828X** AMERICA: The Archives. This fifty track CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including Live in Paris 1977; Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in 1972; TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1996; and Universal Amphitheater, Los Angeles, 1978. Songs include Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Starday Ladies; Hone with the Sun; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

**CD 3720551** PRINCE: Live Box. Features 59 tracks on three CDs of live FM broadcasts. Titles include The Future; Housequake; Slim Dance; Purple Rain; Purple Rain; Around the World Controversy; Anna Stesia; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Laser Media. Pub. at $18.99 $19.99

**CD 577957X** THE BEST OF THE MCGUIRE SISTERS, 1953-62. Fifty-four tracks comprise the prolific early career of this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones and Sugardime, as well as a variety of other popular A and B sides from the period. CBS Records. $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6863752** LITTLE FEAT: Transmission Impossible. These 41 tracks recorded live, capture perfectly the mighty Feat doing exactly what they did best. Featuring FM radio broadcasts recordings from the years 1973, '74 and '75 they include: Got No Shadow; The Family; You Can Do Magic; Got No Shadow; The Family; You Can Do Magic; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2953889** ROGER DALTREY: As Long as I Have You. Collects 11 songs from the British rock legend's lone as I Have You Tour. As Long as I Have You; Where Is a Man to Go?; Get Out of the Rain; I've Got You; Into My Arms; You Haven't Done Nothing; Out of Sight, Out of Mind; Certified Rose; The Love You Save; and more. Universal Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6703917** JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: Dallas 1988. Mellenkamp is at the height of his powers in this live broadcast from The Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Fourteen tracks include renditions of Paper in Fire; Jack & Diane; Lonely Ol' Night; Check It Out; Rain on the Scarecrow; Rumble; Small Town Saturday Night; Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3773130** URIAH HEEP: Magician’s Birthday Party. This 12 track CD features some of Uriah Heep’s best hits. Featuring songs like Return to Fantasy; Tales; Sweet Pretender; I’ll Keep on Trying; July Morning; Radio intro; Circle of Hands; Magician’s Birthday; Symphony; Easy Livin’; and Free N Easy. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2953889** ROGER DALTREY: As Long as I Have You. Collects 11 songs from the British rock legend’s lone as I Have You Tour. As Long as I Have You; Where Is a Man to Go?; Get Out of the Rain; I’ve Got You; Into My Arms; You Haven’t Done Nothing; Out of Sight, Out of Mind; Certified Rose; The Love You Save; and more. Universal Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6703917** JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: Dallas 1988. Mellenkamp is at the height of his powers in this live broadcast from The Anatole Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Fourteen tracks include renditions of Paper in Fire; Jack & Diane; Lonely Ol’ Night; Check It Out; Rain on the Scarecrow; Rumble; Small Town Saturday Night; Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2923548** JETHRO TULL, VOLUME THREE: Original Album Series. Three complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Caffish Rising; and Roots to Branches, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.99

**CD 2923548** JETHRO TULL, VOLUME THREE: Original Album Series. Three complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Caffish Rising; and Roots to Branches, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.99
with Me by Bobby Darin; Luck Charm by The Man『ettes; Are You Lonesome Tonight by Jape P. Morgan; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99
$17.95.

**CD 29001X TEN YEARS AFTER: The 1969 Broadcasts.** Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including *I May Be Wrong, but I Won’t Be Wrong Always; Good Morning Little Schoolgirl; I’m Going Home; Spoonsul; Heebit;* and more. Eil Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 292028X THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2.** A collection of five albums from the legendary rock band, including *The Doobie Brothers; Livin’ on the Fault Line; Minute by Minute; One Step Closer;* and The Doobie Brothers Farewell Tour, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

$21.95.

**CD 6992250 STEVIE NICKS: Transmission Impossible.** Contains a selection of superb live radio and broadcast recordings of Stevie in concert, made at various points of her sell out tours of the 1980s. Songs include *Gold Dust Woman; Leather and Lace; I Need to Know; Tango; and more.* Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95.

**CD 6828493 STEELY DAN: A Tribute to Walter Becker.** Included in this 3 album CD set by this iconic group are *Going Mobile; a live 1974 radio broadcast 11 tracks; Bristol, VA 1980 and 1986 FM; and The Nighttime; on the Nilssonianne 14 tracks; and Walter Becker The Rare Tracks Collection. 11 tracks.

$14.95.

**CD 3784556 THE BEST OF Doo Wop.** Fifty tracks capture the Doo Wop sound in this 2 CD collection. Includes 16 Candles by The Crests; Eddie My Love by The Teen Queens; A Story Untold by The Nutmegs There’s a Moon Out tonight by The Capris; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Honey Love by The Drifters; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95.

**CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs.** Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentals that burgeoned in the 1950’s and 1960’s, Duane Eddy’s career is captured in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits include *Falling In Love Again; Village of the Giants; 40hearts And 40tears; Hey, Little Susie; Keep-A-Knockin’; Tales From the Loop; and more.* Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95.

**CD 6908772 GUNS N’ ROSES: Unplugged 1993.** This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, “unplugged” recordings, offering a completely different take on many Guns N’ Roses classics, plus a fine collection of covers, Songs include *Dead Flowers; You Ain’t First; You Better Run; It’s Too Late; and more.* Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95.

**CD 2888319 STEPHEN STILL & MANASSAS: Live Treasure.** This two CD, 29 track album features a plethora of hits, including cuts from *Still’s solo records.* Featuring hits like *Rock and Roll Woman; Bound to Fall; Hold It So Deep; Song of Love; The Treasure; Move Around; Four Days Gone; Sugar Babe; Blues Man; Love the One You’re With; and more.* Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95.

**CD 3577333 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61.** An ecstatic 2CD box set marking 60 years of creative collaboration by these two of the 20th century’s greatest instrumentalists. Legend.” Featuring all of Les’s solo chart entries reproduced the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

$21.95.

**CD 6673945 SANTANA: Live at the Bottom Line 1978.** Thirteen live tracks from one of the greatest electric guitarists of all time, originally broadcast live from The Bottom Line in New York City. Includes Well Alone; Black Magic Woman; Give Me Some; No One Can Do On, One Chain; She’s Not There; Evil Ways; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821

CD 2871114 URIAH HEEP: Acoustically Driven. This 16 track performance is a stunning testament to the band's truly great ballad. Featuring hits like Echoes In The Dark, Why Did You Go?, The Road, Come Back To Me, Cross That Line; Different World; Circus; Blind Eye; Traveller in Time; More Fool You; Lady in Black; and more! The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99


CD 2685906 CHUCK BERRY, 1955-61: The Complete Chess Singles As & Bs. One of the key figures of early rock n roll, Berry's formative years are celebrated in this astounding 65-track set. Includes every A- and B-side released in the period, including Maybellene: The Downbound Train; Over Beethoven; Let It Rock; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6711626 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Christmas in Connecticut. Seger performs live at Hartford, Connecticut in this 1983 concert, with 12 tracks including Nine Tonight; Tryin' To Live My Life; The Working Man; Sixty Minute Man; I Married An Angel; Wild Nights; Old Time Rock & Roll; Makin' Thunderbirds; We've Got Tonight; Turn the Page; The Fire Down Below; and Ramblin' Gamblin' Man. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

CD 3715192 TWIST AND SHOUT: Features live tracks of original twist and shout hits by the original artists. Including Muddy Waters; Little Litty Pretty One by Thurston Harris; Twist and Shout by the Isley Brothers; Down in the Boondocks by Billy Joe Royal; and Sixty Minute Man by Billy Ward & His Dominos. Gusto.

CD 2903628 THE FOUR FRESHMEN: Collection 1951-62. Featuring the A & B sides of their singles for Capitol during this era, this 54 track collection includes Then I'll Be Happy; I'll Be Seeing You; Crazy Bones; My Heart Stood Still; Mood Indigo; Malaya; How Can I Tell You; Pack Up Your Tears and Go Home; It's a Blue World; Baltimore Orioles; It Happened One Day; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 379234X GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOLS. 3, NO. 3. Three CDs and 31 tracks of Grateful Dead feature Don't Ease Me In; Casey Jones; Cosmic Charlie; Kate Mae; Hard to Handle; Dire Wolf; Good Lovin'; Turn On Your Lovelight and more. Recorded live in Fillmore East, New York. NY in May of 1970 at $56.99

CD 2953323 BUDDY GUY: Live at Checkerboard, Chicago 1979. This performance was recorded in 1979 at the legendary south side Chicago Checkerboard Lounge Blues Club, featuring Buddy's Blues (Partition); I've Got a Right to Love My Woman; Tell Me What's Inside of You; Done Gone Over You; The Things That I Used to Do; and more. Ten tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

CD 2848309 THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY. This three CD collection follows the prolific years of rock great Tom Petty. Includes Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers Live at the Roxy. Recorded at The FM Broadcast recorded at The Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, on November 24th 1991. Under the Covers, Tom Petty; and Petty's Peculiar Picks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6795722 BILLY HAILEY: The Singles Collection 1957-66. Ten tracks feature all of Hailey's biggest hits, including top-tens classics like See You Later Alligator; Shake Rattle And Roll; Razzle Dazzle; Rip It Up; Don't Knock the Rock; and of course, one of the most significant songs in pop history. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6791352 BOBBY VEE: Down the Line-A Buddy Holly Tribute. A legend in his own right, this payo tribute to one of the most important rockers of the 20th century with this 1999 release. Fifteen tracks revi Buddy Holly classics like Rock Me My Baby; Raven; Oh Boy; Mary Had A Little Night; Shil Me How; Love's Made A Fool; You; Holly Pop; Love Is Strange; and more. Finer Arts Records. Pub. at $2.95

CD 2920263 BLACKFOOT: Original Album Series. Five complete albums from the American southern rock band, including Sticks; Tomcatlin; Marauder; Siogo; and Blindfold. Laminated and cardstock sleeves that reproduce the original artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $21.95

CD 2926377 TODD RUNDGREN'S UTOPIA: Live at the Chicago Theatre. Todd Rundgren's seminal prog-rock/power-pop band Utopia reunites onstage for the first time in 32 years. This fold-out cardboard case includes a Blu-ray, DVD, and 2 CDs with 24 tracks including Utopia Theme; The Icon; Another Life; Silversongs; Do Ya; Freedom Fighters; Who Sold Our Monument; I Will Wait; Onesay and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

CD 287749X THE CLASH: Hits Back. Two CDs present this influential British punk rock group in this 32 track collection. Includes London Calling; Safe European Home; Know Your Rights; Going Bananas; London; Come On; White Man; Complete Control; Clash City Rockers; Tommy Gun; English Civil War; and many others. Columbia. Pub. at $11.95

CD 2798506 MADONNA: The Broadcast Archive. This 42 track, three CD set features live FM Broadcasts from the 1980s and 90s, with songs including Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don't Preach; White Heat; Like a Virgin; Love Makes the World Go Round; Dress You Up; Holiday; Over and Over; Material Girl; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $34.95

CD 6887090 STEVIE NICKS: On Golden Road. An Archives Collection. CD recorded for live FM broadcast and TV broadcast, this two CD set features the entire recording of this spectacular show. These nineteen tracks include Outside the Rain; Dream; Don't Stop; The Girls; Woman; All the Gilford; Talking in The Dark; Pretty Gold; Whole Lotta Trouble; Edge of Seventeen; I Need to Know; Landslide; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2847145 JACK BRUCE: Live at Rockpalast 1980, 1983 and 1990. Bruce was a guest at Rockpalast various times, this boxset contains his 1990 concert as Jack Bruce & Friends, his 1983 concert as Jack Bruce and Band and his 1980 solo Rockpalast. Collects 43 songs on five CDs, including White Room; Hit and Run; Outsiders; Third Degree; Up Town Breakdown; and many more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MG Music. Pub. at $34.95

CD 7999800 BILL IOLI: Live In Concert. These thirteen tracks from a live broadcast include Licence To Thrill; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in The Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without A Face; While Wedding; Sweet Sixteen; Prodigal Blues; Flesh for Fantasy; You're A Woman; Mony Mony; Rebel Yell and Go To Be a Lover. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6749542 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Superjam 1978. Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superjam concert (tracks 1-10), then at the Volunteer Jam V in 1979 (tracks 11 and 12). Includes renditions of Jitter Bug; Cocaine; Reflections; Southbound; I Don't Want To Go Down There; Another Pretty Country Song; and more. Go Faster Recordings. Pub. at $14.99

CD 281997X GRATEFUL DEAD: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 33 tracks comprises performances from three live FM broadcasts in 1966, 1980, and 1991. Songs include High Heeled Sneakers; Everyday People; Dark Star; Penny Lane; Strawberry Fields; New Minglewood Blues; Sugar Magnolia; Hell in a Bucket; The Other One; Forever Young; Touch of Grey; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6703968 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994. One of the greatest music festivals of all time presen a 14-song set of their biggest hits in jaw-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.95

CD 6703967 METALLICA: The Big 4: Live At The Fillmore. This four albums collection features live tracks from the big four metal bands of all time presen a 14-song set of their biggest hits in jaw-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.95

CD 6703966 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994. One of the greatest music festivals of all time presen a 14-song set of their biggest hits in jaw-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.95

CD 6703965 METALLICA: Live at The Fillmore. This three albums collection features live tracks from the big four metal bands of all time presen a 14-song set of their biggest hits in jaw-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; For Whom The Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.95
**CD 5970911** BLUE OYSTER CULT: Born to Be Wild. Encapsulating a maverick band on the cusp of international success, this 1972 concert comes from the tour for their first platinum album, Agents of Fortune. Eleven live tracks are included: The Last Days of May; E.U.T.; Born to Be Wild and of course, (Don’t Fear) The Reaper. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2926385** TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Dockside. From a live broadcast recorded at Dockside, Hamburg, Germany. 1999 come these 29 tracks including Around and Around; Jammin’ Me; Running Down a Dream; Green Onions; Lucille; Little Maggie; Lay Down That Old Guitar; Honey Bee; You Wreck Me; Learning to Fly; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6857531** THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM broadcasts of performances by different incarnations of The Byrds in 1968, 1971 and 1978. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s live work. Includes Old Blue; My Back Pages; Baby What You Want Me To Do; Mr Spaceman; Going Back; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Three CDs. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6558984** ROBIN TROVER: Time and Emotion. The English guitarist best known for Procol Harum delivers 11 tracks with his own outfit. The Land of Plenty; What I Was Really Worth to You; I’m Gone; Bitten by the Snake; Returned in Kind; If You Believe in Me; You’re the One; Can’t Turn Back the Clock; Make Up Your Mind; Try Love; and Time and Emotion. V12 Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6826515** TOM WAITS: Under the Covers. His interpretations of songs written by others are enticing and delightful. Included in the 24 tracks are Standing on the Corner; Friday’s Blues; Spanish is the Loving Tongue; Take it as it Comes; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; and When the Saints Come Marching In. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 774958X** GRAHAM PARKER & THE RUMOUR: Live at Poly Sports Hall, Nottingham 1977. This triple CD set features a live FM broadcast recorded at Poly Sports Hall, Nottingham 1977. From a live performance recorded at Poly Sports Hall in March of 1977 come these fifteen tracks including Lady Doctor; Heat Treatment; Sweet on You; Fools Gold; Soul Shoes; Kansas City; and more. SPM. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 287072X** THE CHORDITES COLLECTION, 1951-62. They were one of the female vocal groups who epitomized the style and atmosphere of early 50’s popular music. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including hits like Mr. Sandman; Long-Awaited; I Can’t Stop Loving You; All the Sorrows; The Exodus Song; A Broken Vow, Adios; Oh How I Miss You Tonight; and more! Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 69386SX** TED NUGENT: Kentucky State Fair 1995. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Kentucky State Fair, Cardinal Stadium, Louisville, KY. 1995, come these eleven tracks that include Journey to the Center of the Mind; Just What the Doctor Ordered; Wang Dang Sweet Poontang; Red House; Cat Scratch Fever; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**CD 6826566** THE BEACH BOYS: Nassau Coliseum 1974. On June 14th, 1974 the legendary band recorded at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York, performing what is now hailed as one of the group’s finest shows ever. Among the 19 tracks included here are Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Get Around; California Girls; Sail on Sailor; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6887031** JOURNEY: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set features a selection of live performances recorded for FM radio broadcast; captured over the course of their career. Forty five tracks include Mystery Mountain; In My Lonely Feeling; Look into the Future; You’re On Your Own; Feeling That Way; Good Times; Real Changes; No More Lies; Escpecially Me; Wheel in the Sky; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2871017** P.E.M.: Bingo Hand Job. With this legendary gig recorded for FM Radio Broadcast across Europe, the entire show is now available on this double CD. The 32 tracks include hits like Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song, The One I Love; World Leader Pretend; Half a World Away, Tom’s Дiner; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2783434** DAVID BOWIE: Montreal 1983. In July 1983, Bowie played the last of his three concerts during the tour for his live FM Broadcast. This two CD set contains the entire performance which includes Look Back in Anger; Breaking Glass; Rebel Rebel; China Girl; Station to Station; all. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 375393X** PAUL SIMON: Rhythm in NYC. From a live FM broadcast recorded at New York’s Beacon Theatre on December 8, 2005, comes this wonderful compilation of songs. Tracks include That’s Where I Belong; Gracealand; You Can Call Me Al; Mrs. Robinson; Kodachrome; The Boy in the Bubble; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2820218** TAYLOR SWIFT: Reputation. The 2017 album from the U.S. megastar featuring the singles Look What You Made Me Do; Ready for It; End Game; I Did Something Bad; I Don’t Blame Me; King of My Heart; This is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things; and more. Fifteen tracks in all. Big Machine Records. $9.95

**CD 2973456** DICK DALE: Live on the Santa Monica Pier. You never really know how appropriate the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” is until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set collects 24 songs from two live performances. Songs include Shredded Heat; Nitro; The Trail of Tears; Miserable; Snake ‘n’ Stomp; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99 $12.95

**CD 2973573** THE MANY FACES OF DAVID BOWIE. Bowie was one of the most important rock artists of all time. This three CD set collects 42 songs, including You Can’t阜阳 Me; Can’t Be Slice; Oh La La; Illusion; Around and Around; Space Oddity; Prisoner; Little Wonder; and much more. Music Brokers. $14.95

**CD 376303X** AMERICAN HEARTBEAT: The Hits of 1962. Presents 30 tracks of treasured hits, including I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles, Sherry by The 4 Seasons, He’s a Rebel by The Crystals; Return to Sender by Elvis Presley, The Loco-Motion by Little Eva. The Twist by Chubby Checker; Big Girls Don’t Cry by The Ronettes; Johnny Aloha; and many more. Two CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3841014** TOMMY SANDS: This Thing Called Love/Sands at the Sands. The 2 LPs compiled here represent the young performer’s hit albums recorded in late 1959 and early 1960 transition. Tommy Sands, This Thing Called Love recorded in 1959; and Tommy Sands, Sands at the Sands recorded in late 1959. Twenty-six tracks include Should I; I’m Hours; Remember Me, Rainbow, I Wanna Be Your Son; Man and more. V12 Records. $13.95 $9.95

**CD 2981149** PETER FRAMPTON: Icon. This CD collects 12 solo hits, including Show Me the Way; I Can’t Stand it No More; It’s a Plain Shame; Signed, Sealed, Delivered (I’m Yours); Breaking All the Rules; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 3840840** JOURNEY: Live in the Neon Babylon. Collects 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Reno Events Center, Reno, NV, in September 2006, which includes Star Spangled Banner Pt. 1 & Pt. 2; Stone in Love; Ask the Lonely; Open Arms; and more. Fader Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 379495 MADONNA: Under the Covers. Collects 20 tracks from live FM radio broadcasts at various venues including Everybody Is A Star; Before The Show; Resist; Reaction Song; Reflect; Toxic; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 379477 ALICE IN CHAINS: Rock AM Ring. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Rock AM Ring Festival. Nurburg, Germany in 2006 come ten tracks: Ain’t That Fun; Junkhead; Again; Dam That River; We Die Young; Them Bones; No Excuses; Rooster; Would; and Man in the Box. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 683702 NEIL YOUNG: Cow Palace 1986. The iconic rock star heads to Brisbane the California Ampitheater for a broadcast in L.A., tearing through 25 tracks like Mr. Soul; Down By The River; After the Goldrush; Cortez the Killer; When Your Lonely Heart Breaks; Like a Hurricane; Presence of My Past; Roll; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

★ CD 2908220 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in the 70s’. A nostalgic look at the Grateful Dead from the 70s. This 2 disc collection delivers 22 tracks from live FM radio broadcasts recorded at various venues including Bertha; Good Lovin; Scarlet Begonias; Fire on the Mountain; Miss 500; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

★ CD 2936143 ELVIS: The King of Rock ‘n’ Roll—The Complete 50s Masters. This astounding 5 CD collection represents a time when the world of popular music was forever changed and transformed by the enormous talent of the King himself. Features 140 tracks, including hits like Mystery Train; Blue Moon; All Shook Up; and more. Sony Music. $34.95

★ CD 2925745 BAND: Shake Your Tree. Recorded in Bonn towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include The Four Horsemen; Ride the Lightning; Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Whiplash; Hell Awaits/Antichrist; War Ensemble; South of Heaven; Angel of Death; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ CD 6749435 FLEETWOOD MAC: Life Becoming a Landslide. One of the greatest bands of all time, offers 50 years of their incredible music. Ten tracks from their 1977 album Rumours include Train in the City; Oh Well; The Chain; Go Your Own Way; and more. Two CDs. Frontline Media. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

★ CD 667416X CROSBY & NASH WITH NEIL YOUNG: The 1972 Broadcast. A 15-track live performance, captured at the peak of Crosby, Nash, and Young’s popularity. Legends of folk and rock come together for Wooden Ships; I Used to Be a King; Southbound Train; Harvest; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Needle and the Damage Done; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3907398 PRINCE: Small Club 1983. These twelve tracks are from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Pageant, St. Louis, Missouri. The recording featured on this CD is taken from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Grateful Dead from the 70s. This 2 disc collection delivers 22 tracks from live FM radio broadcasts recorded at various venues including Bertha; Good Lovin; Scarlet Begonias; Fire on the Mountain; Miss 500; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

★ CD 6863787 MITCH RYDER: Live at Rockpalast. Noted for his gruff, wailing singing style and his dynamic stage performances this collection includes his concerts at Rockpalast in Germany, 1979, and again in 2004. Includes 31 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a total running time of over 3 hours of live performances. The live performances include With Flowers: and more. HOB0. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3821749 THE BEACH BOYS’ LONELY RETURN. Collects 20 songs from various classic 1967 broadcasts. Tracks include Sloop John B; Good Vibrations; Get Up; Help Me Rhonda; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3977823 OAKKEN: From Conception Live 1981. This collection of songs comes from one of the band’s first recordings–before they saw success. Ten tracks: Paris; Go Down; In the Middle; Young Girls; Hit and Run; Night Rider; GTR Solo; Live to Rock; Breakin the Chains; and Liar. Rhino. $5.95

★ CD 6814998 JOHN HIATT WITH RY COODER: Live at the Cotati Cabaret 1983. This live recording features on this CD is taken from a live radio broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don’t Buy Me No Fall; On A String; Zero Hour; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3691675 METALLICA: Transmission Impossible. Features rare broadcast recordings from live shows this legendary band performed in the 1980s and 1990s. Songs include Master of Puppets; Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Whiplash; and more. Four-ty two tracks on 3 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 2926265 SLAYER: Praying to Satan. From a live FM broadcast recorded in Paris, 1991 comes these 18 tracks: Hell Awaits/Antichrist; War Ensemble; South of Heaven; August; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2686015 THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shake Your Tree. Relive all the hits in this live 1973 recording, originally broadcast by KSAN-FM in Sausalito, California. Miller offers up live renditions of 15 of his most enduring hits including Fly Like an Eagle; The Joker; Rock Me Baby; Living in the USA; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6822873 LEONARD COHEN: Upon a Golden Rain. Recorded in Bonn towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include Bird on the Wire; Hey, That’s No Way to Say Goodbye; Who By Fire; Passing Through; So Long; Marianne; and more. Two CDs. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6776396 PEPPER ADAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1961. Brings together over live hours of music and celebrates the genius and unparalleled style of Peppa Adams, one of the most important baritone saxophonists during the rise of bebop. Includes eight complete albums with songs like Mary’s Blues; Minor Mist; All That Jazz; and more; Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 3763072 FOR LOVERS ONLY: Cruisin' 'Classics 1955-1960.** Presents 50 tracks of the greatest "cruisin'" songs in this nostalgic two CD collection. Includes Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets; Only You by The Platters; Unchained Melody by Al Hibber; Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis Presley; Yakety Yak by The Coasters; Who's Sorry Now by Sonny & Cher; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6673813 JACKSON BROWNE: Awake Again.** Recorded live at the Casino de Montreux in Switzerland, this 1982 broadcast features 19 Browne performances: Somebody's Baby; That's What You Got; Footprints in the Snow; For Everyman; Knock on Any Door; Your Bright Baby Blues; Tender Is the Night; For a Dancer; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 6692145 JOHN CIPOLLINA/NICK GRAVENITES BAND: Live at Rockpalast-Dortmund 1980.** Cipollina never recorded a solo album so this concert is a rare document of seeing him fronting a great band. Collects 15 tracks on two CDs, including Rockpalast Caption; Southside; Cinnamon Girl; Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2926202 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Santa Cruz 1984.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Catalyst, Santa Cruz. 1984 these thirteen tracks include Rock; Rock; Rock; So Tired; Violent Side; I Got a Problem; Stand by Me; Your Love Is Good to Me; Powderfinger; Barstool Blues; Welfare Mothers; Touch the Night; Cortez the Killer; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6688141 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmission Impossible.** In legendary broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Beefheart blends rock, blues, psychedelia, and experimental composition with 48 tracks. See all the inventive brilliance of this wild artist in cuts of Down in the Bottom; Mirror Man; Somebody in My Home; Sweet Georgia Brown; Ashtray Heart; Kandy Korn; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 371733X FLAMIN' GROOVIES: September 19, 1979.** This concert serves to document a typical Groovies gig of the time with staples like Shake Some Action! I Can't Hide; All I Wanted and covers of Feel a Whole Lot Better; Fall on You; I Want You Bad; and more. Seventeen tracks. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2903601 DOODLE DOO DOOPS: Legends of Doo-Wop.** An essential three CD collection of Doo-Wop music. Includes 69 tracks that include in the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; I Only Have Eyes for You by The Swallows; I Miss You So by The Solitaires; I Want You to Be My Girl by The Coasters; and more. Three CDs. Published at $14.99 $12.99

**CD 6760457 SANTA NA: The Golden Child.** One of the greatest guitarists of all time seizes the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded at Michigan's Rynearson Stadium in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Treat/Time for FM broadcast in the mid 1990s. This 13 track collection features live performances of hits like Midnight Rider; Long Time Gone; Dark Star; Woodstock; Born in Chicago; Charge Partners; Feetloopy Flyer; The Ballad of Hollis Brown; Love of My Life; and more. 3 CDs. Unplugged. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6721790 RAMONES: The Broadcast Archive.** Brings together three complete live radio broadcasts by the pioneering punks, each recorded at different venues during their tour of new tracks: Live at the Cofee Pot 1983. After the Allman Brothers split up in 1982, Dickey Betts formed this new band with Jimmy Hall, the soulful vocalist and sax player forevermore. Here they perform 14 tracks: Anything You Can Do (There Ain't); Whole Lotta Memories; Ramblin’ Man; Rain; Let Me Ride; Southbound, and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6856720 JAMES TAYLOR: The Archives.** This 39 track collection includes the live recordings from The Jabberwocky Club, Syracuse, NY, 1970. The Atlantic Civic Centre, GA, 1981; and Baden Baden, Germany, 1986. Tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with Coke; Stand and Fight; You Can Close Your Eyes; How Sweet It Is; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6760691 ELVIS PRESLEY: Essential Original Albums.** Three CDs bring together the entirety of six classic albums by the King of Rock 'n' Roll: A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King Creole; Blue Hawaii; G.I. Blues; and Something for Everybody. Relive hits like I Forgot to Remember to Forget; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Seventy tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6795899 METALLICA: The Broadcast Archive.** Drawn from the group’s most prolific periods, these three CDs capture the searing ferocity of these metal gods in adrenaline-pumping live performances from the ’80s and ’90s. Nearly 40 tracks include multiple renditions of hits like Enter Sandman and For Whom the Bell Tolls. Live from Deutschland, Where I May Roam. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2903598 THE DON CHERRY SINGLES COLLECTION, 1950-59.** Features Cherry’s entire chart from this era including the top ten hits Mona Lisa; Band of Gold and Thank You for the Apple. Seven-seventeen additional tracks include: Third Man Theme; Powder Blue; Belle, My Liberty Bell; I Will Never Change; My Mother’s Pearls; I’m Through with Love; Where Can You Be; Sig of Moonlight; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 5993272 FRANK ZAPPA: Live in Barcelona 1986.** One of Zappa’s finest live captures from his 1988 tour took place in Barcelona on May 17th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Shancier, Ain’t Got No Heart; Love of My Life and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3735683 PAUL RODGERS: Hollywood Nights.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Troubadour, Hollywood, California in November of 1993 these come fifteen tracks including Can’t Get Enough; Louisiana Blues; Purple Haze; Heartbreaker; The Black Crow; Fire; Foxy Lady; and more. Goldrnn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3735133 THE ELVIS PRESELY CONNECTION, VOL. 1.** Collects 33 songs showcasing where Elvis got his music inspirations and style from, including Good Rockin’ Tonight by Clyde Staley. Just Become; by the Shelton Brothers; Baby Let’s Play House by Vince Everett. All Shook Up by David Hill; Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 6760376 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged.** Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of: ‘River Side;’ Pretty Girl; The Spirit of Radio; and many more! HOBO. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6992099 FRANK ZAPPA: Berlin 1978.** Recorded at Berlin’s Deutscherlandhalle on February 15th, 1978. The two CD set collects 26 tracks, including Dancin’ Fool; The Black Page; Muffin Man; Yo Mama; Wild Love; The Torture Never Stops and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
```
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 Damn; Love; Stay; Hang on to Yourself; Ziggy Stardust; Suffragette City;
tracks include
broadcast recorded at the NHK Hall, Tokyo, Japan, December 1978, twelve

Cooke; including
and many more. Three CDs. Universal Music.

and man y more. Also includes two DVDs of these performances, recorded at

and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

Comprises 18 tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Winterland
Ballroom, in October of 1973, one of the last performances of Manassas.

Sixteen tracks from the live FM broadcast recorded at The Dean
Smith Center, Chapel Hill, NC 1989, including

Eighteen; Lost in America; School's Out; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Desperado; I'm

Remains; "Heroes"; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Five

stock remix). Angel Air.

Cowboy. The performance on this
release was captured in Dallas, Texas on
November 15th, 1976 from a live FM radio
broadcast. This remarkable concert collects the
following nine tracks Hello Old Friend; Set Me Free; Interview; The Fool;

and more. HOBO. Pub. at $19.99

This 45 track collection includes,

For David Bowie's
was so legendary that Martin Scorsese made a film about it. This
17 track album features duets and contributions from many brilliant artists,
Making No Difference; Twilight; King Harvest; Stage Fright; The Shape
I'm In; Ophelia; and Don't Do It. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

This 2-CD set collects 35 songs from this
concert in Baltimore, Maryland on February 24, 2000 from
Sydney, Australia. Fifteen tracks, including Learn to Fly; Money
Wrench; Hey, Johnny Park!: Everlong; Up in

The Complete Collection.

and many more. Packed in a cardboard sleeve.

This two CD set collects 35 songs from this
spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include
Now We're Getting Somewhere; Comin' Down the M1 it's our Four Seasons:

FOO FIGHTERS: The Big

MARILYN MANSON:
Sweet Dreams Baby. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Big Day Out Festival,
Sydney, Australia, January 1999 come these eleven tracks including: Great Big White
World; Cake and Sodomy; Rock is Dead; lunchbox; The Beautiful People; and
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**LITTLE FEAT: ST. Valentine’s Day Massacre.** Few bands that formed in the early 1970s have managed to survive and continue touring to the present day. This 12 track album features their landmark 1976 Winterland performance, with hits like Skin It Back; On Your Way Down; Our Love Stand; Save That Chicken; Don’t Bring Me Boogie; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 692056 THE DETROIT SPINNERS: The Ultimate Collection.** This sterling two CD retrospective features all of the Detroit quintet’s significant Atlantic Records recordings, including I’ll Be Around; Could It Be I’m Falling in Love; Ghetto Child; Wake Up Susan; Working My Way Back to You; Pomp and Circumstance; and more. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2870916 LITTLE FEAT: BOOGIE WITH YOUR FRIENDS.** This CD collection features 14 tracks, including Rock & Roll; Colinda; Baby, Won’t You Please Come Home; and more. Blues Street. Pub. at $15.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3736598 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: Fresh Air.** This 2019 album from the Scottish Celt rock band features fourteen tracks, including Bleaching Clothes; Dalavich; Hallelujah; Shut up and Dance; Highland Cathedral; Treasure; This Is Me; and more. Birnam. Pub. at $16.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 679538 JAMES BOND: 1970 and All That... Recreated live at the Jabberwocky Club in Syracuse, New York on October 19, 1970 with Taylor at his best. Fifteen tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with Coke; Machine Gun Kelly; Anyway Like Heaven; Fire and Rain; Circle Round the Sun; Will the Circle Be Unbroken?; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 682286X GRATEFUL DEAD: 50 Shades of Black & White.** This double CD set features the entire gig performed by this celebrated group at the Brendan Byrne Arena in 1987. Includes Touch of Grey, New Minglewood; Wheel, 5/20; Fall of the Leaf; Deal; It (On Down) Line; Stagger Lee; Box of Rain; I Need a Miracle; Bertha; Ship of Fools; Man Smart, Woman Smarter; and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3691756 STARRY EYED AND LAUGHING: Live at the Ritz.** The legendary German WDR TV show Rockpalast comprising the entire gig performed by this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Hitsville; Ode to Mary; The Legend of Joe; the Ritz; While the Band Played On; and more. The Class; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $17.99

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 290338 MADONNA: The Immaculate Collection.** Collects all her greatest hits, including Like a Virgin; Papa Don’t Preach; Like a Prayer; Vogue; Lucky Star; and many more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**CD 6686222 FRANK ZAPPA: Puttin’ on the Ritz.** One of the most eccentric and daringly original musicians of his time, Zappa performs live on The Ritz in 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Treacherous Cretins; Montana; Easy meat; Dumb All Over; Sinister Footwear; Whipping Post Handful of Skulls; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2978112 THE DOORS: The TV Collection.** Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like Light My Fire; Break on Through; Love Me Two Times; and many more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2877414 BON JOVI: Burning Bridges.** This ten track collection presents the great sound and style of this iconic group. Includes A Bridge to the Sky; I’ll Sleep When I’m Dead; The Night We Made Sunday Morning; We All Fall Down; Blind Love; Who Would You Die For; Fingerprint; Life is Beautiful; I’m Your Man; and Burning Bridges. MCA. Pub. at $15.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3702790 DAVID BOWIE: Black Tie White Noise.** Presents David Bowie at his best in this 12 track collection. Includes The Wedding: You’ve Been Around; I Feel Free; Black Tie Noise; Jump They Say; Nice Flights; Pallas Athena; Miracle Goodnight; Don’t Let Me Down & Down: Looking for Lester; I know its Going to Happen; and The Wedding Song. EMI America. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2903571 DAVID BOWIE & TIN MACHINE: Japan 1992.** From a live FM performance recorded at The Nippon Budokan, Tokyo, Japan in 1992 these fifteen tracks which include Good News, Good News; Good Night; Something; Baby Universal; Crack City; I Can’t Read; You Can’t Talk; Side by Side; Go Now; Bus Stop; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2903539 THE CHUBBY CHECKER COLLECTION 1959-62.** This two CD collection offers 32 tracks, including Draggin’ the Line II; Rising Water; One Helluva Ride; I Think We’re Alone Tonight; I Wanna Take You Higher; Come Together; I Can’t Stop Loving You; and more. Figarette Music. Pub. at $25.99

**PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**CD 2994534 M1 DEADPREZ/BONNOT: Between Me and the World.** Created over the course of four months, these two legends from both sides of the hip-hop industry brought their talents together for this amazing collection of ten tracks. Number One with a Bullet; Killing It; Fill in the Blanks; Free up; Open; Tobacco Inc.; Relapse; Real OG; Sacrifice; and Between Me and the World. Sound Weapon. Pub. at $10.99

**PRICE CUT to $7.99**

**CD 2925869 FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE.** Twenty-five original recordings from the rock ’n roll era including Ubangi Stomp by Warren Smith; Rollin’ Stone by Eddie音像店F, Loner for You Baby by Guitar Slim; The Queen and the Joker by Don Alcazar; Don’t You Just Know It by Huey “Piano” Smith & The Clowns; Little Daisy by Sonny Saber; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2926393 TWO TIMIN WOMAN.** Revisit the fifteen tracks of the original artists which include Drummer Boy by Rock Gene Watson & His Rockets; Two Timin’ Woman by Jack Scott; Don’t Stop Now by Roy Hall; Go Slow by Fatso Bobby Rutledge; Little Bit of Rain by Jimmy Bowen; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $15.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2926180 MY KIND OF WOMAN.** Collects twenty-five rockin’ tunes from the fifties performed by the original artists including I’ve Got Love If You Want It by Warren Smith, Seventeen by The Wildcads; Hot Dog! Ting-A-Ling by The Nilsson Twins, Rumble by Link Wray, and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2984490 TOMMY JAMES: Alive.** The rock star’s first album in over ten years comprises 25 rock tracks including Draggin’ the Line II; Rising Water; One Helluva Ride; I Think We’re Alone Tonight; Draggin’ the Line II; Rising Water; One Helluva Ride; I Think We’re Alone Tonight; I Wanna Take You Higher; Come Together; I Can’t Stop Loving You; and more. Figarette Music. Pub. at $25.99

**PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**CD 2903776 RITCHIE VALENS: The Complete Releases 1956-60.** Featuring all his hits for Del-Fi & all the tracks from his albums Ritchie Valens; Ritchie; & Ritchie Concert at Pacoima Jr. High, these 35 tracks include: Hurry Up; Now You’re Gone; Fast Freight; Ritchie’s Blues; Come on, Let’s Go; La Bamba; Rhythm Song; Runaway; Love Potion No. 9; and more. 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$9.95**

**CD 2903784 ROGER MCGUINN’S THUNDERBYRD: Hammersmith Odeon Broadcast 1977.** From the live FM broadcast recorded at the Hammersmith Odeon, London, 1977 these are twelve tracks comprising Lover of the Bayou; American Girl; Mr. Spaceman; Why Baby Why; Golden Loom; It’s Gone; Chestnut Mare; Dixie Highway; Shooting; So You Want to Be a Rock ‘N’ Roll Star; Mr. Tambourine Man; and Eight Miles High. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**
CD 2920298 FOREIGNER: Original Album Series. One of the greatest '70s bands gives us five of their best. Five CDs collect all of Foreigner:Double Vision; Head Games; 4; Agent Provocateur; featuring hits like Hot Blooded and Juke Box Hero. Packaged in cardboard sleeves with the original album artwork. Rhino. $21.95

★ CD 6631680 ONE: The Best of Nilsson. New rock music's most professionally managed to sustain a truly groundbreaking recording career. This two CD set features 36 tracks including Without You; Everybody’s Talking; Cuddly Toy; Good Old Desk, Many Rivers To Cross; It Ain’t The Woman But It’s You; Target; I’m Lost Without You; I Only Have Eyes For You; Back on the Streets; A Little Bit of What You Fancy; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; The Moonbeam Song; and more! SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD S219945 FRANK ZAPPA: Poughkeepsie. From a live FM broadcast at Madison Square Garden, Poughkeepsie, New York, on September 1978, these 26 tracks include The Deathless Horsie; Dancin’ Foot; Honey Don’t You Want a man Like Me. Is That Guy Kidding; 77 Village of the Sun; Magic Finger; Little House I Used to Live In; Yo Mama; Black Napkins; and many CDs. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD S218473 PEARL JAM: Vitalogy. Released in 1994 this album has since gone 4-times Platinum and now has been completely remastered. Collects 14 tracks, including Last Exit; Spin the Black Circle; Corduroy; Whipping Cream and more. Epic. $19.99

★ CD 6673775 GRIEFUL DEAD: San Francisco 1976. The greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this massive three-CD set, collecting live versions of their greatest hits, as well as an original: Mississippi Half Step Uptown Toodeleo; Cassidy; Mama Tried; Looks Like Rain; Loser; Samson and Delilah; Candyman; Not Fade Away; Johnny B. Goode; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ CD 9295893 GRIEFUL DEAD: Make It With View. 1972-1976. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Shoreline Amphitheatre, California, 1974 these 16 tracks include Good Lovin’. Days Between; Beware of the Judas; A Book by Its Cover; My Comes Sunshine; It’s All Over Now; Samson & Delilah; Eyes of the World; Promised Land; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 683222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: Guitar Legends. You’ll love the 10 tracks collected here from these two pioneers of rock n’ roll. I’m a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Make Love; I’ll See You Again; and more! DCG. $3.95

CD 3702639 THE VERY BEST OF Saxon 1979-1988. The high octave, heavy rock sound of this unique group is presented in this three CD set. Collection includes: Eagles; Dress Reiser; Strollin’ the Highway; Backs to the Wall; Milka Guard; Hungry Years; Dallas 1PM; And the Bands Played On, Never Surrender; Sailing to America; A Little Bit of This You Fancy; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; and many more. Chrysalis. $19.95

CD 2877457 DEMI LOVATO: Confident. This eleven track collection features the sensational musical style of Demi Lovato. Includes Confident; Cool for the Summer; Old Ways; For You; Stone Cold; Kingdom Come; Waiting For You; Wildfire; I Want; and Father. UMG Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 3702640 IAN HUNTER: From the Knees of My Heart. This four CD set presents Ian Hunter one of the most inventive rock writers of the early 70s, on this sixty three track collection. Songs include Just Another Night; Cleveland Rocks; FBT; Once Bitten Twice Shy; Angeline; I Wish I Was Your Father; My Mother; Irene Wilde; Walking With a Mountain/Rock and Roll Queen; All the Young Dudes; Slaughter on 10th Avenue; and more. Chrysalis. $19.95

CD 3729451 THE WHO: My Generation. A stunning 89 track, five-CD super deluxe set with a spectacular 90-page color volume with stunning 89 tracks, five-CD super deluxe set

CD 288287 JERRY GARCIA & JOHN KHAN: Santa Cruz Blues. In this 12 track album, this legendary pair deliver a superb selection of Dead tunes, a couple of Dylan numbers, and one or two traditional blues cuts. Features hits like Deep Elem Blues; Friend of the Devil; Little Sadie; She Belongs to Me; Bird Song; Been All Around This World; Ripple; Gimmehmore; and more! Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 6631111 DAVID BOWIE. The rocker’s debut album! Twelve tracks: Young Americans; Been and Gone; Yo Mama; I'm Gonna Love Me Again; Good Time Girl; It's All Been Done; Love Someone; Week Without You; Miss You So Much; Raven; Mood; and more. Geffen. $3.95

CD 6703941 LITTLE FEAT: On the Eastern Front. Performed almost exactly one year before the ultimately fatal 1977 plane crash of front man Lowell George, this 1978 concert in Tokyo is a reminder of Little Feat’s best years. Fifteen tracks include Skin It Back; Walkin’ All Night; Rock and Roll Doctor; Shake ‘Em on Down; The Look of the Woman; Time Performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this pinch guitar; collects 12 songs, including: Beer Drinkin’ Man; Don’t Leave Me; Aliens Exist; Going Away to College; Anthem; and more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT to $1.95

CD 6961525 MADONNA: Tokyo 1987. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Korakuen Kyujo, Tokyo, Japan in June 1987 this fifteen track CD includes Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don’t Preach; White Heat; The Look of the Woman; Virgin; Who's That Girl?; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 2980894 BLINK-182: Take off Your Pants and Jacket. Thirteen tracks from punk rock band, including The Rock Show; First Date; Stay Together for the Kids; Anthem; and more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT to $1.95

CD 2940833 THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: The Abbey Road E.P. A collection of five tracks along with their own unique version of the Abbey Road cover. Songs included are: Under the Bridge; Coma; Hit; prince and the Power Station; What a Love Song; Diego; and more. Capitol Records. $7.95

CD 6961649 STONE THE CROWS & MARGIE BELL. This 2 CD collection features the recordings of guitarist and vocalist both Stone the Crow and Maggie Bell after she left the group and began her solo career. Twenty tracks include Good Time Girl; Big Jim Salter; Penicillin Blues; Sunset Cowboy; Cowboys On My Mind; and more. Rhino. $11.95

CD 6799493 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: San Francisco Serenades. From a live broadcast recorded at the Fillmore, San Francisco, in 1971 featuring 40 tracks including Around and Around; Jamin’ Me; It’s Good to Be King; Green Onions; Shakin’ All Over; Many Rivers To Cross; It Ain’t The Woman But It’s You; Target; I’m Lost Without You; I Only Have Eyes For You; Back on the Streets; The Moonbeam Song; and more! SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3702804 IAN HUNTER: From the Knees of My Heart. This four CD set presents Ian Hunter one of the most inventive rock writers of the early 70s, on this sixty three track collection. Songs include Just Another Night; Cleveland Rocks; FBT; Once Bitten Twice Shy; Angeline; I Wish I Was Your Father; My Mother; Irene Wilde; Walking With a Mountain/Rock and Roll Queen; All the Young Dudes; Slaughter on 10th Avenue; and more. Chrysalis. $19.95

Each Other; and more. Chrysalis. $19.95

CD 6833180 GRIEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert. The greatest jam band of all time takes the stage for this 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; hook-a-hata; Cassidy; I’ve Been Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Biggest Story Ever Told; They Love Digital Legends. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

CD 2990886 BLINK-182: Enema of the State. The third studio album from the punk rock band, collects 12 songs, including: Beer Drinkin’ Man; Don’t Leave Me; Aliens Exist; Going Away to College; Anthem; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95
Underground; That’s Entertainment; the World; The Modern World; Beat Surrender; Strange Town; Going more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

Change; Tragic Comic; in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna from the hard rock band. Thirteen tracks, including

Pooper; I’m a Poet; dynamic show was part of Morrissey’s tour to promote his album

Live on Air/The Lost Tapes. One of the finest singer/songwriters ever in rock and popular music, Neil waves his musical magic like no other: includes 6 of this track CD

and many. Concord Music Group.

BAD BOY: Small Club Broadcast. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Small Club, Paris, 1999, these fourteen tracks include Live on Mars; Thursday’s Child; Something in the Air; World on a Wing: Can’t Help Thinking About Me; China Girl; Drive in Saturday; Rebel Rebel; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Breakout. Records.

Parade: My Father’s Place. * Tracks from a live FM broadcast at My Father’s Place.

Reflections on the Future; The Way I Feel; I Wanna Stay; I Saw the World; and more. Acropolis.

WHO: Live in the UK. This great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Sixteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.

The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Breakout. Features 10 tracks from a live performance on August 8, 1993 at the Wallace Center in Fitchburg, Massachusetts. This CD collects 14 tracks from the legendary thrash metal band, including Maiden’s ‘Powerslave’; Caught in a Mosh; Bring the Noise; Belly of the Beast; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

ONE MORE... The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Breakout. Recorded from a live performance on August 8, 1993 at the Wallace Center in Fitchburg, Massachusetts. This CD collects 14 tracks from the legendary thrash metal band, including Maiden’s ‘Powerslave’; Caught in a Mosh; Bring the Noise; Belly of the Beast; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

THE VERY BEST OF THE JAM. A great collection from a great band. Collect 21 tracks, including in the City; All Around the World; Modern Beat; Surrender; Strange Town; Going Underground; That’s Enough; and more. PolyGram.

THE BEST OF EXTREME. A great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Thirteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.

ARISTA: Bad Boys. This superb live recording is

THE BEST OF EXTRÊME. A great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Thirteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.

BAD BOY: Small Club Broadcast. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Small Club, Paris, 1999, these fourteen tracks include Live on Mars; Thursday’s Child; Something in the Air; World on a Wing: Can’t Help Thinking About Me; China Girl; Drive in Saturday; Rebel Rebel; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Breakout. Records.

Parade: My Father’s Place. * Tracks from a live FM broadcast at My Father’s Place.

Reflections on the Future; The Way I Feel; I Wanna Stay; I Saw the World; and more. Acropolis.

WHO: Live in the UK. This great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Sixteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.

THE VERY BEST OF THE JAM. A great collection from a great band. Collect 21 tracks, including in the City; All Around the World; Modern Beat; Surrender; Strange Town; Going Underground; That’s Enough; and more. PolyGram.

THE BEST OF EXTREME. A great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Thirteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.

ARISTA: Bad Boys. This superb live recording is

THE BEST OF EXTREME. A great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Thirteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.

THE VERY BEST OF THE JAM. A great collection from a great band. Collect 21 tracks, including in the City; All Around the World; Modern Beat; Surrender; Strange Town; Going Underground; That’s Enough; and more. PolyGram.

THE BEST OF EXTREME. A great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Thirteen tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Ego; Get the Funk Out; Stop the World; Am I Never Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records.
**DVD 3773124 GO-GO’S: Live in Central Park.** Join rock ‘n’ roll’s favorite girl group in their triumphant return to the stage in New York’s world-famous Central Park. The band plays 18 songs, including all of their favorites, such as Head Over Heels, Skidmarks on My Heart; How Much More, Apology; We Got the Beat; I Wanna Be Satisfied; and more. 46 minutes. Warner Bros. Records. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 1871242 THE ROLLING STONES–SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live.** Widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a sold-out one-liner summer-time extravaganza in 2013. Set includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from tracks include classics like Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Symphony for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98

**$7.95**

**★ DVD 2886553 WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969.** An exhilarating “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**★ DVD 2888424 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live at Tiwoli 1972.** Widescreen. Filmed for live television during the Grateful Dead’s show at the prestigious Tiwoli Concert Hall in Copenhagen. This rare concert footage will prove a delight for all Deadheads. The set list includes 12 classics such as Me & Bobby McGee; Chinatown Shuffle; Ramble on Rose; Next Time You See Me; See Me; and more. 77 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**★ DVD 6938663 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Rare Video Broadcast Collection.** Fullscreen. With performances of this occasional quartet given in the 1960s, ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s, this film is an exceptional collection of twenty-two rare TV broadcast appearances across their career. 95 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 2975726 WILSON PHILLIPS: Live from Infinity Hall.** This live performance concert DVD captures the band’s unique harmony-rich sound on songs made famous by their parents, The Beach Boys, the Papas and the Beach Boys. Included are hits like Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Monday Monday; and California Dreamin’ plus their own smash hit Hold On. 61 minutes. Sony Music. **$5.95**

**DVD 6857899 TOM PETTY: The Television Collection.** Widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken from across Tom’s extraordinary career. Twenty-four tracks in all: 101 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 2788284 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78.** Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of vocation classics as American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Sorrows; Be衔接; Go; Pictures at an Exhibition; Rock and Roll Album; and more. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98. **$14.95**

**$9.95**

**★ DVD 6887104 TOM WAITS: The Television Collection.** Widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986 and 1988, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make for one of the finest Tom Waits collections yet to emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 2704145 ROCKTHOLOGY, VOLUME 4.** Experience hard rock and heavy metal like never before with music videos, in-depth interviews, band history highlights, and more! Volume Four features rock legends Queen, Thin Machine, Black Sabbath, The Doors, Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, and Deep Purple. 61 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**DVD 3802841 DAMN YANKEES: Uprising Live! Fullscreen. Features live performances of Uprising, High Enough, Don’t Read on My Mind and much more. **$11.95**

**DVD 3701344 AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Live at Montreux 1977.** Fullscreen. The Average White Band performs at the 1977 Montreux Festival. From the opening bars of their signature tune Pick Up the Pieces through to the band’s version of The Rolling Stones’ Paint It Black, Grapevine, they hold the audience in the palm of their hands. 97 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 2801213 DON MCLLEAN: American Troubadour.** Since first hitting the charts in 1971, Don McLean has amassed over 40 gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a birds-eye view of the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits including American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Crying; and more. 55 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$5.95**

**DVD 4581296 FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight.** Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a livewire performance from the band’s 2002 25th Anniversary Tour. In addition to live renditions of Double Vision; Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want to Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the band on the road and behind the scenes. 90 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 672583X ALANIS MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012.** Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montreux as part of her Guardian Angel Tour in support of her album Havoc and Bright Lights. Twenty live recordings include You Learn; Hands Clean; Hard in My Pocket; Thank You; and more. Warner Music Group. **$9.95**

**DVD 1871196 FREE FOREVER.** Fullscreen. Free’s greatest live performances and video collection in tribute to one of the greatest bands of the ’70s. The second DVD features an audio-only recording of their Isle of Wight performance, plus three surviving videos from the set. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 594192X THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78.** Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. This Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love In Vain; Beast of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. **$4.95**

**★ DVD 6799256 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection.** Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded on MTV in the late 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo-acoustic versions of classic songs, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 2837382 GREGG ALLMAN: Live on Stage in Nashville November 1988.** Widescreen. Features a full-length concert from Allman and his solo band, filmed live at the Cannery in Nashville, Tennessee. Collects 10 tracks, including It’s Not My Cross to Bear; Hard to Handle; No One Is to Blame; Lay Down; Ain’t Wound Up; and more. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.95. **$10.95**

**★ DVD 2868582 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER...WELCOME BACK MY FRIENDS...40th Anniversary Reunion Concert.** Reunite the legendary band for the first time since 1992 for the heart-pounding Montreux Festival London’s first High Voltage Rock Festival is loaded with special effects and performances of The Barbarian; Knife-Edge; From the Beginning; Reach; and Go. Pictures at an Exhibition. 66 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**
CD 2801221 DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour. This collection features songs originally recorded for A&M between 1970 and 2010. Among the 30 tracks compiled here are: Everyday; Crying; Addicted to Black; American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $11.95

CD 3737455 ITALIAN AMERICAN CROONERS. Three CD set compiled 104 songs from the singles of Sergio Franchi, Jerry Vale, Al Martino, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza and Jimmy Spizzelto. Includes Franchi, Roma (Martin); Core 'Ngrato (Franchi); Just Say I Love Her (Vale); Funiculì, Funiculà (Lanza); Core Spizzatò (Roselli); and many more. Golden Stars. $5.95

CD 4579224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60. Celebrating one of the most distinct musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the complete content of four different LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer, An Evening Wasted with Tom Lehrer (Live); More of Tom Lehrer; and Tom Lehrer Revisited. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

CD 2926006 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person 1949-54. Features 27 tracks of the great comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey, Won't You Please Come Home?; It’s My Nosey Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Mad Bird Bagatelle; Ida Dina Doo; Good Night. A Real Piano Player, and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $7.95

CD 5878870 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before The Next Teardrop Falls, Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side of Life; You’ll Lose a Good Friend; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She’s About A Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; In The Good Old Summertime; Thrill of It All; La Paloma; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99 $6.95


CD 5788556 LINDA RONSTADT: Back To You. This collection includes 20 tracks from Linda Ronstadt’s early years, all of which she had US chart hits. Includes: Will You Love Me Tomorrow; Do I Love You; Strong Enough To Handle; What’s New Pussycat; From Nothing To Something; and many more. Medley. $11.95

CD 2994386 THE BEST OF CHUCK MANGIONE: 20th Century Themes. Illustrating his prowess on the flugelhorn, here are ten of Mangione’s most recognizable hits including Land of Make Believe; BellaVita; Main Squeeze; Chase the Clouds Away; Feels So Good, Hide and Seek; Children of Sanchez; Hill Where the Lord Hides; Fun and Games; and Give It All You Got. Universal Music. $14.95

CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits. All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks: Take Me Back To Chattanooga; Ol’ Man River; Hang On In There; She’s a Keeper; Since I Met You Baby; The Bird Is the Word; and many more. Medley. $5.95

CD 3794855 FRANK SINATRA: Trilogy Gold. This collection is prime Sinatra and holds of songs and investing them with a weight of emotional and musical delivery that leaves you breathless with admiration. Sixty tracks include: Fly Me To The Moon; All or Nothing at All; Melancholy Mood; The Lady Is A Tramp; I Get A Kick Out Of You; and many more. Three CDs. $12.95

CD 5884755 RARE JUKEBOX HITS 1956. Turn back the clock and return to a time when this collection on 20 tracks were the hits! Includes: Sixteen Tons by Tennessee Ernie Ford; Why Do Fools Fall In Love by Frankie Lymon & the Teenagers; Oh What a Night by The Dells; Mack the Knife by Louis Armstrong; Allelujah Moon by Patti Page; Moonlight Gambler by Frankie Lane; and many more. Medley. $4.95

CD 3808440 MANTOVANI: All-Time Love Themes. Presents Mantovani and his orchestra in this two CD, 40 track collection of some of the greatest love songs ever written. Includes: Autumn Leaves; Stranger in Paradise; Laura; Arrivederci Roma; Three Coins In a Fountain; The Way You Look Tonight; Love Is A Many Splendored Thing; Lonesome Tonight?; True Love; Summertime; Yesterday; Scarborough Fair; I Left My Heart in San Francisco, Till There Was You; Over The Rainbow; New York, New York; Misty; It’s Impossible; and Medley. $9.95

CD 3808386 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Unforgettable Songs. Presents 20 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include: Unforgettable; That’s My Desire; Come Where I’m A-Dreaming; Love Is A Many Splendored Thing; Lonesome Tonight?; True Love; Summertime: Yesterday; Scarborough Fair; I Left My Heart in San Francisco, Till There Was You; Over The Rainbow; New York, New York; Misty; It’s Impossible; and Medley. $9.95

CD 1833723 AMERICA’S NUMBER ONES OF THE 50S. Every chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one album! A&H whacking 124 tracks include: Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer by Gene Autry; Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; Because of You by Tony Bennett; The Doggone in the Window by Patti Page; Mr. Sandman by the Charioteers; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; and so much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

CD 6807806 TERESA BREWER: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This 57 track collection includes many of the stylish and versatile singer’s hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! Music!; Till I Waltz Again With You. Comprising selected A and B sides of her singles this 2 CD set also includes: Undecided; I Love You; A Tear For A Heart; A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl; Ricotta; Jilleted; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 6548393 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS: SSgt Barry Sadler. Sadler delivers 13 tracks by turns patriotic and melancholy. The title track joins I’m A Little Bit, One; Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Saloon; Salute to the Nurses; I’m Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soldier; Has Come Home; Lullaby; I Pity the Fool, Lament, Barbara; and many more. Real Team Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95


CD 3808366 1001 STRINGS COLLECTION: 1001 Strings. Collects 1001 Strings’ most popular arrangements. Includes: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; They Can’t Take That Away From Me; Take Me Out To The Ball Game; and many more. Medley. $11.95

CD 3808356 SOUNDS OF THE 60S. Two CDs capture the essence of this era. Some 24 tracks deliver memorable tunes such as Turn, Turn, Turn by The Byrds; Up, Up and Away by The Fifth Dimension; Blue Velvet by Bobby Vinton; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; Summertime by Percy Faith; Cherish by The Association; Breaking Up Is Hard To Do by Neil Sedaka; and many Medley. $9.95

CD 3794854 MARY MARTINO: Two Albums – Turn, Turn, Turn and More. Includes 24 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include: The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Turn, Turn, Turn; Rock Around the Clock; Young Lovers; Unchained Melody; Younger Than Springtime; and many more. Medley. $5.95

CD 3757455 ITALIAN AMERICAN CROONERS. Three CD set compiled 104 songs from the singles of Sergio Franchi, Jerry Vale, Al Martino, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza and Jimmy Spizzelto. Includes Franchi, Roma (Martin); Core ‘Ngrato (Franchi); Just Say I Love Her (Vale); Funiculì, Funiculà (Lanza); Core Spizzatò (Roselli); and many more. Golden Stars. $5.95

CD 3808367 1001 STRINGS COLLECTION: 1001 Strings. Collects 1001 Strings’ most popular arrangements. Includes: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; They Can’t Take That Away From Me; Take Me Out To The Ball Game; and many more. Medley. $11.95

CD 3808366 1001 STRINGS COLLECTION: 1001 Strings. Collects 1001 Strings’ most popular arrangements. Includes: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; They Can’t Take That Away From Me; Take Me Out To The Ball Game; and many more. Medley. $11.95

CD 3808367 1001 STRINGS COLLECTION: 1001 Strings. Collects 1001 Strings’ most popular arrangements. Includes: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; They Can’t Take That Away From Me; Take Me Out To The Ball Game; and many more. Medley. $11.95

CD 3808366 1001 STRINGS COLLECTION: 1001 Strings. Collects 1001 Strings’ most popular arrangements. Includes: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; They Can’t Take That Away From Me; Take Me Out To The Ball Game; and many more. Medley. $11.95
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hits like Searchin’; Takes Me to Church; Eighth Wonder; Barely Breathing; I'm a Mess; Seeds of Love; Café; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ CD 294751X PAUL ANKA: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bss 1956–62. Contains the A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during this prolific period, including major hits like Lonely Boy; I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and Put Your Head on My Shoulder. Sixty tracks, all of which are stereo, with this two-CD set is a wonderful introduction to Anka’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 3792382 JOHNNY MATHIS: I Only Have Eyes for You/ Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me. These 22 tracks of standards from the popular performer include Write the Songs; Do Me Wrong, But Do Me; The Hungry Years; All the Things You Are; The Most Beautiful Girl; Don’t Give Up On Us; If It's Magic; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ CD 3701549 MOONLIGHT PIANO. Collects 22 piano classics, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller and his Orchestra, It’s Impossible (Sosnos Noites) by Roger Williams, Porgy and Bess by George Gershwin Piano and Orchestra; My Foolish Heart by Nick Ingman and his Orchestra. Misty by Ronnie Price with his Piano and Orchestra; and more. Orchard. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95

★ CD 3736504 MEL TORMÉ: The Early Years, 1944–47. Contains Tormé’s recordings for Decca leading the Mel-Tones as they recorded both under their own name and with artists like Bing Crosby and Eugene Baily. Sixty-one tracks include A Wonderful Time, Am I Blue?, Prove it by the Things You Do; It’s Dreamtime; Kokomo, Indiana; I’m Yours; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 3691624 THE JERRY VALE SINGLES COLLECTION 1953–56. Contains A and B sides of Vale’s Columbia singles during the first decade of his career, including 22 tracks that were released as singles, with You Can Never Give Me Back My Heart; Two Purple Shadows; I Live Each Day; Innamorata; You Don’t Know Me; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 3771015 MARGARET WHITING-LET’S FALL IN LOVE: The First Recordings Vol. 2. Presented in this two-CD set are sixty tracks of Margaret’s performances from The Barry Wood Show produced over 70 years ago, including thirty songs she never recorded for commercial release, and 26 that have other versions sprinkled throughout her commercial discography. Titles include Summertime; Take Me; My Silent Love; Johnny One Note; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

★ CD 2945452 NANCY LATT MOTT: Ask Me Again. A special private collection of twenty unreleased recordings from this American singer including You Ask Me Again; Killing Time; Right as the Rain; September in the Rain; I Only Have Eyes for You; Wig Beneath My Wings; The Music That Makes Me Dance; You’ll Never Know; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ CD 2908081 BING CROSBY: My Favorite Love Songs. Ten tracks from the music icon, including The One I Love (Belongs to Somebody Else); Temptation; Oh! How I Miss You Tonight; Surrender Dear; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Universal Music. $3.95

★ CD 2927438 THE FOUR LADS: The Complete Singles 1954–52. One of several male vocal quartets who enjoyed their heyday in the early years of the ‘50s. The Four Lads epitomized the musical spirit of their times and this collection of 57 tracks is an entertaining cross-section of their work during the early years ago, including It’s Impossible (Somos Novios); Moonlight in Vermont; Summertime; Take Me; My Silent Love; Johnny One Note; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 2870886 KATIE SMITH: Let’s Fall In Love. Contains 47 tracks of standards that make you feel the passion of the music. Includes Close to You; No, Not Much; Pledging My Love; The Mocking Bird; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 2956652 KATE SMITH: Collection 1954–62. Contains 53 tracks of standards that make you feel the passion of the music. Includes Close to You; No, Not Much; Pledging My Love; The Mocking Bird; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $11.95

★ CD 2927640 TONEY BENNETT: The Singles Collection 1951–62. Ranging among the most popular, successful and highly-respected vocalists of the 20th century, Bennett’s sound continues to resonate for generations of music lovers. Collected here are 78 tracks from his early career, including all of his U.S. and UK chart hits: Left My Heart in San Francisco; Because of You; Cold Cold Cold; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ CD 6998546 JOHNATHAN MILLIS SINGS THE MUSIC OF BACHARACH & KAUFMAN. A wonderful collection of some songs from Mathis as he pays tribute to Burt Bacharach and Bert Kaempfert. Tracks include From a Faraway Night; Spanish Eyes; Strangers in the Night; False Love; Day by Day; Blue Freeway; and many more. Jazz Principle. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ CD 292039X JUDY GARRLAND: Lost Tracks 1929-1959. Few stars inspire such enduring affection as Judy Garland. Here are over 100 tracks, many never heard before, featuring her unique gifts including Alice Blue Gown; A Hat, A Hat, Happy Day; My Wonderful One; The Peanut Vendor; Chub, Cheerio, Carry On; God’s Country; and so much more. Four CDs, simply incredible. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ CD 2927527 THE KAY STARR COLLECTION 1939–62. Possibly one of the most recognizable voices from what might be called the Golden Age of popular music must be that of Kay Starr. Presented here are 114 recordings, tracing her career, as she developed from big band singer to chart-topping hitmaker. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $18.99

★ CD 5880939 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954–62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, pianist Roger Williams had success that few musicians of his time could match. Presented here are 75 tracks from his early career, including all of his U.S. and UK chart hits: It’s Impossible (Somos Novios); Moonlight in Vermont; Summertime; Take Me; My Silent Love; Johnny One Note; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ CD 2937142 DON CORNELL: The Hits Collection 1942–58. One of the cornerstones of American crooners to come to the fore during the post-war years, Cornell’s heyday is revisited with his 50-track collection comprising all of his career hits. Includes Hold My Hand; I’m Yours; Stranger in Paradise; Baby, It’s Cold Outside; I’ ll Walk Alone; Careless Hands and more, some performed with the great Sammy Kaye. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 2943026 DON CORNELL: The Hits Collection 1942–58. The collection of the cornerstones of American crooners to come to the fore during the post-war years, Cornell’s heyday is revisited with his 50-track collection comprising all of his career hits. Includes Hold My Hand; I’m Yours; Stranger in Paradise; Baby, It’s Cold Outside; I’ ll Walk Alone; Careless Hands and more, some performed with the great Sammy Kaye. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 2925710 AMERICANS GREATEST HITS 1945. An intriguing and very entertaining musical cross-section of a year when WWII was just beginning to close, celebrated by a number of both sentimental and celebratory hits including Rum and Coca Cola by The Andrews Sisters; There! You’ve Said It Again by Vaughn Monroe Orch.; Sentimental Journey by Les Brown Orch., with Doris Day, That’s for Me by Dick Haymes, and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $22.95 $12.95

★ CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You Are My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; Tell Me; Mistletoe; and many more. Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips with Me; and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ CD 2956552 THE ANITA BRYANT LEGENDS 1958–62. Comprises the A & B sides of her singles Career and Other hits from this era, plus most of the titles from her albums. Collects 57 songs on two CDs, including Paper Roses; In My Little Corner of the World; Be Good, Be Careful, Dance On; It’s Not Right, But It’s Alright; Chord Anything; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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Richard; started it all: packed with photos and history. Three CDs offer 60 classics that spotlighted in this collection of hits, packaged in a collectible case and many more. Wagram Music.

Jennifer Warren’s great love songs of the ’70s with this two-CD collection of 30 tracks Acrobatt. Pub. at $19.99

Celebrate the Wild Goose; I Believe; Hey Joe; landmark classics like Moon. to Say Goodnight; Across the Alley from the Alamo; You; Long Ago (and Far Away); song joins renditions of * Beer Barrel Polka; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Tico, Tico; Bahia; The Garden of Eden; That’s My Doll; The Only My Pillow Knows; Shari n’ It; Gifford’s first CD of all original songs. Collects 12 tracks, including * many more. Forty-four tracks. Avid Entertainment.

Eighty-five tracks on 3 CDs. Acrobatt. Pub. at $19.99

Eighty-five tracks on 3 CDs. Acrobatt. Pub. at $19.99


This five CD set collects 100 songs from some of the greatest crooners in music history, including Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Ray Charles, Marvin Gaye, Dean Martin, Harry Belafonte, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Wagram Music.

CD 3702292 TOP 100 USA. Take a journey back in time with this five CD set, containing 100 songs from music legend Ray Charles; Stevie Wonder, Tony Bennett, Aretha Franklin, James Brown, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, Paul Anka, Elvis Presley, The Beach Boys, Roy Orbison, and many more. Acrobatt. Pub. at $11.95

The CLOVERS JUKEBOX HITS 1951-1955, Rediscover 20 hits by the beloved group, including Blue Velvet; I Got My Eyes on You; Lovey Dovey; Fool Fool Fool; Devil or Angel; Wonder Where My Baby’s Gone; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $19.95

CD 2845407 NOEL COWARD: Mad Dogs & Englishmen. Every song in this two CD compilation except for a couple of borrowed melodies is the composition of Coward. Songs include Don’t Let’s Be Beastly to the Germans; London Pride; I Like America; Louisa; Loch Lomond; Let’s Do It; Twenty Cent Blues; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $19.95

CD 2862573 KATHIE LEE GIFFORD: My Way Home. This is Gifford’s first CD of all original songs. Collects 12 tracks, including Everyone Has a Story; An Old Friend; This Time I’ll Blame It on Love; Only My Pillow Knows; Shari n’ It; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $15.99

CD 2937298 THE CLOVERS JUKEBOX HITS 1951-1955, Rediscover 20 hits by the beloved group, including Blue Velvet; I Got My Eyes on You; Lovey Dovey; Fool Fool Fool; Devil or Angel; Wonder Where My Baby’s Gone; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $19.95

CD 3702537 YANNI: Nightbird– The Encore Collection. A collection of Yanni’s favorites: North Shore of Matushima; Point of Origin; Within Attraction; Dance with a Stranger; Chasing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nightbird. Seven Tracks. BMG. $4.95

Price Cut to $3.95

CD 3702529 YANNI: Nightbird– The Encore Collection. A collection of Yanni’s favorites: North Shore of Matushima; Point of Origin; Within Attraction; Dance with a Stranger; Chasing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nightbird. Seven Tracks. BMG. $4.95

Price Cut to $3.95

CD 2845369 FRANCES DAY: Golden Girl of the 1930s. This double-CD contains 50 tracks from Day’s triumphs during the ’30s, most notably the stage show Jil Darlin. . Includes It’s a Lovely Night; Did You Ever See a Dream; Pardon My English; You Bring Out the Save in Me; and more. Avid Entertainment. $11.95

CD 284507 NOEL COWARD: Mad Dogs & Englishmen. Every song in this two CD compilation except for a couple of borrowed melodies is the composition of Coward. Songs include Don’t Let’s Be Beastly to the Germans; London Pride; I Like America; Louisa; Loch Lomond; Let’s Do It; Twenty Cent Blues; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $19.95

CD 3702930 THE JUNE CHRISTY/STAN KENTON COLLECTION, 1945-55. This 49-track, two-CD collection comprises most of June Christy’s studio and live recordings with Stan Kenton during this era, and includes the billboard chart hits it’s a Long Long Time; Just a Shoe Fly Pie and Apple Pie; A Pity to Say Goodnight; Across the Alley from the Alamo; and How High the Moon. Acrobatt. Pub. at $12.99

CD 390850 JO STAFFORD: I Remember You. Stafford performs with the orchestras of Tommy Dorsey and Harry James in 18 tracks, the title song, tickets are still avail.able! $6.95

CD 2937448 PATTI PAGE: The Complete US Hits 1948-62. Comprises most of Patti Page’s hits in the USA from her 1948 debut through to 1962, including her four landmark Number One hits: * All My Love; Tennessee Waltz; Doggie in the Window; and I Went to Your Wedding. Acrobatt. Pub. at $11.99

CD 5908728 FRANKIE LAINE: The Hits Collection 1947-61. Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 50 chart hit accrued by Laine over the course of some 14 years, including duets with artists from Doris Day to Johnnie Ray. Includes landmark classics like * That Lucky Old Sun; Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; I Believe; Hey Joe; and more. Eighty tracks. Acrobatt. Pub. at $19.99

CD 2736582 KEYS OF BEAUTY: The EverSound Piano Collection. This collection showcases the majestic and subtle qualities of popular melodies is the composition of Coward. Songs include Don’t Let’s Be Beastly to the Germans; London Pride; I Like America; Louisa; Loch Lomond; Let’s Do It; Twenty Cent Blues; and many more. BMG. Pub. at $19.95

CD 2801272 ROMANCING THE 70S: Lovin’ You. Bring back the great love songs of the 70s with this two-CD collection of 30 tracks performed by the original artists including * Jennifer Warnes, Knock Three Times by Dawn and Tony Orlando; Afternoon Delight by Starland Vocal Band; The Last Farewell by Roger Whittaker; and more. TIME LIF

CD 3720276 BEST OF CROONERS. This five CD set collects 100 songs from some of the greatest crooners in music history, including Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Ray Charles, Marvin Gaye, Dean Martin, Harry Belafonte, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobatt. Pub. at $11.95

CD 2841120 KELLY CLARKSON: My December. This collection features 13 tracks, including * Breakaway; Right Here, Right Now; Vandross, Unchained Melody, Dance if You Want to Dance; Dance if You Want to Dance; and many more. EMI. Pub. at $13.99

CD 3720276 BEST OF CROONERS. This five CD set collects 100 songs from some of the greatest crooners in music history, including Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Ray Charles, Marvin Gaye, Dean Martin, Harry Belafonte, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobatt. Pub. at $11.95
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CD 3787563X ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC WITH SUBLIMINAL AFFIRMATIONS FOR ENHANCED FOCUS. By Steven Halpern. Halpern’s music supports enhanced focus, executive function and greater emotional control. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations for Enhanced Focus. Open Channel Sound Co. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

DVD 2987083 MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION! For those who long for a picturesque winter night in New York, sitting by the fireplace with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the same luxury as one would expect in a new ultra modern home. Relax, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of the fireplace rhythms. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

CD 376156X ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC FOR ENHANCED FOCUS. By Steven Halpern. Halpern’s music supports enhanced focus, executive function and greater emotional control. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations for Enhanced Focus. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 5993059 JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus! Joan’s groundbreaking first album featuring 13 folk and classics like Silver Dagger, House of the Rising Sun; Wildwood Flower; John Riley; Mary Hamilton and more, comes together with ten bonus tracks from the Folk Singers Round the Fire and Originals. Square album, including collaborations with Bill Wood and Ted Aveizos. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 5929516 MITCH MILLER: Folk Songs/March Along. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Old Smokey; Red River Valley; Down By the Old Mill; Amazing Grace and She Moved Through the Fair while Pjper’s Dance interprets 12 tracks including Fairway to Farrell and Toss the Flowers. Seneca. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

CD 3801004 BEST OF BAGPIPES. The epic sound of bagpipes breathes life into this two-CD set of traditional favorites. Bagpipe Classics includes 10 tracks including Amazing Grace and She Moved Through the Fair while Pjper’s Dance interprets 12 tracks including Fairway to Farrell and Toss the Flowers. Seneca. $9.95

CD 3801446 WAVES OF RELAXATION. Let the soothing cadence of ocean waves sway you for a relaxing escape. Nearly 70 minutes of luscious and mesmerizing sounds. Somerset. $7.95

CD 65589X THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures influences this CD of natural yet intense sounds, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

CD 595649X PETER LIEDER: The Spirit of America. A collection of 20 songs of love from the early 1900s. The Depression-era songs of love are sung by the famous Lieder Quartet. This CD features 20 tracks of fine interpretations. Happy Valley Sound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

CD 595649X PETER LIEDER: The Spirit of America. A collection of 20 songs of love from the early 1900s. The Depression-era songs of love are sung by the famous Lieder Quartet. This CD features 20 tracks of fine interpretations. Happy Valley Sound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

CD 2870967 NEIL SEDAKA: At His Best. The prolific singer/songwriter (and recent American Idol judge) celebrates half a century in the music business with a 16 track collection of hits. Songs include Silent Movies; One More Mountain to Climb; Gone With The Morning; Rosemary Blue; God Bless Joanna; Cardboard They Done to the Moon; and more. Melodic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

DVD 454305X TOM JONES: Live at Cardiff Castle. Wide-screen. Join Tom Jones live as he rocks the house performing songs by Talking Heads, Paul Anka, Van Morrison, Randy Newman, Tracy Chapman, Burt Bacharach, the Isley Brothers, Lenny Kravitz, Prince, and many more. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. PUB. PRICE TO $5.95

CD 3715027 FIRESIDES MEMORIES. Collects Beautiful Lady by Jack Greene; Tonight My Lady Learns to Love by Mike Lunsford; Honey Hungry by Gary Puckett; That’s a Woman by David Houston; I Still Believe in You by Wanda Jackson; and more. Power Pak. PRICE TO $3.95

CD 658599X THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures influences this CD of natural yet intense sounds, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

CD 290490X MICHAEL FEINSTEIN: The Sinatra Legacy. Wide-screen. Backed by a thirty-two piece orchestra, Feinstein takes you on a musical journey of Frank Sinatra and his contemporaries. Through timeless songs performed in the unmistakable Michael Feinstein style, he conjures up the biggest musical legends of all time with an extraordinary music, spaced with intimate stories about their larger than life personalities. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment. PRICE TO $2.95

CD 297231X PATRICK GELESON: An Electronic Portrait of Holst’s The Planets. Recorded in 2001 and re-mastered in 2003 for this CD. The Planets gets an electronic facelift courtesy of the eMU Polyphonic Synthesizer. Collects seven tracks: Jupiter; the Bringer of Jollity; Saturn, the Bringer of Old Age; Uranus, the War; Venus, the Bringer of Peace; Mercury, the Winged Messenger; and Mars, the Bringer of War; Venus, the Bringer of Peace. The Planets. Collector. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit. Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Wedding; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been On My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travelin’ Row; Wildwood Flower; Oh! Susanna. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 8248279 I DREAM ABOUT THIS WORLD: The Wyeth Album. By Catherine Marie Chariton. A collection of compositions that are inspired by paintings and the creative processes of the Wyeth family. Many of the works were composed by Catherine Marie Chariton as well as other composers. Selections on this 11 track CD include Nectarine; The Lady of Graven; by Jean Sibelius; I Dream About This World; Outside of Time; a Healing; Helga Suite:Chorale by Ann Wyatt McCoy and more. Presented in stunning booklet. Phil’s Records. Pub. at $28.95. PRICE TO $9.95

CD 2987083 MODERN ART DECO FIREPLACE VISION! For those who long for a picturesque winter night in New York, sitting by the fireplace with friends and family or a romantic evening for two, now you can enjoy the same luxury as one would expect in a new ultra modern home. Relax, sit back and relish in the mesmerizing glow and warmth of the fireplace rhythms. Includes a version with soothing music. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

CD 3801446 WAVES OF RELAXATION. Let the soothing cadence of ocean waves sway you for a relaxing escape. Nearly 70 minutes of luscious and mesmerizing sounds. Somerset. $7.95

CD 2960001 TANGERINE DREAM: Somnambulistic Imagination. Recorded for FM broadcast at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre, in Laguna Hills, California on June 16th, 1988 this two CD set collects all five tracks from the show–Imagery One; Imagery Two; Imagery Three; Imagery Four; and Imagery Five. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6887082 STEVEN HALPERN: Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0. By combining two premier sound healing instruments: quartz crystal singing bowls and the Rhodes electric piano, these nineteen transcendent compositions instantly create an aura of inner peace and mindful awareness. Over an hour of meditative music. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6700896 STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research studies, the healing power of vibrations, Halpern’s award-winning compositions update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute into a blend that helps to heal and restore your body and mind. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 5977770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides a simple and effective way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 375863X ADHD MINDFUL MUSIC WITH SUBLIMINAL AFFIRMATIONS FOR ENHANCED FOCUS. By Steven Halpern. Halpern’s music supports enhanced focus, executive function and greater emotional control. The recording amplifies the music’s benefits with a series of positive affirmations which are recorded subliminally and mixed inaudibly. Contains identical tracks as ADHD Mindful Music with Subliminal Affirmations for Enhanced Focus. Open Channel Sound Co. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6585879 EDITH PIAF: Chansons. A legend in her own lifetime, Edith Pif is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks, some never before heard in this country. By Catherine Marie Chariton. A collection of compositions that are inspired by paintings and the creative processes of the Wyeth family. Many of the works were composed by Catherine Marie Chariton as well as other composers. Selections on this 11 track CD include Nectarine; The Lady of Graven; by Jean Sibelius; I Dream About This World; Outside of Time; a Healing; Helga Suite:Chorale by Ann Wyatt McCoy and more. Presented in stunning booklet. Phil’s Records. Pub. at $28.95. PRICE TO $9.95
**CD 3736644 THE TARTAN SCOTTISH BOX SET.** The music of Scotland featuring singers, bands and pipers performing many of Scotland's best-loved tunes and anthems are included in this 3-CD set with sixty tracks in all featuring Amazing Grace; The First and the Last; The Dark Lochnanr; I Love a Lassie; Loch Lomond; Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark Island; and more. Scotisc.

$11.95

**CD 5909698 THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA.** Two independently packaged collections make for a great gift of that infectious Bossa Nova sound. Includes João Gilberto’s The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD, and Bossa Nova Brasilia/Bossa Nova USA, featuring some of Brazil’s best known artists, like Luís Bonfá, Stan Getz, and others great. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 6705782 CELTIC TAPESTRY: Contemporary & Traditional Celtic Music.** Two CDs present Over 30 tracks rich in Celtic character. Timeless Celtic treasures join more modern takes on the Celtic sound in recordings by Karen Ashbrook, Robin Bullock, Al Petteway, Bonnie Rideout, Hesperus, Maggie Sansone, Jody Marshall, and many others. TIME LIFE

$5.95

**CD 5909708 JOHN WILLIAMS: 500 Years of Guitar.** One of the world’s foremost classical guitarists, Williams performs 14 mesmerizing Spanish compositions, including Sor, variations on a theme by Mozart, and Barcarolleta (Catalina) by Tansman, the single from the film Dear John. Time Life

$14.95

**CD 3717488 RY COODER & THE MOULA BAND RHYTHM ACES: Santa Cruz.** This CD contains a stunning recording from a performance on March 25th, 1987 in Santa Cruz, California. Songs include Let's Have a Ball; Jesus on the Main Line; Down in Mississippi; Goodnight Irene; Crazy ‘Bout an Automobile; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

**CD 3717399 JERRY GARCIA: The Broadcast Archives.** This triple CD collection celebrates Garcia’s solo work with a trio of live recordings from the great man’sgolden era. Shows are from February 1980 in Hempstead, New York, Santa Cruz, California in 1985, and San Francisco in early 1991. Twenty-nine tracks, including How Sweet it Is (to Be Loved by Me); Little Sadie; The Thrill Is Gone; and more. The Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**CD 3717313 DONOVAN: Bottom Line 1976.** This CD comes from an extraordinary show Donovan gave at New York’s Bottom Line Club in April 1976. Features a host of his classics plus a number of cuts from his 15th album. This stunning concert showcases Donovan’s mastery of multiple instruments. Time Life

$11.95

**CD 2821419 BOB DYLAN: Original Album Classics.** Collects five albums from the legendary Bob Dylan: Shot of Love; Infidels; Real Live; Dylan & the Dead; and Oh Mercy. Among the 45 tracks you’ll find Heartbreak Hotel; Shooting Star; Shot of Love; Slow Train; I Want You; Where Teardrops Fall; What Good Am I?; and many more. Five CDs. Columbia

$14.95

**CD 6791832 AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of Legends.** A snapshot of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul & Mary; the first four LPs by Joan Baez; two LPs by Burl Ives; four of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Bob Dylan and many more. Five CDs. Columbia

$17.95

**CD 5909271 CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS FOLK SONG FAVORITES/SING ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS.** The beguiling starlet applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; Oh Top of Old Smokey; Home on the Range; I Love You Truly; Down in the Valley; Auld Lang Syne; Clementine; And the Band Played On; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

$9.95

**CD 6831745 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives.** The ultimate collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976; Germany 1979; and Switzerland 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Bird on the Wire, The Partisan, Who By Fire; There is a Closeing Time, and more. Six CDs. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $17.95

$19.95

**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** A.P., Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluesgrass to rock to southern Gospel. Restored from masterfully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $12.99

$19.95

**CD 3778401 KLAUS SCHULZE: La Vie Electronique 1.** A collection of three CDs, with 27 tracks from this German electronic music pioneer, composer and musician, includes I Was Dreaming I Was Awake; The Real McCoy; Time Never Dies; Dynamo; Feed Your Head, and more. Boelke MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99

$19.95

**CD 3690903 BAHAMIAN BALLADS.** Presenting ballads from the Bahamas, native singer Andre Tousaint brings smooth and soothing Caribbean songs to this 22 track CD. Includes Island Woman; Golondrinos; El Felicidad; Calypso Island; C’est Si Bon; Bambino; J’attendrai; Cu Cu Ru Cu Patona; Watermelon Spooler - Here I Go Walkin’; Come Closer To Me; Hold Y’m; Granada; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

**CD 3706524 LEONARD COHEN: The Lost Sessions.** Compiled from six BBC recordings on this superb CD, providing fans the opportunity to hear what has been kept in the vaults for more than 50 years. Songs include You Know Who I Am; Bird on a Wire; The Stranger Song; So Long Marianne; Hey that’s No Way to Say Goodbye; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

**CD 6941028 BONNIE RAITT: Nobody’s Girl.** This dynamic performance delivers 17 tracks including About to Make Me Leave Home; Runaway, Talk to Me; Green Lights; Have a Heart; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Girl; The More I Know the Harder My Life; Grow Old With Me; Let Me Go; Thing called Love; Letter Three; Time Loser; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

**CD 3653625 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-82.** The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish music to a wide audience during the late ’50s and early ’60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs for their Tradition label. Features O’Donnell Aboo; The Broadsiders; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$12.95

**CD 6749356 BOB DYLAN: Shelter from the Storm.** The classic 1976 broadcast, featuring live renditions of ten classics: A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Blowin in the Wind; Railroad Boy; Dante’s; I’m Your Man; Clipping Time; Something Blue; Nothing but a Fool; Taking Care of Business; Mary, Mary; and more. Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

**CD 2993864 NEIL DIAMOND: Melody Road.** A collection of 12 songs from the iconic singer, including Melody Road; First Time; Something Blue; Nothing but a Fool; Take Care of Business; Mary, Mary; and more. Capital Records. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95

**CD 3691659 MARIO LANZA: All the Things You Are.** This compilation showcases Lanza’s mastery of multiple musical genres, from the early ‘50s to 19th century operetta before venturing into Neapolitan and Italian song. Twenty tracks including Lolita; Besame Mucho; My Wild Irish Rose; La Boheme; O Sole Mio; Fantasia; and more. Encore Music. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 6621368 RAVI SHANKAR: Ragas & Talas - India’s Master Musician.** Presents two of Shankar’s earliest albums in their entirety, comprising nearly an hour and a half of great Indian music. Includes all of Ragas & Talas, first issued in 1955; and India’s Master Musician, first issued in 1958, plus the complete LP. In a cardboard sleeve. **$7.95**

**CD 3714675 CANZONE ITALIANA.** Features thirty-two-voice recordings of the Pasta-Pasta Band, including Più Che Puo, Carzoni Lontane, Bella E Impossible; Proletto; Va Bene Cosi; Ancora Tu, Menta E Rossmanno; and many, many more. Two CDs. Blue Line. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**


**CD 2788328 CARLOS SANTANA & JOHN MCLAUGHLIN: Love Supreme.** From the live FM Broadcast recorded at the International Amphitheater, Chicago, IL, 1973, these 12 tracks include Meditation, The Divine Light, A Love Supreme. I’m Aware of You; Naima; For One; Shy; Taiwan Matador; Let Us Go into the House of the Lord; and many, many more. Eleven tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $22.99. **$21.95**

**CD 2973502 RAMBLIN’ JACK ELLIOTT: The Hightone Years.** This three CD collection contains Elliott’s two most popular albums Friends of Mine and The Long Ride Home. Also includes a rare 1973 concert from Sebastopol, California. Twenty-two tracks including Connection; Cup of Coffee; Ridin’ Down the Canyon; Me & My Baby; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door, and many, many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99. **$19.95**

**CD 6771041 EDIF PIAF: Birthday Edition.** Celebrate an immortal French performer with 15 original albums from between 1946 and 1967 featuring some of her greatest chansons. Includes the entirety of Encores Pariisiennes; Mes Grands Succes; La Vie en Rose; Chansons Pariisiennes Vol. 1 & II; Edith Piaf chanter Raymond Assou; Les amants du Teruel; Le bel indiffèrent; Piaf at the Olympia; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $16.95. **$13.95**

**CD 6887074 ODETTA: The Albums Collection 1954-62.** This substantial 12 track, five CD set provides a comprehensive overview of the first decade or so of her recording career covering songs she made from 1953 to 1962. Tracks include Old Cotton Fields at Home; Payday at Coal Creek; Sail Away Ladies, Sail Away; All the Pretty Little Horses; This Land; Weeping Willow. Acropol. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 2993783 BOB DYLAN: Fallen Angels.** This 12 track collection captures the iconic style of this legendary performer. Includes Young at Heart; Maybe You’ll Be There; Polka Dance; Ain’t No Cure for Love; Nevertheless; All or Nothing at All; On a Little Street in Singapore; It Had to Be You; Roses & Rye’s Bordello; Me and You; Anywhere but Here; The Junction; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Magentalane Music. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2997379 BOB DYLAN: Carnegie Hall 1961.** Collects 14 tracks from Dylan’s first professional concert held November 4, 1961. Songs include Pretty Peggy-O; In the Pines; Gospel Prow; 1913 Massacre; Backwater Blues; Talking New York; and many, many more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99. **$10.95**

**CD 696303X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold.** One of the most popular 1960s groups, this American folk rock band produces an amazing array of hits. Among the 32 tracks compiled in this two CD set are Monday; Got a Feelin’; California Dreamin’; Do You Wanna Dance; Dedicated to the One I Love; and many, many more. Polygram. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

**CD 6738684 JONI MITCHELL: Live at the Second Fred 1966.** Eighteen acoustic tracks recorded live at the University of Texas radio station in 1966. The folk-rock favorite performs Little Green; Marlene; London Bridge; Ballerina Vaterie; Michael from the Mountains; Go Tell Mrs. Robinson; The Sound of Silence; Bridge Over Troubled Water; and many, many more. On 16 tracks. Good Ship Funke. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2841207 BOB DYLAN: The Unplugged Rehearsals.** Collects 11 tracks from Dylan’s 1994 rehearsal sessions recorded for MTV’s Unplugged series. Songs include I Want You (Take 1); Tombstone Blues; I Want You (Take 2); Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right; Hazel, and more. On 13 tracks. Sonic Boom. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6908345 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits.** This CD collects nine tracks from Cohen’s October 1988 live performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain’t No Seein’ Some of You These Days; French Quarter Jazz Police; If It Will be Your Will; and Take this Waltz. All Access. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 2798522 NEIL YOUNG: Transmission Impossible.** This three disc, 50 track collection of rare live recordings by Neil Young, originally transmitted from live shows he performed in the 1970s and ‘80s—his greatest years. Tracks include Are You Ready for the Country?; Ain’t No More; Can You Remember; and many, many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

---
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**DVD 6826655** FLACO JIMENEZ: Fiesta-Live in Bremen. For everyone who enjoys music that blends rock, country, roots and Latin, this live show must be heard. The two CD set collects 21 tracks including Gitano Legitimo, Tonight is the Night; Soulmates; Ay te dejo en San Antonio; Mi Corazon; Hey Baby Que Paso; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 775860 DICK GAUGHAHN: The Harvard Tapes.** This significant collection features 13 tracks including Einzig Großartig; Now Westlin' Minds; Song For Ireland; Your Daughters and Your Sons; Glenglo; On the Road; The World Turned Upside Down; The Worker's Song; The Freedom Come All Ye; Limmings; Šláha na mBaran; Connolly Was There; and Reels: The Grooveberry Bush; The Chicago Reel; and Jerry's Welcome. Primo. **Full Price at $19.95**

**DVD 6638570 JOHN PRINE: Live at the Singer-Songwriter Festival.** Performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Frutigen, Switzerland, Prine entertains with 17 classics: Spanish Pipeline; Six O'Clock News; Picture Show; Speed of the Sound of Loneliness; Paradise; Souvenirs; and many more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 929739X THE DAVE VAN RONK COLLECTION 1958-62.** Collects selected titles from a 1962 album of the same name: Five in Stereo and all the titles from the albums Dave Van Ronk Sings Ballads, Blues, and a Spiritual; Dave Van Ronk Sings; and Dave Van Ronk, Folkinger. Forty-seven tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2947587 THE XAVIER CUGAT COLLECTION 1953-56.** The man who first brought Cuban and Latin rhythms into public consciousness in the U.S., Xavier Cugat, gets his due in this 30-track collection. Spanning his full career from his earliest recordings through to material from the late 1950s, it includes Lady in Red; Mi Sombrero; Night Must Fall; La Cucaracha; Amor; Rumba Rumba; Cuban Mambo; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **Full Price at $9.95**

**CD 2993929 VAN MORRISON: Versatile.** Across the 16 tracks collected, Morrison interweaves some of the very building blocks of modern music in his utterly unique style. Songs include Broken Record; A Foggy Day; Let's Get Lost; Bye Bye Baby; Unchained Melody; I Will My Heart in San Francisco; and more. High Street. Pub. at $16.99. **Full Price at $9.95**

**CD 2805413 ODETTA: The Essential Recordings.** Known as “The Voice of the Civil Rights Movement,” this two CD collection celebrates the woman dubbed “The Queen of American Folk Music.” by Martin Luther King Jr. herself. Features 40 tracks, including Sandy Anno; Joshua; The Gallows Pole; Maybe She Go; Tin Men; When the Robin Comes Back to the Holly; and much more! **Updated Edition**. **Exile. Pub. at $16.99. **Full Price at $11.95**

**CD 3714950 ALL-STARS OF POLKALAND, U.S.A.** A rousing collection of Polka music featuring the gold of Joni Mitchell. Because: Liechtensteiner Polka; Too Fat Polka; Blue Skirt Waltz; Rosalinda Waltz; Sugar Loaf Waltz; You Are My One True Love; Beer Barrel Polka; and more. Gusto. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 6791875 CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale.** Presents 212 songs from her 70-plus-year career of this international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C'est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamingo; The Gambler; La Vie Me Pousse; Mucho, Mucho, Mucho; Chanson D’Amour; Malaguena; Rosalinda Waltz; Sugar Loaf Waltz; You Are My One True Love; Beer Barrel Polka; and more. **Gusto. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3746143 RICHARD DURAND: In Search of Sunrise 10.** This three CD, 44 track set, a trance music mix-compilation, is mixed by Dutch producer Richard Durand. Tracks include: Heaven; Entropy; Summer Dreams; Paradise; Once in a Lifetime; Sun; Sun; Sun; Summer; Sun; Paradise; In Motion; and more. Blackout. **Price at $17.99. **FULL PRICE AT $9.95**


**DVD 3697053 PETE SEEGER LIVE IN AUSTRALIA 1963: Folk Icons.** Fullscreen. This beautifully filmed 1963 concert showcases one of the most provocative figures in music history, standing onstage in Melbourne after fleeing persecution in his homeland. Featuring performances of the folk legend’s most memorable songs, this program is made even more special by a wealth of bonus footage. Seeer’s other Australian TV appearances. In B&W. **Full Price at $21.95**


**DVD 2932334 FIESTA CUMBIA FROM THE TROPICANA.** widescreen. Havana’s legendary nightclub, Tropicana, celebrated its seventieth birthday with a colorful revue, and the evening’s special guest was the world famous Omara Portuondo. Together with her fellow band she offers this selection of songs. Tal vez; Amano como soy; O que sera; Dos gardenias; Yo vi; La siliera; and Guantanamera. **65 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 3084914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Strauss, Rachmaninov, Debussy, Ravel, Dvorak, Mendelssohn, and many more. Time-Life. **Pub. at $9.99. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 3701433 70S COUNTRY: Behind Closed Doors.** Collects 34 songs from many of the decade’s biggest country stars. Tracks include Good Hearted Woman by Waylon and Willie, The Letter by Beautiful Girl by Charlie Rich. **Thank You; I Love You; Who’s Gonna Love Me; All Country Boy by John Denver; Jolene by Dolly Parton; Sunday Morning Coming Down by Two CDs. TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3736199 100 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** This 22-track assembly brings together many of the legendary singer’s most beautiful songs: Butterfly’s English Idyll No. 1; Tchaikovsky’s Song without Words; Grieg’s Two Lyric Pieces, Op. 68-2; At the Cradle; Schubert’s Mother Goose Suite No. 3; and more. EuroArts. **Pub. at $11.95. **Full Price at $9.99**

**DVD 373708X LORRETTA LYNN: All Time Gospel Favorites.** Must-have cd for any fan of the legendary singer, Thirty tracks are compiled including How Great Thou Art; I Believe in You; The River Is Still Running; Heaven; Amazing Grace; I’ll Fly Away, and more. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $12.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 3084892 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/America’s Amazing Grace.** This two CD set offers up a collection of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; Bringing in the Sheaves; and more. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $12.99. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 3737020 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Losing Game by Loretta Lynn; Don’t Let the Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gale; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspicion by Eddie Rabbit; Southern Nights by Glen Campbell; Happy Birthday Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; and more. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 373701X 60S COUNTRY: Sunday Mornin’ Coming Down.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Losing Game by Loretta Lynn; Don’t Let the Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gale; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspicion by Eddie Rabbit; Southern Nights by Glen Campbell; Happy Birthday Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; and more. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 373700X 70S COUNTRY: Southern Nights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade’s biggest stars. Songs include Love is a Losing Game by Loretta Lynn; Don’t Let the Brown Eyes Blue by Crystal Gale; The Gambler by Kenny Rogers; Suspicion by Eddie Rabbit; Southern Nights by Glen Campbell; Happy Birthday Darlin’ by Conway Twitty; and more. **TIME-LIFE. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821

**CD 308504X GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Hard-to-Find Hits.** This two CD, 30 track collection showcases such modern country classics as: "Why Baby Why," by Red Sovine and Webb Pierce; "A Little Bit Tired," by Birl Ives; "From a Jack to a King," by Ned Miller; "Hello Vietnam," by Johnny Cash; "Wishful Thinking," by Wynonna Judd; and "Pretty Mercy Me," by Marvin Gaye. and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 2737012 70'S COUNTRY: Country Sunshine.** Thirty-two songs are compiled on this two CD set, including "Here You Come Again" by Dolly Parton; "Take Me Home," Country Roads by John Denver; "Delta Dawn" by Tanya Tucker; "Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain" by Willie Nelson; "The Door" by George Jones; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3729524 FIDDLER ON THE ROOF: The 2018 Cast Recording.** This iconic Broadway musical comes to life in this revival of Fiddler on the Roof in Yiddish. Be enchanted as the cast sings Tradition; Matchmaker; Matchmaker; If I Were a Rich Man; Sabbath Prayer; To Life, Lekhaim; Miracle of Miracles; Sunrise; Sunset; Do You Love Me; and many more. Two CDs. STARVISTA. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3715639 EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Times of Your Life.** Enjoy these 32 tracks of nostalgic tunes including: "My Cherie Amour" by Stevie Wonder; "Ramblin' Rose" by Nat King Cole; "Snowbird" by Anne Murray; "Spanish Eyes" by Al Martino; "Take Me Home, Country Roads" by John Denver; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3701425 60'S COUNTRY: King of the Road.** Collects 34 songs from many of the decade's biggest country stars. Tracks include "Crazy," by Patsy Cline; "Amy's Opal Road" by Roger Miller; "Another Place Another Time" by Jerry Lee Lewis; "I'm a Honky Tonk Girl" by Conway Twitty; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3701492 COUNTRY MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: For the Good Times.** If you like country music, you'll love this collection of 30 songs from some of the genre's biggest stars. Tracks include "Stand By Your Man" by Tammy Wynette; "Are You Lonesome Tonight?" by Elvis Presley; "A Teenager in Love" by Conway Twitty; "Hello, Dolly!" by Bette Midler; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3737004 60'S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams.** This two CD set collects 34 songs from country music legends like Johnny Cash, The Statler Brothers, Jim Reeves, Hank Snow, Porter Wagoner, Elvis Presley, Jimmie Dean, Tammy Wynette, Ray Price, and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3701484 BODY + SOUL: Turn Off the Lights.** Collects 15 classics from the soul era, including Sexual Healing" by Marvin Gaye; "Power of Love/Love Power" by Luther Vandross; "Reasons" by Earth, Wind and Fire; "Lean on Me" by Bill Withers; "Show Me Down" by Shaggy; "Turn Off the Lights" by Teddy Pendergrass; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**CD 373711X THE SONG OF THE 70'S: Back in Love Again.** The 30 tracks compiled on this two CD set put a spotlight on some of the decade's biggest hits. Songs include "The Tears of a Clown" by Smokey Robinson & the Miracles; "Our Girl" by Natalie Cole; "Lean on Me" by Bill Withers; "It's All Over Now, Baby Blue" by Johnny Cash; "Searching" by Bill Withers; "I'd Rather Go Blind" by Etta James; "The Love I Lost" by Aretha Franklin; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95


**CD 3085058 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man.** Gathers 32 country classics by the original artists, including Patsy pruning by Johnnie Ray; "El Paso" by Marty Robbins; "Green, Green Grass of Home" by Johnny Cash; "The Door" by George Jones; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3090744 SOUL OF THE 70'S: Let's Get It On.** Here are thirty Soul tracks by the original artists including "Signed, Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours," by Stevie Wonder; "I'll Be There," by The Jackson 5; "Tell Me Something Good," by Rufus; "Papa Was a Rollin' Stone," by The Temptations; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3080523 CLASSIC LOVE SONGS OF ROCK 'N' ROLL: Our Day Will Come.** A fantastic collection of 34 tracks of classic love songs by the original artists like: "Be My Baby," by The Ronettes; "Be Nice," by The Beach Boys; "Papa Was a Rollin’ Stone," by The Temptations; "Signed, Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours," by Stevie Wonder; "I'll Be There," by The Jackson 5; "Tell Me Something Good," by Rufus; "Papa Was a Rollin’ Stone," by The Temptations; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3701514 FAITH & HOPE: Country Music.** Old Time Religion. Thirty songs are collected here, including "God Bless America" by LeAnn Rimes; "I'll Be There for You," by the Everly Brothers; "I'll Be There for You," by the Bee Gees; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**CD 3092712 THE ULTIMATE OLDIES BUT GOODIES COLLECTION: Teen Beat.** In this ultimate 32 track collection you'll find many of your favorites by the original artists like: "Teenager in Love," by Dion & The Belmonts; "Venus," by Frankie Avalon; "Wake up Little Susie," by The Everly Brothers; "I'm a Honky Tonk Girl," by Conway Twitty; "The Old Country Church by Hank Williams; "Give Me That Old Time Religion" by Crystal Gaile; "Love Can Build a Bridge by the Judds; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**CD 3701557 THE ULTIMATE OLDIES BUT GOODIES COLLECTION: Rock Around the Clock.** Thirty-two songs to take you back in time to when these oldies were just good songs. Songs include "(We're Gonna) Rock Around the Clock" by Bill Haley and his Comets; "Little Darlin'" by the Diamonds; "Lipstick on Your Collar" by Connie Francis; "Peggy-O" by Buddy Holly; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**CD 3090799 TIME LIFE’S MOVIE CLASSICS.** Some of the most notable movie themes are collected in these 28 tracks including "Theme from The Godfather" by Nino Rota; "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf" by John Dankworth; "Chances Are" by Warren Zevon; "The Thief Who Came in Through the Back Door" by Elliot Green; "The Door" by Louis Armstrong; "Dancing with the Moonlight" by Andy Williams; and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $39.99 $29.99

**CD 3737098 MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE.** A special collection of 150 timeless love songs from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s. Step back in time with great musical memories with these hit makers: Nat King Cole; Johnny Mathis; Patsy Cline; Andy Williams; The Platters; Martin Dean; Elvis Presley; Perry Como; Rosemary Clooney; and many more. Ten CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 $129.95

**CD 3701506 EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Everything Is Beautiful.** Collects 30 songs from many of your easy listening favorites, including Georgia on My Mind; That's the Way of the World; A Taste of Honey; My Girl; and many more. Ten CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99 $129.95

**CD 3090780 THE TEEN YEARS SET.** Fifty-nine tracks of oldies but goodies from our teen years performed by the original artists including "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer," by the Drifters; "My Special Angel," by Bobby Helms; "Come Go with Me," by The Dell-Vikings; "Don't Forget Me," by Pat Boone; "It's Only Make Believe," by Conway Twitty; "Travelin' Man," by Ricky Nelson; "Lollipop," by The Chordettes; "Beverly Hillbillies," by The Beach Boys; and many more. Four CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95
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Heal Wave, by Martha & the Vandellas. R&B and Color. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 3737047 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY. This is the most complete and most inspirational collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Jones, Street Boys, Waylon Jennings, Anne Murray, Barbara Mandrell, Tex Ritter, and many more. Nine CDs, slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99. $119.95

CD 3712224 SOUL OF THE ’70S. This ten CD set contains 150 soul favorites from the decade. Featured artists include: Earth Wind & Fire, Stevie Wonder, the Jackson Five, James Brown, Kool & the Gang, Lou Rawls, Gladys Knight & the Pips, Commodores, Marvin Gaye, Aretha Franklin, Smokey Robinson and the Miracles, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99. $119.95

CD 3705999 TIME LIFE’S EASY LISTENING CLASSICS. This ten CD set collects 126 tracks of easy listening music from music legends such as John Denver, Carole King, Elvis Presley, Dione Warwick, Sonny & Cher, Carly Simon, Elton John, Ray Charles, Carole King, Martin Denny, the Righteous Brothers, Steve Wonder, Nat King Cole, the Jackson 5, Louis Armstrong, and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.95. $119.95

CD 3706168 ’60S COUNTRY: Cryin’ Time. A collection of some of the best country music from the ’60s including I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles, Forever Your Girl by Glen Campbell, Together Again by Buck Owens, Tender Years by George Jones, Success by Loretta Lynn, and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 3701530 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home. This ten CD set contains 150 songs from one of the three best collections of vintage live country music ever assembled. Performers include: Roy Acuff, Grandpa Jones, Jimmie and Jack, Sons of the Pioneers, Eddy Arnold, Ray Price, Hank Snow, Snow; and, others. In Color and B&W. 49 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.95. $119.95

CD 3701522 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Heartbreak U.S.A. This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Fists City by Loretta Lynn, Jambalaya (On The Bayou) by Hank Williams, Jambalaya by Patsy Cline, the Window Up Above by George Jones; and, more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 3701662 SOUL OF THE ’60S: Get Ready. Collects 34 songs from legendary soul artists of the 60s. Tracks include Heart & a Half Through the Grapevine by Gladys Knight & the Pips, Stop! In the Name of Love by the Supremes, I Can’t Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) by the Four Tops, My Guy by Mary Wells, and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 3084922 ANNIE: The Broadway Musical. Soundtrack to the 30th anniversary production of Annie, as well as Annie 2. Includes: It’s a Hard-Knock Life, Tomorrow, Little Girls, and You’re Never Fully Dressed Without a Smile. Features Carol Burnett, Sally Struthers, and Gary Beach. 48 tracks on two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 3084906 THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME CONCERTS. On October 29th, 2009, rock ‘n roll royalty held court at Madison Square Garden, featuring a who’s who of rock ‘n roll. This CD set includes 54 tracks of hits such as Woodstock performed by Crosby, Stills & Nash, Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard performed by Paul Simon; Signed, Sealed, Delivered I’m Yours performed by Stevie Wonder; and, more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.99. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

CD 3096505 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Johnny Cash. This DVD collection honors the artists from the class of 73 Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Thirteen other performances include Big River, by Johnny Cash; Mr. Record Man, by Willie Nelson; Po’ Folks, by Bill Anderson; Oh Lonesome Me, by Don Gibson; One’s On the Way, by Loretta Lynn; I Walk the Line, by Johnnie Cash; and, more. In B&W and Color. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 3096558 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Honky-Tonk Heroes. Nobody gets things rolling better than these fifteen classic live country music performances, including Walking the Floor over You, by Ernest Tubb, Hootaches by the Number, by Ray Price, Six Days On The Road, by Dave Dudley; Kawa-Liga, by Charlie Pride; and, The Race Is On, by George Jones. In Color and B&W. 53 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 3096734 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Legends. What makes a country star a legend? Instant recognition on a first name basis like George (Jones) performing White Lightning or Johnny (Cash) doing Ring of Fire. Here are thirteen other legends performing their hits, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, and many more. In Color and B&W. 58 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 3701573 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Pioneers. Presents the greatest collection of live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Roy Acuff, Grandpa Jones, Johnnie and Jack, Sons of the Pioneers, Eddy Arnold, Ray Price, Hank Snow, Snow; and, others. In Color and B&W. 49 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 3719725 MONTOW 25: Yesterday, Today, Forever. Features an extended version of Montow 25, with the most 30 minutes of footage never before seen. Virtually every country town artist is spotlighted, including Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, Diana Ross, Lionel Richie, Mary Wells, Martha Reeves, Jr., Ike Turner, the Commodores. One hundred minutes. StarVista. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

CD 3701581 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country. Features Kitty Wells’ Making Believe, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special treat, this set includes The House That Jack Built. Over by Connie Smith, with many slide collections featuring one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 3092844 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets. Presents the greatest collection of live country music performances ever assembled, from the ’50s to the ’70s. These fifteen historical duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Johnny & June Carter, George Jones & Tammy Wynette, Johnnie & Jack, Sons of the Pioneers, Eddy Arnold, Ray Price; and, many more. In B&W and Color. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 3701593 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Songs That Topped the Charts. Presents the greatest collection of live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Cowboy Copas, Ferlin Husky, Skeeter Davis, Lenny Welch, Van Dyke, Sonny James, Frank Ifield, Ashworth, Billy Walker, Del Reeves, Donna Fargo, and others. In Color and B&W. 51 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

CD 3701565 OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Love Songs. Offers 15 love songs by the likes of Johnny Cash, Loretta Lynn, Sam & Gemma, George Jones (She Thinks I Still Care), Ferlin Husky (Gone), Loretta Lynn (Love Is the Foundation), and Conway Twitty (If I See the Want in Your Eyes). In Color and B&W. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

Country & Western - Bluegrass

CD 6584918 PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record Cline released before her debut on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962--just months before her death in a plane crash--‘After Midnight’; ‘I Fall to Pieces; ‘Crazy; ‘She’s Got You; and, much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 3786538 JOHNNY CASH: A Boy Named Sue and Other Story Songs. The country music legend keeps it real in this collection of 14 songs including A Boy Named Sue; Everybody Loves a Nut; “Fished from the Bathroom of Your Heart; ‘Smiling Bill McColl; One Piece at a Time; ‘The One on the Right Is on the Left; ‘Oney, Brother; ‘Look at Them Beans; ‘And The Chicken in Black; ‘Song Music. $17.95.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821

**CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960.** From one of country’s leading crossover artists comes six full albums plus bonus tracks collected from across eight prolific years. Includes the entire Rock’n Roll’n Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Song of the Islands; Marty Robbins; Marty Robbins; More Marty Robbins Ballads; and Trail Songs. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55.** More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sun label, through his biggest hits and his posthumous releases up to 1955—includes his recordings as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**CD 2841290 THE HIGHWAYMEN: On the Road Again.** Supergroup is a fitting label for these four music legends: Johnny Cash, Kris Kristofferson, Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings. This CD collects 17 songs from a performance recorded in April 1992 in Scotland. Tracks include Highwayman; On the Prison Blues; Crazy; and more. Greater. Four CDs. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3821862 EMMYLOU HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: Girl’s Night Out.** Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include Loving the Highwayman; For a Dancer; Hello Stranger; Sweet Spot; Her Love; Telling Me Lies; and more. Two CDs. Lettijfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 7615191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62.** This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every Top 10 hit of this period. The record charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 43 of the 43 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases.** This 455-track set comprises the A & B sides of all his releases from his debut on the Sun label, through his biggest hits and/or records which time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot C&W Sides, and it comprises every record which appeared in the top 22 places in that chart during the year by the original artists. Tracks include Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Am I Losing You; by Conway Twitty; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wasitin’ Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3794598 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1961.** This 113 track collector covers the year of 1961, a year in which time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot C&W Sides, and it comprises every record which appeared in the top 22 places in that chart during the year by the original artists. Tracks include Am I Losing You; by Conway Twitty; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wasitin’ Time; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.95 $14.99

**CD 3972358 JALIEN FRIECE–IT AIN’T EASY!** The Complete Hits. Featuring forty-one tracks from this country music star, including 2 CDs. Parrot. What’s Your Tonight; Let’s Try Again; Do Me With Love; He’s a Heartache (Looking for a Place to Happen); Tell Me a Lie; Are You Satisfied; and more. Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**CD 5694053 GENVITT OLD TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934.** Venture back to a time when country’s sound was just being developed with this huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin’ Doc Roberts, John D. Foster, Red Fox Chambers, and Byrd Christmas. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 5876826 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934.** Collects 18 classics of early country from the genre’s pre-eminent originators: Wildwood Flower; My Clinch Mountain Home; The Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; I’m Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes; Jimmy Brown the Newsboy; John Hardy Was a Desperate Little Man; Wabash Cannonball; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 4281851 BUCK OWENS: The Greatest Hits 1957-1962.** This 47 track, two CD set comprises the A & B sides of Owens’ Capitol singles from his debut for the label in 1957 through 1962, along with all the tracks not otherwise released on singles from his big hits released during this period, which include Kickin’ Our Hearts Around; Above and Beyond; Foolin’ Around; Under Your Spell Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3090702 TANYA TUCKER: My Turn.** From one of the greatest country music voices to come along in recent years comes this album. Tracks include Wine Me Up; Lovelseek; Loves; Love’s Gonna Live Here; Crazy Arms; After the Fire Is Gone; Is Anybody Goin’ to San Antone; I Love You a Thousand Ways; Big, Big Love; Walk Through This World With Me; Don’t Say You Don’t Know Me; and more. Ramblin’ Fever. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 3080513 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’–The Last Recordings.** Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with nothing more than his guitar and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings wrote, include Goin’ Down Rockin’; If My Hat Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wasitin’ Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3808416 COUNTRY’S GREATEST MALE SINGERS.** This 20 track CD presents country music’s all time great male performers. Includes Cold Cold Heart by Hank Williams; The Same Old Me by Ray Price; Welcome to My World by Jim Reeves; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash. It’s Only Male Believer by Conway Twitty. Four tracks by Jim Reeves; Act Naturally by Buck Owens; and many more. Impertone. $5.95

**CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks, bring Don’s true country style to your collection. You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; You’re the Only Love; Where Are You; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Missing Is You; Don’t You Think It’s Time; Endless Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 2850513 THE BEST OF WAYLON JENNINGS: 20th Century Masters.** This CD collects 17 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include I Walk the Line; Am I Losing You; by Conway Twitty; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wasitin’ Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

**CD 3797090 GLEN CAMPBELL: The Complete US Hits 1957–1962.** This 584-track set compiles the A & B sides of all his releases on the Campbell label in 1957 through 1962, along with all the tracks not otherwise released on singles from his big hits released during this period. This set includes tracks such as Hobo Bill’s Last Ride; and several others. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 3775798 THE BEST OF WAYLON JENNINGS: 20th Century Masters.** Remember one of the greatest icons of outlaw country with 11 of his greatest hits. Collects Rough and Rowdy Days; If Ole Hank Could See Us Now; Working With a Net; What You’ll Do When I’m Gone; Rose in Paradise; Fallin’ Out; Which Way Do I Go (Now That I’m Gone); Trouble Man; and many more. To the Bees. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3775844 GLEN CAMPBELL: 20th Century Masters.** Ten songs that earned Campbell the status of country-rock legend: Rhinestone Cowboy; Wichita Lineman; Galveston; By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Gentle on My Mind; By The Time I Get To L.A.; Dreams of the Everyday Housewife; Bonaparte’s Retreat; and These Days; Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 3909686 JIMMIE ROGERS: Blue Yodels.** The is a founding father of country music with inimitable style. This CD includes 45 tracks, including启动 Born to Run; We’ll Sweep Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All It Took; Wheels; Cry One More Time; and more. Folsom Prison Blues to I Can’t Help It. $13.95

**CD 3714390 COUNTRY & WESTERN - BLUEGRASS – Gunslinger Ballads and Western Tragic Songs.** This CD collects 17 songs from the music catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entire Rock’n Roll’n Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Song of the Islands; Marty Robbins; Marty Robbins; More Marty Robbins Ballads; and Trail Songs. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2841290 THE HIGHWAYMEN: On the Road Again.** Supergroup is a fitting label for these four music legends: Johnny Cash, Kris Kristofferson, Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings. This CD collects 17 songs from a performance recorded in April 1992 in Scotland. Tracks include Highwayman; On the Prison Blues; Crazy; and more. Greater. Four CDs. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3775390 KRIS KRISTOFFERSON: Closer to the Bone.** This CD collects 11 songs from the country music star, including Closer to the Bone; From Here to Forever; Tell Me One More Time; The Wonder; and more. Also includes a bonus CD with eight additional tracks, such as To This Old Road; The Final Attraction; and A Moment Forever, New West Records. $5.95
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★★ CD 3754022 THE WILBURN BROTHERS COLLECTION. 1954-62. This 59-track, two-CD set comprises most of their A & B sides for Decca during this era, plus selected titles from their albums Teddy and Doyle; Side by Side; Livin’ in God’s Country; The Big Heartbreak; and Sing and City Limits. Includes top 10 hits, such as Go Away with Me; I’m So in Love with You; Somebody’s Back in Town. A Woman’s Intuition. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ CD 6941303 HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 1. Collects eleven of Williams’ greatest hits, some from live recordings including Cold, Cold Heart; The Funeral; Comedy with Hank and the Drifting Cowboys; I Can’t Help It (If I’m Still in Love with You); Half as Much; Mountain Bells; I’m So Lonesome I Cry; You’re Gonna Change, From Jerusalem to Jericho; On Top of Old Smoky; and I’ll Have a New Life. TIME LIFE. $4.95

★★ CD 3840905 MISSISSIPPI HILLBILLIES. In the Golden Age of sound recordings (1920s-1930s) brilliant rural musicians were recorded for all to enjoy for the very first time. These 94 tracks provide a snapshot of their incredible musical styles and are performed entirely by Mississippi musicians who include the Nations Brothers, Ray Brothers, Leslie County Revelers, and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★★ CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his top and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It’s Springtime in Alaska; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ CD 5878802 HANK SONG: We’ll Never Say Goodbye. Drawn from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1937 and 1943, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great. Include Hank; Arkansas Wild Rider; Last Ride; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever a Pal Like You; My Little Swiss Maiden; Someone You’ll Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

★★ CD 6848664 JOHNNY CASH: 100 Hits. This new collection brings together the music’s biggest stars. This CD collects 12 songs, including High and Rising; Ballad of a Teenage Queen; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (that cigarette); I Still Miss Someone; and more. All Access. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ CD 3736482 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1961-1963. Featuring hits from eight of Robbins’ albums, this 107-track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as A Lonesome Cowboy; A Thousand Years; Each Man’s Own; Unchained Melody; I’m in the Mood; Abilene Rose; All the Way; the World is His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry; Take Me Home; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★★ CD 6672440 EMMYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her sound to 15 classics. Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All I Ever Looked For; Feeling Single; Sealin’ Coat; Dog of Many Colors; Arroyo Seco Passage; and Others. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★★ CD 2931122 PATSY CLINE: Live at the Opry. To this day, Cline remains one of country music’s biggest-selling artists, including such hits as I Fall to Pieces; He’s Got You; Crying; and many more. Universal Music. $5.95

★★ CD 9794822 TEX WILLIAMS: The Complete Recordings 1935-50. This 130-track CD compiles all of Williams’ hits from the years between 1935 and 1950, including the classic pop and country No. 1 Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (that cigarette), and the Top 10 hits The California Polka, That’s What I Like; We Tibet; Just a Little West of Texas; and more. Woman; Don’t Telegraph; Don’t Telephone; and more. Fifty-four tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★★ CD 2947404 DON GIBSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62. The influential country singer and songwriter is at his best in this 58-track selection, bringing together such memorable favorites as I Can’t Stop Lolin’ You; Oh Lonesome Me; Sea of Heartbreak; and Blue Blue Day. The compilation also features hits on the U.S. Country Chart, with nine Top 10 entries including the number 2 hits Fall Star and You’re Making a Fool out of Me. In addition, there are nearly 50 Top 40 country hits for Robbins. Featuring hits from eight of Robbins’ albums, this 107-track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as A Lonesome Cowboy; A Thousand Years; Each Man’s Own; Unchained Melody; I’m in the Mood; Abilene Rose; All the Way; the World is His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry; Take Me Home; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★★ CD 3702413 CONFEDERATE RAILROAD: Notorious. The southern rock country rock band’s second album collects 10 songs, including Daddy Yankee; the Cadillac; King; Elvis; and Summer in Dixie, I’m Just a Rebel; and more. Atlantic. $4.95

★★ CD 3771091 THE JIMMY NEWMAN COLLECTION 1948-62. Features eighteen hits on the U.S. Country Chart, with nine Top 10 entries including the number 2 hits Fallen Star and You’re Making a Fool out of Me and the number four hit Cry Cry Darling, along with selected A & B sides for the Modern, Fais Do Do, Feature, DOT, MGM and Decca Labels during this era. Fifty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

★★ CD 4612841 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS of 1954. A who’s who of country legends are assembled for this collection of essential 1954 gers. Packed with nearly 60 tracks, it includes favorites by Jim Reeves, Ray Price, Hank Thompson, Porter Wagoner, Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Jimmy Newman, and others. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

★★ CD 5760704 THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50. A pioneer of the Western Swing style of the 1930s and ’40s, Bob Wills is the focus of this three-CD collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period—New San Antonio Rose; Smoke on the Water; Sugar Moon; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ CD 3715068 MOON MULLICAN: 22 Greatest Hits. Features Farewell; Rugged but Right; Magnolia Rag; Sweeter Than the Flowers; Joe; B1on; Wabash Cannonball; Bottom of the Glass; Louisiana; Mona Lisa; We’ll Oh We; Ray; Deacon John; Good Deal Lulu; and many more. Twenty-two tracks. Highland Music. $7.95

★★ CD 3691632 THE JIMMY WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Wakely was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personalies who combined appearances in westerns and movies with recordings of country and western records. This three-CD, 84-track set comprises A & B sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has My Name (the Other has my Heart); I Love You So Much It Hurts; Slippin’ Around; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**CD 2805243 FLOYD TILLMAN: The Essential Recordings.** A pioneer of both the Western Swing and Honky Tonk sound, Tillman was one of the first country artists to write Pop crossover hits. This 2 CD collection features 40 tracks, including Each Night at Nine; G.I. Blues; Some Other World, Slipin’ Around; I Don’t Care Anymore; I Love You Just As You Are; and Me and Primo. $6.95

**CD 6941273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music.** A collection of 14 top hits from the country western star including Just Lost My Favorite Girl; What’s Bad for You Is Good for Me; Don’t You Ever Get Tired; How Proud I Would Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 3089408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** Includes all of Bill Monroe’s recording sessions from 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted. This 5 CD, 161 track collection includes Tell It to Me; Let Me Be Your Lover Tonight; Fiddle Blues by Roane County Ramblers; The Coo-Coo Bird by Clarence Ashley; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. **9.95**

**CD 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61.** Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released between 1949 and 1961, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK; Mule Train; Shotgun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2881017 GEORGE JONES: The Millennium Collection.** This CD of 10 songs provides a wonderful sampling of this country legend’s illustrious career, including She Thinks I Still Care; The Race Is On; A Girl I Used to Know; Not What I Had in Mind; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 3702456 JERRY RIVERS: Stories and Great Fiddle Music.** The entertaining collection of stories and songs included here were recorded by Rivers in the early 1960s for Starday Records. Twenty-nine tracks, including Forked Deer; The Story of the Fiddle; Different Styles of Fiddle Playing; Skip to My Lou; and many others. Medley. $4.95

**CD 6909826 SHE’S TELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY.** Collects 26 risque hillbilly songs from the ’30s, including Frankie and Johnnie by Gene Autry, My Ragtime Gal by Hoagy Carmichael, and House Blues by Jimmie Davis. Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feels Good by Harmian’s Heart Breakers; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $28.99. **14.95**

**CD 6558973 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974.** Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast nationally in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects an array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Rave On; Honky Tonk; Cosmic Cowboy; The Wakin’ Shoes; Flithril Special; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 2972365 BOBBY HELMCS: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** A ‘50s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helm is highlighted in 52 classic recordings. Collecting every A and B side he released during the period, they include hits like Melodie; I Don’t Feel Like; Lonesome. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **9.95**

**CD 5853338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME.** Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson. The Sons of Katie Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Frankke Laine; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Roy Rogers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. **17.95**

**CD 7794571 GENE AUTRY: Back in the Saddle Again.** The legendary singing cowboy has no less than five “stars” on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. This collection showcases his musical talents. Twenty-five tracks include: Back in the Saddle Again; Deep in the Heart of Texas; Maria Elena; Be Honest with Me; Ole Faithful; Sioux City Sue; and more. Packaged in a cardboard slipcase. Dyna-Style. Pub. at $39.99. **14.95**

**CD 2788433 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962.** This 110 track, four CD collection of the greatest hits of ’62 includes Walk on By by Leroy Van Dyke; You’re the Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I’m Tempted by6 by Jack Greene. Old Rivers by Walter McFarren; Tillman by Captain Wolferton Mountain by Claude King; Adios Amigos by Jim Reeves; and so many more. Includes informational booklet on all the performers. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. **17.95**

**CD 6739099 EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid.** The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country stylings to Cincinnati, Ohio, with this 1985 concert at The Taft Theatre. Sixteen tracks include: I’m Moving On; Blue Kentucky Girl; Woman Walk the Line; I Don’t Need You; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $14.99. **9.95**

**CD 6858848 THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Original Greatest Hits.** This collection presents all 15 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a single number two hits. Tracks include: Be True to You; Elvira; Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Made; Bobbie Sue; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **11.95**

**CD 6938787 THE HANK WILLIAMS STORIES** and songs of a 23 track spoken word biography on two CDs, and a 2 CD collection of sixty music tracks including Calling You; Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); I’m a Long Gone Daddy; Calling You; A Tramp on the Street; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $12.99. **9.95**

**CD 5934869 JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some six years’ worth of classic recordings, in including classics like Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feels Good by Harmian’s Heart Breakers; and more. Chromo Dreams. Pub. at $27.99. **14.95**

**CD 279862X WANDA JACKSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62.** This great 12 CD collection comprises the A and B sides of all of Wanda’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include:26 coun A’50s Country collection; A Very Lonely Man; My Love; Love: I Cried Again; Sinful Heart; Funnel of Love; Will My Love Come In; The Greatest Actor; You Bug Me Bad; One Teardrop at a Time; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **12.95**

**CD 3715051 LITTLE JIMMY DICKENS: Best of the Best.** Twelve of Little Jimmy’s biggest hits are included here. Hillbilly Fever; Take an Old Cold Tater (And Set It A’peelin’); Little Little; I’ve Turned Her Hot That Way; Country Boy; and more. Gusto. **7.95**
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**CD 5923204** RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the prolific and distinctive career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms; My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; Daily City Lights; The She'll Be Old Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2937506** PORTER WAGONER: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Every A and B side from the 55 singles released by Wagoner over the course of a decade, including country hits like A Satisfied Mind; Misyer Loves Company; Company’s Corner; Eat, Drink and Be Merry; What Would You Do; Let Me Love Letters; and many more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $26.99 $16.99

**CD 6675905** BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song, featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 668615X** THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941. Experience the later years of the first family of American music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over 60 years of vintage music in all, it includes renowned cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East Virginia Blues; Birdland;-star; and many more. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**CD 3715019** CLAUDE GRAY: Best of the Best. Besides his success as a performer, Claude Gray was also an excellent songwriter who wrote most of his own songs. Here are ten of the best, including I’ll Just Have a Cup of Coffee; I Never Had the One I Wanted; Family Bible; How Fast Them Trucks Can Go; Old Flames; and more. Highlan Music. $7.95

**CD 295611** FERLIN HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-62. The prolific country hit-maker of the '50s and '60s is revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone, Wings of a Dove; Feel Better All Over; Little Tom, Fallen Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2927446** THE HANK LOCKLIN SINGLES COLLECTION, 1948-62. Nearly 60 tracks highlight Locklin’s output of singles over the first 15 years or so of his career, including country and pop hits like Send Me the Pillow (That You Dream On); Let Me Be the One; From Here to There to You; Geisha Girl; It’s A Little More Like Heaven; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2998002** JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim is perhaps the most celebrated country artists of the 1950 and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising his A and B sides for the Maccy’s, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; Four Walls; He’ll Have to Go; and My Heart’s like a Welcome Mat. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6749534** JOHNNY WESTERN: Gunfight at O.K. Corral. Sixteen unforgettable recordings capture the hard-bitten spirit of classic western cinema. Ghost Riders in the Sky; Gunfight at O.K. Corral; The Gunfighter; I Got the Money (I’ve Got the Money); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I’ve Been Away Too Long; I’ll Sit Alone and Cry; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 2858973** KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-67. One of the top female contributors in country music throughout the 1950s and 1960s. On every track, Every record and every side of the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, it Wasn’T God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides such as charted and duel that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 2820242** YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART: Classic Country Hits. This essential collection of 75 tracks performed by the original artists includes Your Cheatin’ Heart by Hank Williams; I Love You So Much It Hurts by Jimmy Wakely; I Don’t Hurt Anymore by Hank Snow; Jealous Heart by Tex Ritter; Anytime by Eddy Arnold; Wabash Cannonball by Roy Acuff, and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**CD 292580X** THE CONWAY TWITTY COLLECTION 1957-62. Sixty-two tracks comprised from the A & B sides of all his singles from these years, plus selected titles from his albums Conway Twitty Sings; Saturday Night With Conway Twitty; And Twitty & Roll Story; The Conway Twitty Touch; and Portrait of a Fool. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2817551** JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the '70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16-page LP sized booklet featuring history on this box. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5795737** THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62. Notable for his effortless tallsest and yodeling ability, country star Slim Whitman was a class of his own. This valuable 52-track collection offers up several of his chart hits, including classics like Indian Love Call; Secret Love; Rose Marie; I’ll Take You Home and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6803679** OLEN CAMPBELL: Love & More. Spanning over twenty years, this solo performer, Campbell was one of the biggest stars of country music of all time and this collection gathers fabulous performances of some of his biggest hits including Fooling With You; What a Wonderful World; Rhinestone Cowboy; Galveston; Witchita Lineman; Time in a Bottle; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2995887** LEROY VAN DYKE: The Complete Releases 1956-62. This box set comprises almost all of Van Dyke’s career, and comprises the A and B sides of all his singles for the Dot and Mercury labels from his 1956 debut through to the end of 1962. Songs include Walk on By; Black Cloud; Big Man in a Big House; If A Woman Answers; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2985918** THE GEORGE HAMILTON IV COLLECTION 1956-62. This 58 track set comprises almost all of the A & B sides of Hamilton’s singles during this era for Colonial, ABC-Paramount and RCA. Songs include Before This Day Ends, Three Steps to the Phone; If You Don’t Know, I Ain’t Gonna Tell You; I Will Miss You. This is a collection that brings together many of the A and B sides from James’ singles released on Capitol, NBC, RCA, and Dot from the first 15 years or so of his career, including country chart hits like Young Love, That’s Me Without You; For Rent; You’re the Reason I’m In Love; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5927307** SONNY JAMES: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Sixty-one tracks bring together many of the A and B sides from James’ released singles on Capitol, NBC, RCA, and Dot during the first decade of his career, including country chart hits like Young Love, That’s Me Without You; For Rent; You’re the Reason I’m In Love; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5942840** FEZI CHALLENGER’S COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1956. Head to the country for the 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You A Thousand Miles Away; If You’ve Got the Money (I’ve Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I’ve Been Away Too Long; I’ll Sit Alone and Cry; and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 676021X** THE HANK THOMPSON & HIS BRAZOS VALLEY BOYS COLLECTION, 1946-62. Brings together 57 tracks by the legendary band, this is a highly-rated band, including all 46 of Thompson’s chart hits–Wild Side of Life; Rub-a-Dub; Wake Up, Irene–and more, plus selected A and B sides on the Blue Bonnet, Globe, and Columbia Labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 6744761 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1950. Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hits featured on the Billboard Country Top 15 during that year. Relax country gems from all corners of the genre, recorded by influential acts like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Ernie Ford, Red Foley, Gene Autry, Hank Snow, and more. Breathtaking sound fidelity. 2LP, $29.95.

CD 5963842 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1957. These 120 tracks comprise every record that appeared on Billboard's Country & Western charts for the year, including notable numbers from stars like Eddy Arnold, Webb Pierce, Ray Price, Kilty Wells, Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, Everly Brothers, Jerry Lee Lewis, Marty Robbins, Jimmie Rodgers, and many others. Digitally remastered. 4LP, $99.95.


CD 374965X JESSE MCREYNOLDS & FRIENDS: Play the Mountain Moonshiners’ Way. Collects 16 tracks from the mandolin-playing legend, including The Mountain Moonshiners; Billy in the Lowground; Sally Goodwin; Soldier’s Joy; Smith’s Reel; Turkey in the Straw; and more. Pinecastle Records. CD, $19.95.

CD 3698383 EDDY ARNOLD: Country's Most Successful Male Vocalist. From 1950 to 1985, Eddy Arnold defined country music in the U.S. and abroad. Includes hits like I May Be Gone, Honey, Send Me No Flowers, I'll Hold You in My Heart (I Love You), and more. 3CD, $39.95.

CD 3702426 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS WESTERN AIRMEN LIVE FROM ELECTRIC CITY. From a live performance in Electric City, Wash. on August 12, 2003. Features songs like I Can’t Help It If I Like You, Mexican Sally,yb and more! Acrobat. CD, $16.99.

CD 3702404 FOR THE KING. This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks, including Life’s About to Get Good; Swinger; Who’s Gonna Be Your Girl; Got Something They Don’t. Mercury. CD, $12.99.

CD 3763080 THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNY CASH. This 20-track collection features the greatest songs from the “Man in Black.” Includes I Walk the Line; There You Go; Next in Line; I’ve Been Wrong; and more. CD, $19.95.

CD 3754704 NEKO CASE: Live from Austin, TX. This debut Austin City Limits performance on August 9, 2003, captures songs like these: Carousel, Killer, Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hits featured on Billboard’s Country Top 15 during that year. Relax country gems from all corners of the genre, recorded by influential acts like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Ernie Ford, Red Foley, Gene Autry, Hank Snow, and more. Breathtaking sound fidelity. 2LP, $29.95.

CD 3754736 ERIC JOURDAN: Live from Austin, TX. Fasten your seatbelts for an extraordinary ride with this live performance, recorded on December 14, 1968. Thirteen tracks, including Righteous Love or Controversy, Stevie’s Boogie; Trail of Tears; and more. New West Records.

CD 3752092 TRUCK STOP. The songs and artists in this album are typically of the musical fare enjoyed by the “knights of the road” as they unwind at truck stops across America. Ten tracks, including Sleeper Cab Blues by Tom O’Neal, Pinball Machine by Lonnie Irvine, Wheels a Turning by The Wills Brothers.

CD 3757404 Austin City Limits performance on August 9, 2003, captures songs like these: Carousel, Killer, Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hits featured on Billboard’s Country Top 15 during that year. Relax country gems from all corners of the genre, recorded by influential acts like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Ernie Ford, Red Foley, Gene Autry, Hank Snow, and more. Breathtaking sound fidelity. 2LP, $29.95.

CD 3757366 PRICE CUT to $3.95

CD 3742445 COMMANDER CODY AND HIS WESTERN AIRMEN LIVE FROM ELECTRIC CITY. From a live performance in Electric City, Wash. on August 12, 2003. Features songs like I Can’t Help It If I Like You, Mexican Sally,yb and more! Acrobat. CD, $16.99.

CD 3764288 PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 3691436 THE GEORGE MORGAN SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62. A coast-to-coast survey. George Morgan was compared to Eddy Arnold and Jim Reeves as a “country crooner” and was a member of the Grand Ole Opry. This 54 track, 2CD set comprise A & B sides of tracks like When You Get Your Thoughts Straight, more singles he released during this era including Withered Roses; Broken Candy Heart; Almost; Be Sure You Know; Affraid to Love Me; and more. Acrobat. CD, $29.99.

CD 2935228 SHANIA NOW. This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks, including Life’s About to Get Good; Swinger; Who’s Gonna Be Your Girl; Got Something They Don’t. Mercury. CD, $12.99.

CD 2862522 PRICE Cut to $4.95

CD 2870851 JIMMY DEAN: The Complete Mercury & Columbia Singles As & Bs 1955-62. He was a country singer, radio and TV personality and actor and this CD collection celebrates his long and illustrious career. The 51 tracks include hits like False Pride; Hello Mr. Blues; Freight Train Blues; What This Old World Needs; A Fool in Love; Love Me So I’ll Know, My Heart is an Open Book, Weekend Blues, and more. CD, $24.99.

CD 3714969 PRICE Cut to $13.95

CD 3675921 GID TANNER AND THE SKILLET LICKERS. Featuring Riley Puckett, Clayton McMichen, Lower Stokes and others, there are 100 vintage tracks by “Old Timey’s Favorite Band”, remastered for a new audience. Includes renditions of Rock That Cradle Lucy; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Cripple Creek; Bully of the Town; and more. CD, $19.95.

CD 3713156 PRICE Cut to $9.95

## Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 575607 THIELOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-fabled Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside Records. Published at $15.95.

**CD 587262X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1958-1960.** Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitar master with eight of his classic albums: one set: Montgomeryland; Kismet; The Montgomery Brothers and “Ella’s Alright”; a Good Git-Two; The Montgomery Brothers Trio; The Incredible Jazz Guitar Of Wes Montgomery; Movin’ Along; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightment. Published at $9.45.

**CD 3682996 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’S.** Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites with one jam-packed collection. Includes Giant Steps by John Coltrane, The Pan Piper by Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Don’t Blame Me by Max Roach; I Remember When by Stan Getz; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; Black Eye Peas by Ramsey Lewis; and more. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Published at $19.99.

**CD 7553161 THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION.** The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, range and recording. Published at $31.95.

**CD 3797791 THE ESSENCE OF SWING.** This two-CD set features 47 great recordings by many legendary musicians, such as Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, the Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basie, Roy Milton, and many more. Delta Music. Published at $5.95.

---

## Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 677174 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001.** The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD collection. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of The Time I Got To Phoenix; Try A Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Wayne Newton, Anne Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhinestone Cowboy to Gentle On My Mind. MDV Visual. Published at $14.95.

**CD 3778630 THE BEST OF THE MAVERICKS.** Fullscreen. This short video collects five tracks from this outlaw group: O What a Thrill; What A Crying Shame; All You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down; Missing You; and Dance the Night Away. Published at $5.95.

**CD 6701310 THE GREAT JIM REEVES ANTHOLOGY, REVISED.** Fullscreen. From humble beginnings in early 1950s East Texas to holding the Beatles off the top of the charts in 1964, this revised DVD anthology charts the progress of one of the biggest musical achievements. Collects 30 TV performances by Gentleman Jim, including rare Grand Ole Opry appearances and 90 minutes. H&H. Published at $13.95.

**CD 755219X WILLIE NELSON: Live! at the US Festival 1983.** Fullscreen. Held over two weekends in 1982 and 1983, the U.S. Festival brought together an exploration for technology and some of the greatest acts in rock. June 4 was “Country Day,” and the headliner was Willie Nelson, including such classics as On The Road Again; Always On My Mind; and more. Performance is captured here. 80 minutes. Shout!

**CD 6369915 JIMMY GIUFFRE: The Verve Album Collection.** Includes 46 tracks from eight albums from one of the foremost figures on the West Coast jazz scene, performing such classics as These Foolish Things; Driva’ Man; A Night In Tunisia; Stardust; and more. Three CDs. Golden Stars. Published at $11.95.

**CD 2935653 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Nor 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02.** These thirteen tracks in 1958 are stand-out hits for this Jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment Worth Years; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Weight Of Love; For All We’s; Whispering by Les Paul; Brazilian Cugat; Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; and more. Dynamic. Published at $29.99.

**CD 6411117 UNFORGETTABLE INSTRUMENTAL HITS: Essentials Collection.** Includes 72 tracks, this 1950s hit collection provides a snapshot of Goodman’s extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his “Golden Era” from 1935-49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1950s. Includes not only examples of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his small groups: Reunion with Chet Baker; In the Mood; The Blue Bossa; and 19 others. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Published at $19.99.

**CD 3794464 LEO KONITZ: The Verve Albums Collection.** Features 61 tracks from four albums: Live in the Night; Broadway; Jazzabellas; and more. Three CDs. Golden Stars.

**CD 6941117 LAWRENCE WELK: Classic Album Collection.** Collects 48 tracks from the musician, arranger and composer. Collected here are: Annie Ross Sings a Song with Mulligan!; Moments to Remember; No. 03; and Orchestral Songs. Two CDs. UMG Recordings. Published at $14.95.

**CD 3754743 LIONEL HAMPTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1953-1963.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow; Two of a Kind; Desmond Boulevard; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; and more. Eight CDs. Chrome Dreams. Published at $21.99.

**CD 6938909 BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Classic Recording 1935-1944.** This two-CD set features 47 tracks from seven albums: Vol. 1; Vol. 2; Vol. 3; Vol. 4; Vol. 5; Vol. 6; and Vol. 7. A Portrait of the Lady. Published at $19.95.

**CD 5794711 BERRY GORDON: The Complete 1960-1962.** Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including some interesting recordings from the 1960s. Includes not only examples of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his small groups: Reunion with Chet Baker; In the Mood; The Blue Bossa; and 19 others. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Published at $19.99.

**CD 3757504 LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Legends of American Music.** These are the recordings that influence everyone’s concept of jazz, and plays the Great American Songbook: all of Armstrong’s biggest hits, finest vocal performances and greatest filmed appearances from the 1930s through the 1960s. Features rarities, painstakingly restored sound, and all original versions. Set includes a 40-page booklet, 40 songs on two CDs and 17 performances on DVD. TIME LIFE. Published at $5.95.

**CD 5527639 BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Classic Recording 1933-1947.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-famed Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside Records. Published at $15.95.

**CD 757315 BILLY JOE SHAVER: Live from Austin, TX.** Recorded August 14, 1984 for the award-winning You, Austin, Texas! Shaver’s performance includes 15 songs, including Ride Me Down Easy; Been to Georgia on a Fast Train; Black Rose; Old Five and Dime Like Me; and more. 47 minutes. New West Records. Published at $9.95.

**CD 1381984 BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Classic Recording 1933-1947.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-famed Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside Records. Published at $15.95.

**CD 1426544 LEO KONITZ: The Classic Albums Collection 1953-1963.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Over the Rainbow; Two of a Kind; Desmond Boulevard; The Night Has a Thousand Eyes; and more. Eight CDs. Chrome Dreams. Published at $21.99.

**CD 3794464 LEO KONITZ: The Verve Albums Collection.** Features 61 tracks from four albums: Live in the Night; Broadway; Jazzabellas; and more. Three CDs. Golden Stars.

**CD 6941117 LAWRENCE WELK: Classic Album Collection.** Collects 48 tracks from the musician, arranger and composer. Collected here are: Annie Ross Sings a Song with Mulligan!; Moments to Remember; No. 03; and Orchestral Songs. Two CDs. UMG Recordings. Published at $21.99.

**CD 58234X GERRY MULLIGAN: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1952-1960.** Originally forefoot figures on the West Coast jazz scene, Gerry Mulligan retains a sparkling reputation as a musician, arranger and composer. Collected here are all nine albums he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label: Four and Two; Tokyo Concert; California Concerts; Lee Konitz Plays with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet; Recorded in Boston at Storyville; The Gerry Mulligan Songbook; Reunion with Chet Baker; and Anne Ross Signs a Song with Mulligan! Four CDs. Enlightment. Published at $14.95.

**CD 6938909 BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Classic Albums Collection 1935-1958.** Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including Lionel Hampton and His All Stars with Milton Msezow; Crazy Hramp; The Lionel Hampton Quartet; Hamp and Gert; Jam Session in Paris; Gene Krupa-Lionel Hampton-Teddy Wilson; Lionel Hampton and His Giants; Hampton’s Big Four; and Kalahari Hump. Forty-three tracks. Two CDs. Published at $11.95.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821
Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 5917344 GENE KRUPA: That Drummer's Band.** The man who established the drum solo as an integral part of jazz and rock & roll, Krupa laid the foundation for this tradition to this day. That talent is on display in these 20 tracks, assembling standards like Rhythm Jam; Tutti Fruiti; Jungle Madness; Drummin' Man; Man and His Size; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2753786 FRANK WEISS: The Savoy & Prestige Collection.** This four CD box set highlights some of Weiss’s most notable work as band leader, collaborator, and pioneering jazz flautist. The collection features eight albums: Flutes & Reeds; North, South, East-West; Opus in Swing; Jazz for Playboys; Opus de Blues; The Frank Weiss Quartet; Southern Comfort; and Poor You, Little Me. Forty-eight tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2795922 ERROLL GARNER: The Classic Albums Collection.** This wonderful collection includes 85 tracks from eight original LPs from 1956-1961. Tracks include I'll Never Smile Again; The Way You Look Tonight; Mack the Knife; Ol' Man River; Misty; Sweet Lorraine; You Are My Sunshine; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3691780 WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums.** This four CD box set highlights the early, formative years of Wayne Shorter’s career, just about all of which were recorded with Blue Note. Tracks include Lady, Groovin' High; Moten Swing; JuJu; Deluge; Black Diamond; and much more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5812690 JOHNNY MATIS, 1957-62: The Complete US Albums As & Bs.** Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this huge collection highlights the influence of Johnny Mathis on the early development of soft jazz. It includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful!; Misty; Teacher Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone; Chances Are; It's Not for Me to Say; Gina; and much more. Over 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3778398 KENNY DORHAM: The Complete Albums 1953-1959.** Features eight albums by the jazz musician that include 56 tracks on four CDs. Titles include An Oscar for Oscar; Ruby My Dear; Be My Love; Monaco; Round About Midnight; Falling in Love with Love; I'll Remember Clifford; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2870932 MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection.** This complete four CD collection showcases all of Tyner’s work with Impulse! as a band leader. Featuring six original LPs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include: Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2798468 THE JAZZ CRUSDERS: The Classic Pacific Jazz Albums.** Collects the entirety of eight full albums including Freedom Sound; Lookin' Ahead; At the Lighthouse; Tough Talk; Heat Wave; Jazz Waltz; Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone; Chances Are; It's Not for Me to Say; Gina; and much more. Over 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5724910 THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE '50S.** Experience the sounds that defined '50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much content here that any fan’s hunger will be satisfied, with classic tracks from legendary names: Ella Fitzgerald; Dinzy Gillespie; Miles Davis; Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, and so many others. Includes a 62-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6857387 STAN KENTON: The Verve Albums Collection 1948-1962.** Compiles complete albums: A Presentation of Progressive Jazz (1948); City of Glass (1951); New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (1953); Kenton in Hi-Fi (1956); Cuban Fire (1956); Viva Kenton (1960); Kenton’s West Side Story (1961); Adventures in Jazz (1962); and Adventures in Time (1963). Seventy-four tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3821994 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Complete Columbia Singles As & Bs 1949-1959.** This four-CD box collection comprises the A and B sides of her releases on the Columbia label during this time period. Songs include I Love You; Givin' Up; I Can't Get It Out Of My Mind; Cheek to Cheek; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6795757 CAL TJADER: The Classic Fantasy Collection 1953-1962.** Nine of Cal’s classic albums of Latin-flavored jazz, brought together on four CDs. This multi-talented performer shines on his track of Cal Tjader Trio; Viola; Ritmo Caliente; Tjader Plays Mambo; Cal Tjader Quintet; Latin Kick; Cal Tjader-Stan Getz Sextet; Demasiado Caliente; and Lauren Coli Calvert. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3717291 DAKOTA STATON: The Complete Early Years 1958-63.** This four CD set comprises the A & B sides of Staton’s Capitol singles and the tracks from the first four albums of her career, The Late, Late Show; In the Night; Dynamic; and Crazy He Makes Me Feel So Young. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2898800 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Early Years 1952-56.** From one of the most innovative, distinctive and influential groups in jazz in the 1950s comes this 32 track two CD set comprising recordings from this time period. Songs include All The Things You Are; La Ronde; The Queen’s Fancy; Django; Ralph’s New Blues; Sailin’ On The Sunrise; Bluebelle; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5896878 1959: The Year That Jazz Changed.** Collects, in their entirety, four of the year’s most groundbreaking jazz records. Miles Davis’s liberating Kind of Blue; Dave Brubeck’s Time Out; Charles Mingus’ Mingus Ah Um, an album that anticipated post-modernism; and Ornette Coleman’s landmark Shape of Jazz to Come. Chrome Dreams. $5.95

**CD 3938236 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz.** This three CD, 71 track collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Muskrat Ramble by Davison & His Commodores; Darktown Strutters’ Ball by Bunk Johnson; and At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feetwarmers; Riverboat Shuffle by Red Nickols & His Five Pennies, and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 3794385 ANITA O’DAY: Selected Clef, Norgran & Verve Recordings, 1952-56.** Compiles most of O’Day’s recordings released on the Clef, Norgran & Verve labels during 1952-56, including all the tracks from the albums: A Salad of Love; A Salad of Love; and Songs by Anita O’Day; An Evening with Anita O’Day; and Pick Yourself Up. Forty-six tracks in all on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2870746 COUNT BASIE: The Classic Roulette Collection 1958-69.** This four CD collection showcases some of Basie’s most lauded work and includes his most successful albums to date. Including some of his greatest hits like Flight of the Fool; Don’t Get Around Much Anymore; and Chocolate D Explicit. Collects 58 tracks on four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6928269 THE BEST OF CAB CALLOWAY.** Here are scat-filled classics from the Hi-De-Ho man whose loose-limbed imagination led three bands to a long-time residency at the legendary Cotton Club. Among the twenty tracks: Swing, Swing, Swing; Reefer Man; Minnie the Moocher; and the Jumpin’Jive. Hallmark. Sold Out.
Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
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★ CD 2927594 NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.
That brand of jazz unique to the deep south, compiled into one addictive collection.

Twenty-five tracks of Dixieland contributions from Johnny Bayersdorfer & His Jazolla Novelty Orchestra, Papaila & His Orchestra, The New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Stomper’s, The Original Zenith Brass Band, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

★ CD 4598075 SCOTT JOPLIN: His Complete Works.
A key figure of the genre’s recent revival, Richard Zimmerman revisits the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pioneer whose inimitable skill earned the genre’s recent revival, Richard Zimmerman revisits the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pioneer whose inimitable skill earned the genre’s recent revival, Richard Zimmerman revisits the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pioneer whose inimitable skill earned the genre’s recent revival, Richard Zimmerman revisits the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pioneer whose inimitable skill earned

★ CD 2681567 RAY NOBLE & HIS ORCHESTRA: Hits Collection, 1931-47.
Consists of 46 hits from the songbook of this British pianist, bandleader and composer who was as big a hit in the states as back home, including Lady of Spain; Hold My Hand; Sailing on the Robert E. Lee; Love Is the Sweetest Thing; Who Walks In When I Walk Out?; Mad About the Boy; The Piccolo; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 3821803 BOOKER ERVIN: The Complete Recordings.
This four CD set brings together the finest recordings Ervin made as bandleader between 1960 and 1964, the era generally considered to be the musician’s glory years. Forty-three tracks, including Crucifixion, Radioactivity; The Song Is Ended; Back Home; Warming Up; Easy Like: Something Big; I’m Seeing Rainbows; and many more. Seventy-seven tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 62834X LOUIS ARMSTRONG: The Centennial Album.
Two CDs capture the music of one of jazz’s greatest musicians, delivering 50 tracks of cornet chops and timeless treasures like Nature Boy; Easy to Love. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

This set of 76 tracks collected from eight albums in their entirety on 4 CDs include Mau Mau, Work of Art; The Little Bandmaster; Up in Quincy’s Room; Wildwood; Evening in Paris; Tia Watanabe; Walter White; Little Karen; Gravy World; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5717534 THE WAYNE KING COLLECTION 1930-41.
Collects 92 tracks on four CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from King’s releases for the Victor and Brunswick labels during this time period. Songs include Dream a Little Dream of Me; Good Night, Sweetheart; The Waltz You Saved for Me; Wabash Moon; I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do); Sweethearts Forever; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

Enjoy an array of early hits by the transcendent Nat King Cole. Includes Corrine, Corrinne; Sun foil; Muskrat Ramble; Melancholy; Firesworks; West End Blues; Basin Street Blues; Weather Bird; St Louis Blues; Shine; Them There Eyes; When the Saints Go Marching In; Ain’t Misbehavin’.

ABM. $4.95

★ CD 3717372 HORACE PARLAN: The Classic Blue Note Collection.
This four CD box set collates all of Parlan’s solo albums from the 1960s. Tracks include On the Spur of the Moment; For Adults Only; Headin’ South; Speakin’ My Piece; Lady Bird; and many more. Fifty-thrice tracks, Out; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

A true maverick, Sun Ra remains one of the most innovative and controversial figures in jazz. This four CD set collects 80 tracks, including Brainville; Call for All Demons; India; Sunology; Once; The Nile; Big City Blues; When Son Comes

Out; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5890020 JELLY ROLL MORTON: Jelly Roll Blues.
A name synonymous with Jazz greatness, Morton’s work is the stuff of legend. The pianist, bandleader, composer, arranger, and innovator reveals why he remains a Creole jazz royalty in these 25 tracks, including Black Bottom Stomp; Petite Violette; Original Jelly-Roll Morton; Georgia Swing; Oh, He Didn’t Ramble; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

★ CD 2695666 ARCHIE SHEPP: The Early Albums Collection.
Four of this CD set chronicles the early years of Shepp’s career, as an originator and pioneer of the early 1960s free-form movement. Collects 43 tracks, including Trio; Peace; When Will the Blues Leave; Sound Barrier; Handlebone; Consequences; Hoppin’; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

★ CD 2814355 OSCAR PETTSON: The Classic Verve Albums Collection.
This four-CD collection brings together eight of Pettson’s finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1960s. Collects Scan Delb and Met; Oscar Petterson Trio; Ben Webster Meets Oscar Petterson; The Trio; Something Warm; The Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3753808 THE HOWARD MCGHEE COLLECTION, 1945-53.
McGhee was one of the leading trumpeters of the pioneering bebop era. This four CD set compiles 48 tracks of his great collection of recordings from the peak era of his career. Ninety-three tracks, including Deep Meditation; Intersection; Georgia Swing; Oh, He Didn’t Ramble; Headin’ South; Speakin’ My Piece; Lady Bird; Down the Road a Piece; Cow Cow Boogie; Pig Foot Pete; and more. Includes two bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ CD 6890993 BIG BAND BOOGIE: Boogie Woogie on the 88.
Will Bradley and Freddie Slack re-create 24 of the most popular big band boogie woogie tunes, including their own Beat Me Daddy (Eight to the Bar); Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

This massive collection of 87 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Ivory Hunters; Portrait in Jazz; Explorations; Sunday at the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Debbie; Uncertain Moon; Interplay; Empathy; and How My Heart Sings. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

This collection brings together eight of Coltrane’s most prestigious and finest albums, this four CD collection comprises 42 tracks including The Sidewinder; Tolent Pole; Gary’s Notebook; Hocus Pocus; Melancholy; Tom Cat; Twice Around; The Rumpoller; Yes I Can, No You Can’t; You Go to My Head; Most Like Lee; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2799341 BOBBY TIMMONS: The Riverside Albums Collection.
This 4-CD collection brings together eight albums originally released between 1957 and 1964 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; This Here Is Bobby Timmons; Soul Time Bobby Timmons; Easy Does It Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons Sweeps and Souffle; Bobby Timmons: Back Home; and Bobby Timmons. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others these 40 tracks include Tease; A Night in Tunisia; The Wailer; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackie; Bitty Ditty; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Somethin’ Else; All of You; So What; Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once Upon a Summertime; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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Collects eight classic collaboration albums with fellow greats Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, and Rosemary Clooney. Includes several tracks of Blue Rose; Black, Brown & Beige; Black, Brown & Beige; Back to Back, Recording together for the First Time; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. enlightenment. Pub. at $14.95

The ultimate collection of one of the most influential saxophonists and band leaders of our time. With 105 tracks encompassing many of his number one hits like I Remember You; Rhythm of the Rue; Change Partners; The Breeze and I; Amalgam; Green Eyes; My Sister and I; and many more. Light, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

The Herbie Mann retrospective continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the Coen jazz flutist and legand at his best: Flautista; The Common Ground; The Family of Mann; Flute, Brass, Vibes; Peruvian; Village Garden; Bossa Nova and Blues; Rights, Now, and St. Thomas. Fifty-two tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

CD 2986661 BURIED GOLD—THE ZOOT SIMS QUINTET: The Complete 1956 Quintet Recordings. Tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and valve-trumpetist Bob Brookmeyer were musicians for each other. In 1956, the inimitable pair made a series of studio-recorded quintet sessions, music that has never been compiled into one collection—until now. Thirty-one tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

CD 2805154 CLEO LAINÉ: The Essential Early Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates the early career of a pioneering artist who challenged the very definition of what constitutes jazz music. Features 40 tracks, including I Got Rhythm; April in Paris; Early Autumn; All About Me; Oh Mister Minton; You Gotta Have Love; Unforgettable; St. Louis Blues; and more. Primo. $6.95

CD 3840816 GIGI GRYCE: The Classic Albums 1955-1960. Collected from eight albums, these 60 tracks on four CDs include Speculation; In a Meditative Mood; Social Call; and many more. The Gigi Gryce retrospective continues. Tracks include Before; I'll Get By; I'm Beginning to See the Light; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

CD 5298016 JOHNNY GRIFFIN: The Blue Note & Jazzland Collection. Features eight albums of the Jazz Great including: Johnny Griffin; InterviewingJohnny Griffin: A Blowing Session; The Congregation; Tough Tenors; Griffin & Lock; Blues Up and Down; and Tough Tenor Favorites. Fifty tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks, and Anita Ross revolutionized the world of vocal jazz in the 1950s. This two CD set comprises just about all their recordings from this era, including all the tracks from the album Song for Basie; Sing Along with Basie; The Swingers; and The Hottest New Group in Jazz: Forty-three tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

Featuring collaborations with other great jazz artists, this collection includes Monk’s seminal albums including his entire career of an influential icon. Includes the track listings for Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane, Thelonious Himself; Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious Monk, Thelonious in Action, Misterioso, Thelonious Alone in San Francisco; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

This broadcast was recorded on June 28, 1978 at Shinjuku Koseinenkin Hall, Tokyo. Seven tracks are collected on two CDs, including Elegant People, A Rendezvous; You Made; Birdland; and more. Equinox. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 2937271 THE BILLY MAY COLLECTION 1939-60. During the big band era, orchestral bandleader and arranger Billy May, one of the most important elements of recording and stage performances. Billy May, one of the pioneers of this coterie of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some 100 tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95

CD 6638546 GRANT GREEN: The Classic Albums Collection. Among the most influential albums by Grant Greenone of Germany’s greatest jazz stars, in a 1964 concert. Includes: Green Street; Ramwong; Set ‘em Up; Raknahs; Sakura Waltz; Burungakita; Theme from Patner Panchal; Far Out East; Okazka; and Es sungen drei Engel. Artimus Jazz. $4.95

CD 3553701 THE RAY CONNIFF SINGERS: COLLECTION 1938-62. A definitive Renaissance man of big band music, this trombonist, bandleader, conductor, and arranger is featured in an incredible 113 tracks, comprising the first quarter-century of Ray Conniff’s storied recording career. It includes the legendary 1938 debut in 1938 through to the early ‘60s. On four CDs you’ll find his collaborations with Frank Laine, Johnny Mathis, Rosemary Clooney, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

CD 3726460 THE MAXINE SULLIVAN COLLECTION, 1937-49. This collection offers a comprehensive and fairly comprehensive overview of Sullivan’s work during her key formative years, and is also a showcase for a distinctive and sometimes underestimated talent. Tracks include Modal; I Thought About You; Breaking My Heart; Moments Like This; Down the Old Ox Road; Don’t Save Your Love; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 6998799 IN THE MOOD: Big Band Hits. Collects 68 tracks on three CDs compiling big band hits from a host of music legends, including Glenn Miller, Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey, Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Les Brown, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Harry James, Charlie Barnet, and many more. DSD. Pub. at $17.99. $14.95

CD 2937492 THE PAUL WESTON COLLECTION 1935-61. Paul Weston was a hugely influential postwar musical figure, skilled as a musician, arranger, conductor, and composer. This massive 130-track set sees him collaborating with a who’s who of contemporary artists, including Tommy Dorsey, Dinah Shore, Lee Wiley, Betty Hutton, Dean Martin, Doris Day, Judy Garland, Ella Fitzgerald and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95

CD 6711782 MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters. During 1958 and 1959, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. The results here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings, all on three CDs. Over 30 tracks in all. One Records. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

CD 2947366 THE CAL TAJEDER QUINTET, Live at the Macumba Club in Sao Paulo, Brazil 1956. Comprises two live club performances at the Club Macumba. The quintet offers Latin- and mambo-based renditions of several jazz standards (like Lullaby of Birdland), as well as original material. With an uncommonly smooth, informal affability, it offers a fascinating window into the experimental and developing band. Twelve tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

CD 5872863 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57. Monk is the second-most recorded jazz guitarist of all time and his set includes a taste of his guitar oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2; Thelonious Monk Trio; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 378423 THE HORACE SILVER COLLECTION, 1952-56.** This 32 track, two CD collection, including many extended performances, comprises recordings which Silver made leading his own trio and quintet during the early years of his career. Includes Head Over Heels, California Sun, QuickSilver, Knowledge Box, Day In, Day Out; I remember You, Creepin’ In; and more. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 672336 CHICAGO: Down Home Blues.** Presents 134 extraordinary performances from the golden era of down home blues. Includes the Big City Blues over flow with rare and previously unreleased tracks, including multiple cuts from Billy Boy Arnold, Big Maceo, Dusty Thomas, Hound Dog Taylor, Brownie McGhee, and many more; while a detailed 87-page book explores each featured artist. Wienerworld. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**CD 3891438 THE AMES BROTHERS: SING FAMOUS HITS OF FAMOUS QUARTETS/SWEET SEVENTEEN.** Collects 26 tracks from the renowned quartet, including Goodnight Irene; Paper Doll; The Gaucho Serenade; To Each His Own; I’ll Never Smile Again; Moonlight Cocktail; Seventeen; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 674961 GENTENN JAZZ. 1922-1930.** Remastered and astounding 105 vintage sides from the Gennett Records label, including memorable recordings by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band; Wolverine Orchestra; Windy City Jazz; Rockets; Alphonse Mouzon’s Sophisticated lady; Tickie Too; Blue Lou; and more. Reel to Reel. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 2903762 STEPHANE GRAPPELLI ENSEMBLE: NORD 60 Years Jazz Edition, Vol. 1.** Collects 20 tracks, recorded in Germany at the NDR Studio in 1957 include: Autumn in New York; Jeepsers Creepers; These Foolish Things; She’s Funny That Way; It Might as well Be Spring; St. Louis Blues; How High the Moon; Comes the Pay Day, Pennies from Heaven; and more. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 2937379 THE HUGO WINTERHALTER COLLECTION 1939-61.** Brings together Winterhalter’s work with both artists for whom he arranged and projects he led during 1957, which came arranged by him for the likes of Count Basie, Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore, Doris Day and others, alongside his own five orchestral arrangements. CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 295995X THE SAMMY KAYE COLLECTION 1937-53.** Collects 72 tracks on three CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from Kaye’s releases on Vocalion, Victor and Columbia during these years. Includes songs Daddy; I’m a Big Girl Now; Cinderella, Chick; The Old Lamp, Heaven Harbour Lights; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


**CD 2960028 THOSE FABULOUS DORSEYS.** Collectively and individually, the Dorsey Brothers were some of the biggest selling and most influential artists of the 30s and 40s. Their undeniable big band legacy is presented here on this massive three CD, 74 song collection. Tracks include Amapola; I Hear a Rhapsody; Green Eyes; All of Me; Chasing Shadows; Velvet Smile; My Honey’s Smiling; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95


**CD 2959891X THE FRANKIE NEWTON COLLECTION 1929-46.** This 69 track three CD set comprises recordings which span Newton’s complete recording career, encompassing his work as a sideman, as a leader of his own groups and as an accompanist to many of the great vocalists and bands. Songs include Lawd, Lawd; I Want a Corner; A Study in Brown, Tab’s Blues, Rockin’ Blues; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 382182X CHARLIE HADEN’S LIBERATION MUSIC ORCHESTRA: Live 1993.** This WGBH Boston 89.7 FM broadcast features incendiary performance of the Owens Jaw live from the Somerville Theater, Massachusetts on March 14, 1993, with soloists including Joe Lovano (sax), Tom Amin Claudine Myers (piano), Five tracks; Beginning, Song In The Forest, Fly Me to the Moon, Elmon, Dream Away and Longing. Acropolis. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

**CD 3821935 MANNY ALBAM: Classic Recordings 1957.** The 25 tracks collected here include many extended pieces, comprising recordings from noted sessions and projects he led during 1957, which came on the Coral label albums. Songs include My Sweetie Went Away; Sweet’s Bread; I Feel Pretty; The Blues is Everybody’s Business Part 1; Part 2, Part 3; and Part 4. Two CDs. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99 $16.95

**CD 3691136 MUSIC TO FLY BY: Great Songs of Aviation.** Presents 16 tracks performed by the U.S. Air Force Band. Includes The Aviators by John Philip Sousa; Squadron at Sea by John Phillips; thrill by Virgil Fox; Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines and Fly Me to the Moon by Ron Goodwin; Blue Skies by Irving Berlin; Wind Beneath My Wings by Larry Henley; Jeff Silbar and more. Alissimo. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2983741 THE JAZZ FROM U.N.C.L.E. LIVE IN CONCERT: THE HENRY MINGO COLLECTION, 1952-56.** A very special concert performed at the 50th anniversary celebration of the classic spy series, featuring composers Jerry Goldsmith, Lalo Schifrin, Gerald Fried and Robert Drasin. Tracks include Theme from the Man from U.N.C.L.E.; Meet Mr. Solo; Roulette Rhumba, There They Go and more. Fourteen tracks; Arena. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2985969 SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES: The Jesse Fuller Collection 1954-61.** Collects 43 tracks on two CDs, bringing together just about all of the songs Fuller recorded during this era. Includes train songs like Railroad Song, Line Up The Tracks; Leave’em Memphis Frisco Bound; Got a Date Half Past Eight; Take this Hammer; Memphis Boogie. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 3763326 BUDDY GRECO: Let’s Love/Like It Swingin’.** Twenty-eight tracks from American jazz pianist including: The Song Is You; Let’s Love; Teach Me Tonight; Everything I’ve Got; Day In, Day Out; Secret Love; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**CD 3176379 A LITTLE BIT OF DUKE: The Danish Radio Big Band.** This 9 track CD contains music written by, or in homage to, the Duke in a 1994 concert in Copenhagen. Selections include Bouncing; Come Sunday; Cotton Tail; The Governor, Blue Rose; Rocking in My Arm; Moonlight in Harlem; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2985942 THE HORACE HEIDT HITS COLLECTION 1937-45.** Collects 50 songs on two CDs showcasing an artist whose music has not enjoyed the profile which his remarkable success deserves. Tracks include Lovey Dovey; Hello Goodbye Dear, I’ll Be Back in a Year; I Don’t Want to Set the World on Fire; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2927322 THA AL BOWLY COLLECTION, 1927-41.** One of the first British artists who could seriously be called a pop recording star, Bowly was a crooner of the heyday of the dance band era of the ’30s, whose effortless romantic vocals made him a true superstar of his era. Featuring 100 terrific tracks spanning his entire recording career, this four-CD collection offers an entertaining overview of this legendary style and talent. Acropolis. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 6992234 SAMMY KAYE-SWING & SWAY: Hit Parade Platinum Collection.** This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including Love Walked In; There Goes that Song Again; Careless Hands; That’s My Desire; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

---
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★ CD 3792404 KEELY SMITH: You're Breaking My Heart. Collects thirteen tracks from this Grammy Award winning major artist including: The Wedding; I'll Always Be in Love with You; When You Cry; Sunday Morning'; Crazy; Look Again; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95


★ CD 2848872 ROY HAMILTON: The Singles Collection 1954-62. This 80 track, three CD set comprise almost all his A & B sides recorded for the Epic label during this era, and features all his 16 career hits including: You Won't Ever Walk Alone; Unchained Melody; Why Must I Cry; Hunt, If I Loved You; Don't Look at Me. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 2980762 THE BEST OF EDDIE KENDRICKS: The Millennium Collection. Kendricks was a Temptation for one awesome decade (1961-1971) before departing for a solo career. Here, you’ll enjoy 12 songs from his solo releases, including Keep on Truckin’; Boogie Down; Happy, Girl You Need a Change of Mind; Shoeshine Boy; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 2888440 JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan. The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soaked with more blues riffs in this one night than most musicians can master in their careers. This 14 track CD includes Hideaway; Sugar Coated Love; She Likes to Boogie Real Low; Lone Wolf; Got My Mojo Working; Johnny B. Good; Blackjack; All Tore Down; Dust My Broom; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

CD 3714942 ALBERT KING: The Big Blues. Standing tall at 6'4" and weighing 260 pounds, everyone who ever played a guitar has no doubt heard of this man. Here are twelve big hits from his catalog including Let’s Have a Natural Ball; What Can I Do To Change Your Mind?; I Get Evil; Had You Told It Like It Was; I Walked All Night Long; and more. Gusto. $7.95

★ CD 5864447 BOBBY BLAND: The Singles Collection. Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues, R&B and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (Rill with Me Henry); Good Rockin’ Daddy; All I Could Do Was Cry; If I Was; I Walked All Night Long; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

★ CD 2947439 ETTE JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs. This rare find includes over 50 tracks recorded between 1964 and 1970, and also includes Etta’s best performances before the Motown era of her career. Me Me Me; I’m Gonna Cry; Good Golly Miss Molly; and others. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 287105X STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The Penultimate Show. This 11 track collection features live performances from one of Stevie Ray Vaughan’s final shows. Includes timeless hits like Tightrope; Things That I Used To Do; Let Me Love You; Alberta; Cry; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

★ CD 2959933 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978. This CD compiles Butterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Heartache; Fool in Love; It’s Alright; Goin’ Down; Just When I Needed You Most; Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Blues and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99. $11.95

★ CD 3771211 THE PAPA CHARLIE JACKSON COLLECTION 1924-34. One of the first country blues artists to emerge from the minstrel, vaudeville and medicine show form, Papa Charlie Jackson made a name for himself as a skilled guitarist and singer who performed at all kinds of venues from New York, Fort Worth and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Lonesome World; U.S. Border Blues; The Riser’; Sun; Tell Me Woman Blues; Stealin’ Her Mammy’s; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

★ CD 3715094 PERCY SLEDGE: When a Man Loves a Woman. Seventeen of the performing artists top hits are featured including When A Man Loves A Woman; Take Time To Know Her; Dark End of the Street; Hard Again; And I Love Every Woman; Madison County; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

★ CD 6803296 SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES: ‘60s Era. Fifty tracks on two CDs highlight the unsung heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Tommy McCook, Jimmy Spruill, Juke Box Bonner, Flash Terry, Piano Slim, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, and many more. Universal Music. Pub at $11.95. $7.95

CD 3715000 CHUCK JACOBSON: Super Hits. Ten of this R&B, Pop, and Soul recording artist’s top hits are here including Any Day Now; I Don’t Want to Cry; Tell Him I’m Not Home; I Wake Up Crying; I Didn’t Love You; (It Never Happens) In Real Life; I Need to Know You Me; I Need to Know; and Since I Don’t Have You. Gusto. $7.95

★ CD 2798301 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62. Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the 38 years of his recording career, including 30 chart hits. These 57 tracks include: It’s a Matter of Time; Everybody’s Gotta Cry; Make Believe; She’s Just Like That Way; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $19.95

★ CD 2871106 TOM WAITS: The Archives. The Godfather of gravelly, bourbon soaked vocals is celebrated here in this three CD collection. Features 36 timeless tracks, including hits like: I’d Rather Eat Soup for the Rest of My Life;(and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $19.95

★ CD 3717437 LAURA NYRO: The 1994 Broadcasts. Collects two superb concert performances from Kent State Hall in Kent, Ohio, and performed in Japan and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at Point State Park. Both shows were recorded in 1994. Songs include Dedicated to the One I Love; Ooh Baby; Ooh Baby; And When I Die; Got to Take Sick and Die; Some of These Days by Muddy Waters; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $19.95

★ CD 6961630 THE STEAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62. This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks recorded between 1953-62. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

★ CD 7940377 THE ROBERT MOORE TRIO: Collection 1937-50. This is the ultimate blues slide guitarist and singer performs under all his pseudonyms in this vintage blues collection. Joined by guests from Sonny Boy Williamson to Finetop Smith and Ransom Knowling, he covers all the blues genres including Frog Leggin’ Woman; Come on Be Nice; Love Made Me Your Fool; I Don’t Want to Cry; Tear Me In Two; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. $11.95

★ CD 3717518 THE TEXAS ALEXANDER COLLECTION 1927-51. Collects 66 songs on three CDs, comprising all the recordings Alexander made at various sessions in New York, Fort Worth and San Antonio, plus two titles made in 1951 on the Freedom label. Tracks include Lonesome World; Medley of the Blues; The Riser’; Sun; Tell Me Woman Blues; Stealin’ Her Mammy’s; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $13.95
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CD 6735853 THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61. Eighty tracks comprise almost all the titles the Flamingos released during this primary period of their career, including the hits I'll Be Home and I Only Have Eyes for You. It comprises all of their A & B sides on the Chance, Parrot, Checker, Decca, and End labels, along with the tracks from their first three LPs, Three CDs. Acrob. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 5872626 B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962. This massive set takes in the final decade of more than a decade in King's legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these six jam-packed discs include nearly 170 tracks recorded Got It on a Roll, Hard Workin’ Woman, Please Help Me, Blind Love, My Heart Belongs To You, Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and so much more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3921927 LIGHTNIN’ SLIM: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. The 46 tracks collected here comprise the full Lightnin’ Slim recorded for the Feature, Ace and Excello labels during this era. Songs include Rooster Blues; Bad Luck, It’s Mighty Crazy, My Sweetheart, Workin’ Man Blues; Mama; and many more. Two CDs. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6711707 THE ESSENTIAL CHAKA KHAN. Back in the soulful powerhouse vocals of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits. I Feel For You (written by Prince); Fate, I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2959674 B.B. KING & LARRY CARLTON: In Session. This 45 minute joint performance contains a mix of classic blues and fusion jams, conversations on phrasing, and performances of some favorites including Thrill Is Gone; Hummingbird; and Rock Me Baby. Ten tracks. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 591728X RAY CHARLES: Essential Original Albums. Own the very best of a soul master, performing with the Quincy Jones Orchestra, in one clearly set of true classics. Seventy tracks bring together the entirety of six essential albums: Genius + Soul = Jazz; The Genius of Ray Charles; Modern Sounds in Country & Western Music; I Can’t Stop Loving You; This Is Ray; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.95

CD 6814905 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Plastic Factory. Beethoven and the Magic Band perform at the Avalon in San Francisco in 1966. This Avalon show is augmented here by a number of bonus cuts from radio sessions as well as a rare radio interview with Captain Beefheart. The Sun is Shining; Down in the Bottom; Yellow Brick Road; and more. Nineteen tracks. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 3738539 THE NAPPY BROWN: Singles Collection, 1954-62. Comprises the A & B sides of Brown’s Savoy singles from the years between ’54 and ’62, including two titles recorded at the beginning of his recording career as a member of the Michigan Six. The title Fifty-two tracks include Jesus Said It; Just a Little Love; Two Faced Woman; Little by Little, and more. Two CDs. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3720489 DOWN HOME BLUES: Detroit. This three-CD set from Detroit blues masters from the post war period up to 1962 is comprised with a 48-page book which traces the development of down home blues from the Motor City, Wisconsin. Pub. at $37.99 $29.95

CD 6685161 MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941. One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of southern blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, collecting the stylings of such legends as Garth Alker, Robert Johnson, Joe McCoy, Freddie Spruiell, Robert Johnson, Sleepy John Estes, and more. Lockwood, Mississippi. Two CDs. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

CD 3702766 DOWN HOME BLUES: Chicago, Volume 2. This outstanding collection presents five CDs with forty-six different artists capturing the essence of Chicago Blues through 15 of its greatest numbers simmered with an unquenchable enthusiasm. In this huge collection, these sensually driven tracks are represented, performed by Leadbelly, Blind Boy Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Tampa Red, Ethel Waters, Memphis Minnie, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3821757 BEN E. KING: The Singles & Albums Collection 1960-62. This 43 track, two CD set comprises all of King’s A and B sides on the Atco label during this era, along with his duet single with Lavern Baker, plus all the tracks from his albums during this time period. Songs include Stand By Me; Spanish Harlem; Love; Brace Yourself; Swanee; Close To Me; and more. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6638775 GET UP OFF YOUR KNEES: From Bed Springs to Bloomers. When blues music began to soar in the 1920s, many of the greatest numbers simmered with unquenchable enthusiasm. In this huge collection, these sensually driven tracks are represented, performed by Leadbelly, Blind Boy Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Tampa Red, Ethel Waters, Memphis Minnie, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3711293 DENISE LASALLE: Mississippi Woman Steppin’ Out. Experience the Queen of “Soul Blues” doing the blues in a rare, live show in May of 2007, in Belgium. Ten tracks include Jail Jokes; Blues Party Tonight; Good Lovin’; I’m Gonna Have My Baby; Check Out My Boogie Woogie Woman; Please Help Me; Blind Love; My Heart Belongs To You; Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and so much more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2599588 SHIRLEY AND LEE: The Complete singles, 1951-62. This 43 track, two CD set comprises all of Shirley and Lee’s A and B sides on the Atco label during this era. The duo released a string of R&B and pop hits between the 1950s and early ’60s. The 62 tracks collected here comprise the A and B sides of all their releases as a duo, plus solo singles. Songs include Feel So Good; Let Me Be The One; Only Have Eyes for You; Mississippi Woman Steppin’ Out; Times Rolls; I Feel Good; Sweethearts; Everybody’s Rocking; and many more. Two CDs. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2980797 THE BEST OF JAMES BROWN, VOLUME 2: The ‘70s. Collects ten songs from the Godfather of Soul, including Get Up (Feel Like Being a) Sex Machine; Super Bad; Papa Don’t Take No Mess; Get Up Offa That Thing; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3757331 DAVID BYRNE: Live from Austin, TX. This show, captured on November 28, 2001, features 13 songs, including Like Humans Do, Desconocido Spy; Nothing but Flowers; God’s Child; Money for Nothing; and more. New West Records. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

CD 3710543 IVORY JOE HUNTER SINGS SIXTEEN OF HIS GREATEST HITS. This collection of Hunter’s biggest hits includes Jealous Heart; I Quit My Pretty Mama; Waiting in Vain; No Money, No Luck Blues; Too Late; I Have No Reason to Complain; I’ve Been Such a Fool; and more. Gusto. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

CD 6857760 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON II: The Complete Trumpet, Ace & Checker Singles 1951-62. Comprises all his recordings released during that period, all of which were recorded solo or with one percussion instrument. Songs include I’m Gonna Be Alright, Thinking of You, She’s a Dreamer, and more. Ace. Pub. at $29.95 $15.95

CD 2070935 GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS: Midnight Train to Georgia. To say that the Pips are soul legends is no exaggeration. This two CD collection showcases their best across 36 tracks. Including hits like Midnight Train to Georgia; Over and Over; Landlord; Am I Too Late; Taste of Better Love; I Will Fight; A Friend of Mine; Hero; My Time; and more. Demon Music. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95
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- **CD 3691683 PERCY MAYFIELD: The Singles Collection 1947-62.** Mayfield was one of the most admired and influential R&B singers and songwriters of the post-war era. This two CD set comprises just about all his A and B sides during the first era of his career. Fifty-four tracks, including Please Send Me Someone to Love, Strange Things Happen in Love, What a Man (I Got If You Want Me), and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 2937522 THE WASHBOARD SAM COLLECTION 1935-53.** Compiles the best 75 recordings the washtub musician made during the two decades of his primary career before he was overtaken by the influence of the unstoppable electric era. Three CDs bring collectors and aficionados an entertaining splash of acoustic blues they won’t want to miss. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 5998905 ROOSEVELT SYKES: The Honey Dripper.** A piano player whose influence cannot be overstated, Sykes is featured in 18 vintage tracks. The title song joins Boo! That Thing, Roosevelt’s Blues; Ten and Four Blues; Give Me Your Change; She’s in My Blood; Sad and Lonely Day; Ups and Downs Blues; 47th Street Jive; Honeydripper Rose; and more. Everly Graphics. Pub. at $14.95.

- **CD 2927381 CHARLEY PATTON: The Complete Recordings 1929-34.** Charley Patton is widely regarded as perhaps the archetypal early exponent of Mississippi Delta blues. Spanning his short career of recordings, this collection of 41 tracks presents his uniquely powerful vocals in chronological order of their release, including six Sims and Bertha Lee respectively performed the tracks. This two CD set includes Most of All; Sincerely; We Go Together; See That My Love; Come and Get These Memories; and many more. Thirty-two tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

- **CD 6931337 SOMOSSO ROBINSON & THE MIRACLES: Gold.** A two-CD set featuring 51 tracks, including Got A Job; Going to a Go-Go; Bad Girl; Shop Around; Satisfaction; I’ll Try Something New; Way Over There; Who’s Lovin’ You; and many more. Motown. **PRICE CUT to $10.95**

- **CD 2792669 LONNIE JOHNSON, VOLUME ONE. 1925-1929.** This collection of 99 original songs celebrates the blues pioneer who inspired artists like Robert Johnson and B.B. King. This collection of over 70 tracks with shape the blues genre like Bed of Sand; Love Story Blues; Nile of Genago; Baby, Will You Please Come Home; Black Cat Blues; Blue Ghost Blues; Two Tone Storm; and many more. Four CDs bring collectors and aficionados an entertaining splash of acoustic blues they won’t want to miss. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

- **CD 2953498 SOLOMON BURKE: The Last Great Concert.** Though not his last, but one of his very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 featured his classic hits from his last album Train; Diamond in Your Mind; Detroit City; Misty Blue; Atta Way to Go; What a Wonderful World; and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

- **CD 6930484 MARTHA REEVES & THE VANDELLAS: Gold.** This vibrant collection of 42 songs is a testament to the classic sound of Martha & the Vandellas. Among the timeless tracks collected here are I’m Ready for Love; Love (Makes Me Do Foolish Things); I’ll Have To Let Him Go; Come and Get These Memories; and more. Two CDs bring collectors and aficionados an entertaining splash of acoustic blues they won’t want to miss. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **CD 2987667 THE JON B. "LITTLE JERRY" WILLIAMS COLLECTION, 1927-61.** This two-CD set collects 46 tracks from the career of the archetypal early exponent of Mississippi Delta blues style. Tracks include Rock Island Blues; Mr. Furry’s Blues; Sweet Potato Man; I Will Turn Your Money Green; Pearlie Blues; Longing Blues; Old Blue; Mississippi Mama; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **CD 6974244 THE COMPLETE LOMA SINGLES, VOLUME 1.** This is the first of four 2 CD collections containing the complete singles output for Loma Records. On these 50 tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like Soul Serenade, Need You, Love, Woman; Help Me; Me; Got to Move Your Baby; and more. Includes some multiple takes. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.99**

- **CD 3746909 THE BUTLER TWINS: Not Gonna Worry About Tomorrow.** The 1995 complete sessions of classic electric downtown blues from 1953-56. A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar. Hopkins enwraps with this assembly of 73 acoustic tracks. Remastered for the highest sound quality, they include Penitentiary Blues; Troubles on my Mind; Come Home Wife; Me; Get to Move Your Baby; and more. Includes some multiple takes. Thirty-two tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

- **CD 3753565 MUDDY WATERS/THE ROLLING STONES: Checkerboard Lounge.** On November 22, 1981 the Stones paid a visit to Buddy Guy’s club, the Checkerboard Lounge, to jam with Muddy and his band. They played for two hours, jamming with only a few people. This collection includes a DVD and an 11 track CD of this historic performance. Songs include Baby Please Don’t Go; One Eyed Woman; Hoochie Coochie Man; and more. 106 minutes. EagleRock. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

- **CD 2947374 THE CHARIOTEERS COLLECTION 1937-1948.** Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes Way Down Yonder in New Orleans; So Long; I Got It Bad (and That Ain’t Good); Stormy Weather; Ridi’ng Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; and much more. Eight CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.55**

- **CD 2953293 B.B. KING: The Best of RPM & Kent Recordings.** Thirty-one tracks offer a great collection of the R&B musician’s recordings with RPM and later for the Biharis’ new label, Kent. Titles include She’s Dynamic; Fine Lookin’ Woman; Wake Up This Morning; I’m Your Man; That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; That’s the Way I Feel; Everybody’s Gotta Take Some Dues; Mama; Ain’t No Baby; Embraceable You; Broken Hearted; Who’s Lovin’ You; Shop Around; and much more. Twenty CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

- **CD 293725X THE CECIL GANT COLLECTION 1944-51.** Fifty-two tracks represent the career of boogie pianist and R&B vocalist Cecil Gant. His unique style comes through in I Wanna Dance; Wake Up Cecil Wake Up; Midnight on Central Avenue; Killer Diller Boogie; Anna Mae; Rock Me. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

- **CD 3702715 BILL DICEY: Fool in Love.** Enjoy the cool sounds of Bill Dicey’s harmonica and vocals in the 9 track CD. Includes Fool in Love; Whoo in’ and Holler; Americas; Sleeping with the Devil; Too Poor to Die; Whoo in’ & Holler; Howin’ in My Heart; Bug; and Sail On. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
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- **DVD 6814840** BB KING: Standing Room Only. Time had no apparent effect on King, other than to make him more popular and more charming each year. Over his 60-year career he defined the blues for a worldwide audience. In this outstanding performance, recorded in Atlantic City, B.B. delivers with classic flair. Lecture: Let the Good Times Roll. Ain’t Nobody’s Business What I Do; and more. 62 minutes. S’More Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **DVD 2888432** JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987. Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes Sound the Bell; Don’t Take Advantages of Me; Back Up Yaller; You Le Martin Sugar; Sweet; Love Life & Money; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and Prodigal Son. 59 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **Blu-ray 6699099** B.B KING: Live at the Royal Albert Hall 2011. On June 28, 2011, the King of Blues played to an adoring sold-out crowd at London’s spectacular Royal Albert Hall. Experience that unforgettable night here, as the legendary bluesman and guitarist joins fellow virtuosos like Derek Trucks, Susan Tedeschi, Ronnie Wood, Mick Hucknall, and Slash for ten songs, 110 minutes. Humoirdans.

**Christmas – Gospel**

- **CD 2943034** MALAHIA JACKSON: The Forgotten Recordings. Discover the roots of one of the most widely admired African American church singers in the history of the genre. Thirty-six tracks feature rare recordings of Give Me That Old Time Religion; I Asked the Lord; Only Believe: He Knows How Much We Can Bear; Lord Search My Heart; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

- **CD 6941230** ENCOURAGED: Today’s Greatest Gospel Anthems. These twelve songs inspire us to look past our problems and seek the anthems of faith and fortitude. Titles include: Lean on Me; I’ll Fly Away; Mother Went A-Walking; It Is No Secret; Jesus on My Mind; Walk in the Light; It’s a Dull World When I’m Left Behind; Only. Two CDs. Bear Family. Pub. at $11.99 $11.95

- **CD 2958936** JIM REEVES: Gospel Favorites. Reeves was one of the biggest recording artists of the 1950s and ’60s. This collection centers on his most beloved gospel offerings. Collects 29 tracks, including I’ll Fly Away, Mother Went A-Walking, It Is No Secret, Jesus on My Mind, Walk in the Light, It’s a Dull World When I’m Left Behind, Only. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **CD 6760090** CLASSIC GOSPEL, 1951-1960. Over 100 tracks represent a decade in Acrobát’s significant catalog of gospel recordings, including spirited tracks by The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi, The Dixie Hummingbirds, The Pilgrim Jubilee Sisters, The Gospelaires of Dayton, Ohio; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **CD 5834966** SACRED HARP AND SHAPE NOTE SINGING 1922-1955. Evolving from 18th-century singing school traditions, Sacred Harp’s haunting melodies and harmonies make for a captivating musical experience. Presented here is a selection of the best from this tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers, the Philadelphia Sacred Harp Conference, the Madison County Singers, and others. More than 80 tracks compiled on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

- **CD 2947579** THE SWANNEE QUINTE: The Complete Nashboro Releases 1951-62. They are one of the premier vocal groups in the history of gospel, and they got their start with an influential 53-track collection. Includes all their releases on Nashboro through to 1962, including the A and B sides of all their singles. Jesus on My Mind; Walk in the Light; That Old Time Religion; My Redeemer Lives Down; My Father’s Land and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

- **CD 2947153** THE LEE BOYS: Live on the East Coast. This album presents live performances recorded at 10 shows in 2003 concerts at: Rives Theater, Martinsville, Virginia; December 22, Suwannee Roots Festival, Live Oak Florida, October 12 and 13; and Allan Laws Thanksgiving, Martinsville, Virginia, where they have become a global phenomenon. This film highlights the talent and humility of the group from the earliest beginnings to their astonishing rise to prominence. 115 minutes. Pub. Fix. $9.95

- **CD 699808X** HILLSONG: Let Hope Rise. widescreen. Spotlights the talent and humility of the Australian based church band, Hillsong United, who have become a global phenomenon. This film highlights the talent and humility of the group from the earliest beginnings to their astonishing rise to prominence. 143 minutes. Pub. Fix. $9.95

**Holiday CDs & DVDs**

- **CD 3783243** CHRISTMAS WITH THE THREE TENORS. Seventeen tracks of classic Christmas music by the three tenors including Ave Maria; Agnus Dei; and Silent Night, Holy Night. Also included is a DVD of 26 Christmas performances from the Vatican including White Christmas by Dionne Warwick & Piere Massias and Nolla Fantasia by Sarah Brightman. 102 minutes. LaserLight. $4.95

- **CD 283104X** ANDRE KOSTELANETZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: The Complete Christmas Albums. This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums. Joy to the World: Music for Christmas; Wonderful of Christmas; and Wishing You a Merry Christmas, and is filled with all the classic holiday music including: Frosty the Snowman; It Can’t Be Wrong; Clear; Silent Night/Holy Night; O Holy Night; White Christmas; Away in a Manger; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

- **CD 3783277** ANNIE MURRAY: My Christmas Favorites. Collects ten tracks of Christmas favorites from the country singer including The Christmas Song; Wonderlands Christmas; We Three Kings; This Little drummer Boy; White Christmas; Do You Hear What I Hear? O Come All Ye Faithful; It Came Upon a Midnight Clear and Silent Night. Capitol Records. $4.95

- **CD 3775887** PEGGY LEE: Icon Christmas. The incomparable Peggy Lee, who has been a staple of yuletide airwaves in the holiday season on this 11 track CD. Includes favorites such as Ring Those Christmas Bells; Winter Wonderland; Happy Holiday; The Christmas Waltz; I Like a Sleighbell; The Little Drummer Boy; Christmas Carousel; and more. Eleven tracks. M.C. Records. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **CD 3792323** CHET ATKINS: The Complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas Recordings. These 46 tracks (some songs with multiple versions) feature the complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas recordings of this popular country singer including: The Bells of St. Mary’s; In the Air Tonight; Silver Bells; Silent Night; Sleigh Ride; White Christmas; Wonderland; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Ave Maria; Silver Bells; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **CD 3798241** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. These forty tracks of classic Christmas carols feature music by The St. Paul’s Cathedral Choir and St. John’s School Choir; and songs performed by vocalists including Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Malahia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Peggy Lee, Pat Boone, Perry Como, Shirley Bassey, and many more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **LIMITED QUANTITY** **CD 3792366** JIM REEVES: Twelve Songs of Christmas. Showcases twelve Christmas songs by the beautiful voice of Jim Reeves including: Jingle Bells; Blue Christmas; Christmas Card; Silver Bells; Mary’s Little Boy Child; O Come, All Ye Faithful; Silent Night; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.95 SOLD OUT

- **CD 3765947** BLINK BEFORE CHRISTMAS. Features thirty unusual rockin’ Christmas tracks compiled by Little Voice—the mojo man—and remastered by Black Shock tracks. Include White Christmas by James “Sugar Boy” Crawford; Santa Claus Go Straight to Heaven; The Christmas Song; The Christmas Waltz; The Harry BelafonteSources; The Voices; Billie Holiday; and others. Two CDs. Koko-Mojo Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821**
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- **CD 3710661 SHA NA NA: Rockin' Christmas.** Celebrate the holidays and dance the night away in this 23 track collection of holiday classics. Includes Touch of Evil, The Music Man, Johnny Come Lately, Winter Wonderland, and many others. Gold Label. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

- **CD 3788056 THE TWELVE ROCKIN' DAYS OF CHRISTMAS.** Explore thirty seasonal goodies based around the gifts offered in the evergreen hymn The Twelve Days of Christmas. Tracks include: A Cool, Cool Christmas by The Sabers; Christmas Date Boogie by Big Joe Turner; Here Comes Santa Claus by Santa Claus and the Robins; The Winter by Connie Francis; more. Atomatical Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **CD 3792447 GREAT SONGS OF CHRISTMAS: Classic Carols and Pop Favorites.** Twenty tracks of great holiday music performed by a variety of top performers include such songs as O Come, All Ye Faithful by Perty Fear, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen by Andre Previn; The Christmas Song by Johnny Mathis; Christmas Medley by Peter Nero; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **CD 3792412 LEROY ANDERSON: The Complete Christmas Collection.** Features two albums. A Christmas Festival and Christmas Carols with a total of 42 tracks of beautiful Christmas music on two CDs. Songs include: O, Little Town of Bethlehem; We Three Kings of Orient Are; Away in a Manger; O Come, O Come, Emmanuel; and more. Some songs have multiple versions. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $27.98 $17.95

- **CD 2833058 THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ON THE PONDEROSA.** This 22 track collection comprises two albums: Bonanza: Christmas on the Ponderosa, featuring the cast of Bonanza, and Have a Happy Holiday: Lonesome Shreve, along with two bonus tracks. Titles include Deck the Halls; The New Born King; O Come, All Ye Faithful; Stuck in the Chimney; We Wish You a Merry Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $13.95


- **DVD 378326X THE SUPREME'S/TEMPATIONS: Christmas Hits.** Enjoy five favorite performances: the Supremes including White Christmas; Silver Bells; My Favorite Things; Joy to the World and My Christmas Tree. And five from the Tempations including The Christmas Song; Give Love on Christmas Day; and Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town. PolyGram Records. PRICE CUT to $2.95

- **CD 2798514 THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS ALBUM.** A wonderful 75 track, three collection of classic Christmas music performed by the original artists. Tracks include Jingle Bells by Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters; The Christmas Song by Nat King Cole; I'll Be Home for Christmas by Perry Como; Winter Weather by Benny Goodman & Peggy Lee; Little Jack Frost Get Lost by Frankie Carle; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $17.95

- **DVD 3749576 SOUNDS LIKE CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Here Baroque meets jazz and traditional classical Christmas music is set off by imaginative trumpet. Includes Te Deum by Mozart; The Miserere by Handel; Christmas Concerto by Vivaldi; moving excerpts from the A Christmas Carol, and more. CineMedia. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

- **Blu-ray 3800768 COZY CRACKLIN' FIREPLACE.** Widescreen. Relax to this soothing fireplace in your own home—warm, glowing and soft cracklin' sounds create a peaceful atmosphere, helping you to unwind. No messy cleanup or safety hazards with this natural fire! Audio options include natural sound, classical, and Christmas music. 66 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $3.95

**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

- **CD 6940935 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963.** Features eight complete film scores plus bonus cuts from four additional Touch of Evil, The Music Man, Peter Gunn; Music from Mr. Lucky; Breakfast at Tiffany's; Experiment in Terror; Talan; The Pink Panther; and The Manench. Ninety-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightened Records. Pub. at $21.99 $14.99

- **CD 3614387 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twins; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany's; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone With The Wind; and more. Thirty-three tracks on 3 CDs. Decca. Pub. at $28.99 $17.99

- **CD 6992013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection.** With a total of over 50 full length feature films to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together five original, full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightened. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 7396612 THE WIZARD OF OZ.** Original music from the classic motion picture. Includes Somewhere Over the Rainbow; Come Out, Ding-Dong! the Witch is Dead; Follow the Yellow Brick Road; and many more. 37 tracks. Decca. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

- **CD 2784886 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930-62.** This two CD set comprises film, studio and "live" recordings from across her career including the classic Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut the Mustad; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and more. Decca. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 6941095 PORGY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording.** The original soundtrack recording of the film version of George Gershwin's beautiful unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O' Nuttin'; It Ain't Necessary So; are just some of the classic pieces. With powerful lyrics by DuBois Heyward and Ira Gershwin. Conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **CD 4467809 WILD WEST HEROES.** Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang 'Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; More True; and many more. Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. Norwest. $3.95

- **CD 6921888 OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection.** Comprises the complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production and the original soundtrack from the 1955 film version. Features landmark songs like Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say We're in Love; Surrey with Fringe on Top; Oklahoma; and many, many more. Thirty-eight tracks on two CDs. Norwest. Pub. at $16.99 $9.99

- **CD 7795957 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording.** Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 14 tracks, including the main theme was West was Won; Mormon Meadow; The River Pirates; Cheyennes; No Goodbye; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

- **CD 3820610 THE JAMES DEAN STORY.** Before the fifties were over, Dean received a posthumous Academy Award and was then the subject of two biographical screen adaptations, both called The James Dean Story. The soundtracks to both are gathered together here. Forty-five tracks, including Theme from East of Eden; The Ballad of James Dean; Return Home; Jimmy; and many, many more. $5.95

and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 3690970 ENTRE ELLE ET LUI: Natalie Dessay/Michel Legrand. This 18 track collection combines the talent of film music composer Michel Legrand and jazz vocalist Dessay. Includes Chanson de Delphine; Chanson de Delphine a Lancien; Papa Can You Hear Me?; Recette pour un cale d'amour; Les moulinets de mon coeur (Windmills Of Your Mind;) What Are You Doing the Rest of Your Life?; The Passion of Dark; Jobs; Convivial; Puccini's Turkish; You Are My Dream; Wedding Celebration; Bar Fly Magoo; Dreamland; Dinner For Two; Beach; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6940838 BOBBY SANABRIA: West Side Story Reimagined. A re-imaging from the perspective of a jazz pianist, Bobby Sanabria is an accomplished musician, and a native Nuyorican who says he prefers to say he is from the city that defines achen, hipness, and cool. Twenty tracks include Carmen, Gee, Offering, Voulez-Vous...**

**CD 2926121 MAX VON ESSEN: Call Me Old Fashioned—The Broadway Standard. This Tony nominated leading man is joined by Grammy winning composer and armed forces reserve military director, Billy Strayhorn, breathing new life into thirteen classic songs we've loved for decades including I Can't Give You Anything But Love; Fly Me to the Moon; Show Me; She Loves Me; Shimmer Like They Do In Praise; The Trolley Song; and more. LMI Music. Pub. at $17.95**

**Blu-ray 3839894 LIZA'S AT THE PALACE. Widescreeen. The full two hour performance of Liza Minnelli's Tony Award winning concert from the MGM Grand in Las Vegas, Nevada on October 1, 2009. This exciting midnight show was recorded before an invited audience of show business friends, fans and entertainers from all over the world. 120 minutes. MPAA Rating: **

---

**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

**CD 2841215 THE BRAVADOS: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack.** This CD features the complete dramatic underscore to the acclaimed Western The Bravado plus all of the surviving source music. The music was composed by Alfred Newman and Hugo Friedhofer. Tracks include The Hunter; The Holy Break; The Rosebud; and more. Thirty-one tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3702731 CLAUDIO SIMONETTI'S GOBLIN/DAEMONIA/ DAWN OF THE DEAD.** On this twenty track, 2 CD set, Claudio Simonetti reinterprets the score of one of the most famous horror movies of all times to celebrate 40 years of the film. Includes Da Ba De Morti Vivi; Zombi; At The End Of The Party; Fly; Trisssegno; Zombi; Sexy; and more. Includes a B&W comic book version of the movie. Rustblade. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**SOLD OUT** **CD 3929767 ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER: Unmasked—The Platinum Collection. The ultimate greatest hits collection from the music of one of the most successful composers of the modern era. Also contains favorites by performers such as Barbara Streisand, Madonna, Sarah Brightman, Elton and Beyonce. Tracks include Oh What a Beautiful Morning; You'll Never Walk Alone; Memory; Memory; Memory; What Price Victory; As Long as He Needs Me; That Was Yesterday; Don't Cry for Me Argentina; Memory; Memory; Memory; and more. Nineteen tracks. Really Useful Group. Pub. at $16.99**

**SOLD OUT** **CD 3703291 ARTHUR FIEDLER AND BOSTON POPS AT THE MOVIES. Collects 10 classics from some of your favorite motion pictures, such as Breakfast at Tiffany's; West Side Story; Doctor Zhivago; The Sound of Music; Wuthering Heights; We Were; and Moulin Rouge. Songs include Where Is Your Heart; Moon River; Lara's Theme; The Way We Were; Tonight; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group.**

**SOLD OUT** **CD 6920411 MIKLOS ROZSA: Jungle Book/The Third of Baghdad. Performed by the Frankenberg State Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Miklos Rozsa, eight tracks include The King's Fantale; The Harbour of Baghdad; Promotion; Eternal Love; Gallop of the Flying Horse; Dance of the Silver Maid; The Market Place of Basra; and The Jungle Book Suite. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 2796325 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Composed by George Dunning and featuring vocals by Jim Backus as the voice of Mister Magoo, along with The Clark Sisters and The Jud Conlon singers, this twelve track CD includes Maggie's Blues; Sultan's Parade and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99** **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 2796023 TRAPEZE: Music from the Soundtrack.** This film starred Burt Lancaster, Gina Lollobrigida and Tony Curtis. The soundtrack was composed by Malcolm Arnold and collects 12 tracks, including Lola's Theme; Fanfare and Elephant's Walk; Trapeze; Juke Box; Stars and Stripes and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 370243X THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION.** One of the most famous tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-time-brief career, including many of his best-known songs from movies as well as a host of A and B sides of his single releases. RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 6831923 EVERYBODY'S MOZART: Piano Concertos No.17, 20, 22 & 24.** Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in four works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor, K. 466; Piano Concerto No. 22 in E-flat major, K. 482; Piano Concerto No. 17 in G major, K. 453; and Piano Concerto No. 24 in C major, K. 491. John O'Connor, piano. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc. **$14.95**

---

**Classical - Opera**

**CD 3749566 VIVALDI: Recorder Concertos. Contrasting the sound of the recorder with various other instruments, these concertos make Vivaldi's instrumental works some perennial favorites. Includes Concerto in G major, RV 104; Concerto in D major, RV 105; Concerto in G minor, RV 105; Concerto in D major, RV 94; Concerto in A minor, RV 10; Concerto in C major, RV 87; and Concerto in G major, RV 101. Naxos. Pub. at $9.95**

**CD 369125X VOICES OF RUSSIAN OPERA. Featuring many composers whose names are synonymous with the history of Russian opera, this collection includes music by Rimsky-Korsakov, Glinska, Borodin, Mussorgsky, Chaliapin, Shostakovich, and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the breadth and variety of Russian opera at its best. This compilation contains recordings by both Russian and Russian non-vocalists. 5 CDs. EM Records Limited. Pub. at $24.99**

**CD 3749487 LISZT: His Life and Music. This two CD collection presents the life of one of the most important composers of the 19th century. Strauss; Adagio for Strings, Op.11; Scherzo; Adagio from (Spartacus); L'Alba Dei Morti; Meditation; Funeral March; L'Adagio; and more. Twenty-five tracks. Naxos. Pub. at $16.99**

**CD 2893444 RUSSIAN MASTERPIECES.** This collection presents several works from Russian composers. Includes Rimsky-Korsakov, Tchaikovsky, and more. Two CDs. Jazzheads. Pub. at $21.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 3690389 RACHMANINOFF: Vocalise Op.34 No.14; Vocalise Op.34 No.15; Vocalise Op.34 No.16; Vocalise Op.34 No.17; Vocalise Op.34 No.18; Vocalise Op.34 No.19; Vocalise Op.34 No.20; Vocalise Op.34 No.21; Vocalise Op.34 No.22; Vocalise Op.34 No.23; Vocalise Op.34 No.24; Vocalise Op.34 No.25; and more. Nine CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $39.95**

**CD 3749436 CLASSICAL HEAT. Two CDs capture some of classical music’s greatest moments on 27 tracks. Includes Holst’s Mars, the Bringer of War from The Planets; Ravel’s Tziganne; Gluck’s Overture to Rinaldo and Ludmilla; Barber’s Collo Castris; Elgar’s Cello Concerto; Rachmaninov’s Vocalise Op.34 No.14; Barbier’s Adagio for Strings, Op. 11 and more. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 4528077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION.** One of the most iconic tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-time-brief career, including many of his best-known songs from movies as well as a host of A and B sides of his single releases. RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821

Classical - Opera


CD 3691047 THE HERITAGE OF JOHN PHILIP SOUSA, VOLUME 1. This 19 track two CD set of recordings by the United States Marine Band of Sousa’s work, vividly demonstrates the genius that captivated the spirit of a burgeoning nation. Presents The Occidential, The New York Hippodrome; Keeping Step with the Levee, The Glory of the Yankee Navy; The Volunteers; Sheridan’s Ride; Solid to the Front; and more. Allissimo. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


CD 3691012 GRAUPNER: Partitas for Harpsichord. This collection brings together the harpsichord works of Johann Christoph Graupner. Includes Partita in C major; Partita in C minor; Partita in G minor; “Winter”; and Chaconne in A major. Features Naoko Akutagawa, harpsichord. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

CD 3691039 HENZE: Guitar Music 1. Presents the guitar music written by Hans Werner Henze. Includes: Intermezzo; Winter Music; Drei Fragmente nach Holenderin; Drei Tontos; Selbst und Zweigespräche; and Neue Völkiselder und Hirtensongs. Featuring Franz Halasz, guitar. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

CD 3744942 ETERNAL STRINGS. Presents a beautiful collection of memorable works for strings on this 11 track CD. Includes Barber’s Adagio for Strings; Glass’ Violin Concerto, Mvt. 2; Pavlova’s Symphony No. 3, Mvt. 2; Dvorak’s Serenade in E major, Mvt. 2; Penderecki’s Polish Rhapsody; Chaconne; Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue; and Violin Pieces, Mvt. 3 Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for Strings; and more. Naxos. $5.95


CD 2935244 PETE TOWNSHEND’S CLASSIC QUADROPHENIA. Townsend has created a classical version of one of The Who’s most famous Quadrophenia albums for a symphony orchestra, opera singer and choir. This classic rock opera is conducted by Robert Ziegler and features popular British bands. Includes: La Bohème; Parma Violets; Overture to The Magic Flute; and the Choral Stabat Mater. CD 1 is performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, and CD 2 is performed by the Sofia Philharmonic Orchestra. James Allen is the narrator. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

CD 2893215 FRENCH OPERA OVERTURES. This collection represents the fantastic overtures of French Opera. Includes Carmen Overture by Bizet; Overture to La Vie Parisienne by Offenbach; Fra Diavolo Overture by Auber; Roman Carnival Overture by Berlioz; La Dame Blanche Overture by Boieldieu; and more. Features Yves Reparaz conducting the Royal Swedish Opera Orchestra. CD 1 is performed by the Royal Swedish Opera Orchestra, and CD 2 is performed by the Royal Swedish Opera Orchestra. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

CD 3749533 STRAVINSKY: The Rake’s Progress. This 2 CD collection presents Robert Craft conducting The Orchestra of St. Luke’s and Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress. This is the story of the fall of Tom Rakewell, who indulges in the ways of London in the company of Nick Shadow, who is the Devil. Includes: With Jane West as Anne Truelove, Jon Garrison as Tom Rakewell and John Cheek as Nick Shadow. Naxos.


CD 2893452 SCANDINAVIAN MASTERWORKS. This collection presents four Scandinavian composers and features some of their works. Includes: Mårten Markosson, Vigil (Swedish Rhapsody No.1 Op.19) by Alven; Pettersen-Bystrøm by Laser; The Flowers of Frosto Orchestral Suite No.1 by Swan of Tunisia; Finlandia Op.26 and Valse Triste (Koiteila Suite) by Wilhelm between Vase. Naxos.

CD 2974274 PUCCINI OPERAS, VOL. 1. This essential collection of three Puccini operas includes Madame Butterfly, Turandot, and La Bohème. Features: Zdenek Kosler conducts the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra; and Tosca with Luba Ogorzowska as Mimi, Will Humburg conducts the Czech-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra; and Tosca with Nelly Miricioiu as Tosca, Alexander Rahbari conducts the Czecho-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra. 6 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $59.99

CD 2893509 TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No.1. This collection combines two of Tchaikovsky’s most beautiful compositions. Includes the Piano Concerto No.1 in B flat minor op. 23 and the Violin Concerto in D major op. 35. Classical Gallery.

CD 2893335 MOZART: 3 Violin Sonatas. This two CD set contains some of Mozart’s most beautiful works for violin and piano. Includes: Violin Sonata in E major by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; Piano Sonata in B flat major by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; and Violin Sonata in A major by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

CD 3691128 MATSUUDAIRA: Bugaku Dance Suite. Yoritsune Matsudaïra was one of the greatest Japanese composers of the 20th century. This collection presents a selection of his works which includes: The Imperial Procession; The Emperor’s City; The Emperor’s martial dance; and Variations for Piano and Orchestra. Dance Rituale e Finale; Sa-Mai; U-Mai; and Danza Rituale e Finale. Ken Takaseki conducts the Osaka Century Orchestra; and Takanori Aoki conducts the Kansai Philharmonic Orchestra. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

CD 2974355 ROSSINI: Guillaume Tell. This production of Guillaume Tell is performed in its original uncut version. With Andrew Foster-Williams as Guillaume Tell; Michael Spavento as Arnold Rauber; Cagliostro in Wien; Peter Skellern as Prince of Hohen-Teschen; and Judith Howarth as Matilde. Antinone Dougall conducts the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra; and Richard Bonynge conducts the Sydney Symphony Orchestra. 4 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

CD 2932350 JOHANN STRAUSS, JR.: Famous Overtures. Alfred Walter conducts the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra. This recording of Johann Strauss, Jr.’s operetta overtures includes: Die Fledermaus; Eine Nacht in Venedig; Indigo und die Vierzehn Bauber; Capriol in Wien; Prince Albert; and Der Zigeunerbaron. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95


CD 3691055 AN INTRODUCTION TO...RAVEL BOLERO & MA MERE L’OYE. This two CD set contains Ravel’s famous Bolero and the enchanting Mother Goose Suite. Includes: Ravel’s Bolero; and the suite explores in words and music these two works by Ravel. In an accessible and lively manner, Siepmann looks at the history and the form of these great masterpieces. Includes an informative booklet. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

CD 2932342 AN INTRODUCTION TO WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde. By Christopher Cook. Christopher Cook explores in words and music the plot and background of this masterpiece: the story of two lovers gripped by a passion that can only be consummated beyond the grave. With Wagner, Matthew Villagrimm as Tristan; Lentan Forsen as King Mark; Heidwig Fassbender as Isolde; Gunnar Lundberg as Kurwenal. With the Royal Swedish Opera Male Chorus and the Stockholm Swedish Opera Orchestra. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821
CD 3691152 AN INTRODUCTION TO...ROBBIN: The Barber of Seville. Presents in words and music the plot and background of Rossini’s most popular opera. Under the principle themes and arias of the opera, we are given an informative and entertaining look at The Barber of Seville that enables the listener to get more from the opera. PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 2893330 CRESLIERIANA: Encores for Violin & Piano. This recording presents a variety of composers and their works for violin and piano. Includes Variations on a Theme of Corelli by Kreisler; Meditation de Thaïs by Massenet; Monteverdi’s Lamento; Raff’s Variations by Mozart; Sicilienne by von Paradis; Cantabile by Paganini; Cattaneo Op.85 by Raff; Minuet in G major by Beethoven; Little Bree Op.13 by Schubert; and La fille aux cheveux de lin by Debussy. Classical Gallery.

SOLD OUT

CD 2893440 SCHUBERT: Symphony No.8. This set presents two beautiful works by Schubert. Includes: Overture Op.26 “Die Zauberharfe” and Symphony No.7 in C major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 3691209 RIES: Piano Sonatas and Sonatinas 1. This collection presents the magisterial Sonata in F minor, Op.11, No.2; and the lovely Sonatina in A major, Op.95 featuring Susan Kagan, piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95


CD 2974347 ROMEO & JULIET AND OTHER WORKS BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. Antoni Wit conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s The Tempest, Op.18; Adrian Leaper conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Schumann’s Manfred Overture. Op.67 Fantasy Overture; Anthony Bramall conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra in Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Andrew Mogerlia conducts the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine in Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet. PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 369092X THE BEST OF WEBER. Here is an opportunity to appreciate a variety of works by Carl Maria von Weber. Includes: Overture to Euryanthe (J.291); Alfred Walter conducts the CSR Symphony Orchestra; Symphony No.2 in C major (J.51)-Adagio ma non troppo by Schumann; and The Soldiers Chorus; Il Trovatore by Verdi. PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 3691195 Reger: Complete String Trios and Piano Quartets. 1. Presents Max Reger’s String Trio in A minor, Op. 77b and Piano Quartet in D minor, Op. 113. This collection is performed by the Aperto Piano Quartet. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 369108X JOHN SALMON PLAYS DAVE BRUBECK. A legendary jazz artist, Dave Brubeck is also a composer of many classical works. This collection features: Chronology for Violin and Piano; Five Pieces from “Two-Part Adventure”; Trionfo; The Salmon Stiles; and The Rising Sun. With John Salmon, piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99

CD 3690946 CASLABRANCA: Piano Music. Presents piano compositions by Spanish contemporary composer, Martin Casablancas. This collection includes Three Divertimenti (for piano duet); Two Piano Pieces; Album Leaf; A Childhood Trip; Three Piano Pieces; Scherzo; Three Aphantoms; Ramble; Seven Epigrams; and Three Pieces by James McMillan. Prekule and Fugue in C minor Op.13; and Villalta on piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99

CD 3690989 EXPLORE AMERICA, VOLUME 1. This 16 track collection captures some of the great moments of American music including: American Indian Spring (excerpt) by Paul Gambit; conducted the Nashville Chamber Orchestra; Samuel Barber’s Violin Concerto; Presto with the Royal Scottish National Orchestra; Alan Holvans’ Cello Concerto; Allegro with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra; and others. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 3691225 SCHUBERT: Poets of Sensibility, Vols. 1 and 2. The “poets of sensibility” played an important part in Schubert’s early years as a composer. Includes Songs based on poems of Friedrich Gottleib Rieckstock; and Songs based on poems of Friedrich von Schiller. With Simon Keay, soprano; Marcus Ullmann, tenor; Thomas Bauer, bass; and Ulrich Eisenlohr, piano. Two CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $25.99 PRICE CUT to $4.95


CD 6515967 BEST OF PAVLO ARTHUR FIEDLER & THE BOSTON POPS ORCHESTRA. Presents an essential collection of more than 40 compositions from Fiedler and his orchestra. Features: Jalousie; Tales From The Vienna Woods; Greensleeves; My Fair Lady; September; Semper Fidelis; Carousel, and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 2893207 FAMOUS TRUMPET CONCERTOS. This collection represents some of the most beautiful trumpet concertos ever written. Includes: Trumpet Voluntary by Clarke; Concerto for Two Trumpets and Orchestra in C major by Vivaldi; Concerto for Trumpet and Strings in E major by Telemann; and Concerto in C major by Mozart. PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 2893193 FAMOUS RHAPSODIES. This collection represents some of the most beautiful rhapsodies ever written. Includes: Rhapsody No. 4 in D major and Hungarian Rhapsody No.5 in E minor by Liszt; España-Rhapsody for Orchestra by Chabrier; Albenizian Rhapsody No. 1 in A major by Op.17 by Enescu; and Rhapsody No.2 in C major and Orchestra Op.45 on a Theme of Paganini by Rachmaninoff. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 3749479 HISTOIRES SACREES. This four CD boxed set edition features Bach’s motets; Beethoven’s oratorio Christ on the Mount of Olives; Charpentier’s Trois Histoires Sacrees; and Vivaldi’s concertos. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99

SOLD OUT

CD 2893339 MORE FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES. This collection presents choruses from three of opera’s greatest composers. Includes: Aida; Triumphant March and Chorus; La Forza del Destino: The Soldiers Chorus; Il Turagavo: The Gypsy Chorus; and many more. WITH STEVEN THARP, TENOR AND JAMES BARBAGALLO, PIANO. Naxos. Pub. at $34.99

CD 289307X BRAHMS/DVORAK: 21 HISTOIRES SACREES, 1-21. Slavonic Dances 1, 2 & 8. The New Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Carlo Antonio Parisi. Includes: Slavonic Dances Nos. 1-21. CD 2893371 MOZART: Bassoon Concerto/Oboe Concerto/Clarinet Concerto. Presented is this new recording including Bassoon in B flat major; Oboe Concerto in B flat major; and Clarinet Concerto in A major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

SOLD OUT

CD 6791387 THE MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Glazka/Tchaikovsky. Euphonia Artists Ensemble, conducted by Tchaikovsky’s former student, Tatyana Kokhanovskaya. Moscow String Quartet. PRICE CUT to $2.95

SOLD OUT

CD 2932431 SACRED VERDI. Sir Antonio Pappano conducts the Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia with four sacred settings which Giuseppe Verdi wrote at the end of his life. Includes: Quatto Pezzi Sacri; Ave Maria; and Libera me. Cito Visco conducts the Cord dell’Accademia di Santa Cecilia with four sacred settings. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $19.99
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**CD 3749460 HAIL TO THE CHIEF: United States Marine Band. Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks associated to presidents throughout history. Includes President Garfield's Inaugural March; The Star Spangled Banner; March Franklin D. Roosevelt"; Thomas Jefferson March; Solerno March; Presidential Polonaise; Hail to the Spirit of Liberty; Hail to the Chief; and more. Altissimo. Pub. at $13.99 **
**CD 3797833 SPIRIT OF THE ANZACS: Deluxe Edition. In 2015 it was the 100th anniversary of the ANZAC's landing at Gallipoli. Music icon Lee Kernaghan teams up with a host of local artists to honor the land that occasion. This Deluxe Edition features a total of 20 tracks plus special packaging that includes many of the letters, stories and images behind the songs, all encompassed in a 64 page booklet. Universal. **

**★ CD 2924749 THE 2 LIVE CREW: Greatest Hits. Collects eleven hits from this Rap group including Throw the D; Move Somethin'; Me So Horny; C'mon Babe; Pop That Cocoonie; Some Hot Head, The Caper; Boys with the Style; The Smile; I Love to Chill; And The 2 Live Crew Mega Mix. Lil' Joe & Royce. Records. Pub. at $19.99 **

**Vinyl Records**

**VINYL 3768866 WHITE CHRISTMAS: Classic Christmas Favorites. You’ll get caught in the Yuletide spirit with these all-time favorites presented in this 12 track vinyl collection. Includes Nat King Cole The Christmas Song; Bing Crosby White Christmas; Judy Garland Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Frank Sinatra Silent Night; Bing Crosby Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; Baby; Harry Belafonte Runaway; Hats Off to Larry; Little Town Flirt; It's a Lovely Day; Serpentine; What Is this Called Liberty; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3768872 ELVIS: Greatest Hits. Presents the quintessential Elvis in this 14 track vinyl album. Includes Hound Dog; All Shook Up; Jailhouse Rock; Devil in Disguise; Viva Las Vegas; Blue Suede Shoes; Heartbreak Hotel; Don't Be Cruel; Love Me Tender, It's Now or Never; A Big Hunk o' Love; Tenderly; Be My Baby; and Return to Sender. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **

**VIRGIN 3768570 THE BEACH BOYS: The Hits. Presents a classic vinyl album of the Beach Boys' greatest hits on 14 tracks. Includes Surfin Safari; Fun Fun Fun; Catch a Wave; Summertime Blues; Dance Dance Dance; Surfer Girl; Be True; Surfin USA; I Get Around; I Love You; U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up; Ten Little Indians; and Don't Worry Baby. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **

**★ VINYL 2924676 DEL SHANNON: Greatest Hits & Best Performances. This 180 gram vinyl collection features the 16 top tracks from the rock 'n roll legend, including: You're Gonna Miss Me; Hats Off To Larry; Little Town Flirt; Hardly Hardly; Man's; She's Gotta Be Mine; Move It on Over; Time of the Day; and more. RWA. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $11.99 **

**VINYL 3713644 JULIET HIPP: The German Recordings 1952-1955. This classic vinyl recording presents the recordings of pianist Juliett Hipp. Side A includes Blues After Hours; Errol's Bounce; Gone With the Wind; You Go to My Head; and What Is This Called Love; Side B features I Dreamed a Dream; Come Back to Sorrento; Daily Double; Indian Summer; Everything Happens to Me and Serenpente. Arthaus Music. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.99. **

**VINYL 3728315 THE BEATLES: The White Album. This lavish presentation of 180 gram LP vinyl set compiles 30 tracks that are newly mixed and include packaging that marks the 50th anniversary album. Includes the U.S.S.R.; Revolution 9; While My Guitar Gently Weeps; I'm So Tired; Blackbird; Dear Prudence; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3728383 BOB DYLAN IN CONCERT: Brandeis University 1963. Recorded live at the Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts on May 10, 1963. This vinyl collects seven songs Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance (Incomplete); Talkin' John Birch Paranoid Blues; Ballad of Hollis Robbins; Masters of War; Talkin' World War III Blues; Bob Dylan's Dream; and Talkin' Bear Mountain Picnic Masacre Blues. Columbia. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3728390 BOSTON. This vinyl collects eight songs from the popular band More Music and more. Includes That Coochie; Some Hot Head; The Caper; Somethin'; Me So Horny; C'mon Babe; Pop Rap group including Lil' Joe and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3689123 THE TURTLES: 45 RPM Vinyl Singles Collection. A remastered collection of 16 songs on eight seven inch vinyl singles. Tracks include Happy Together; She'd Rather Be With Me; You Showed Me; It Ain't Me Babe; She's My Girl; Love in the City; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; Frosty the Snowman; Little Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Winter Wonderland; Ave Maria; Silent Night; and more. Universal. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3689107 SINATRA SINGS BRITAIN. Recorded in London in June 1962, this vinyl compiles 10 songs from the music legend, including The Very Thought of You; We'll Gather Lilacs; If I Were a Carpenter; How Do You Do Again; and more. Universal. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3768562 THE BEACH BOYS HOLIDAY FAVORITES. A nostalgic vinyl collection presents 12 tracks of the beach Boys' greatest hits on 14 track vinyl recording including White Christmas; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Merry Christmas; Baby; I'll Be Home for Christmas; Frosty the Snowman; Little Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Christmas In Connecticut; We Three Kings; We Three Kings; I Saw Three Bears; I Saw Three Bears; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. **

**VINYL 3768573 THE FRANK SINATRA CHRISTMAS COLLECTION. Sinatra gives a festive flair to the holidays with this 12 track vinyl collection of favorites celebrating the season. Includes Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; O Come All Ye Faithful; I'll Be Home for Christmas; Little Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Light a Candle in the Chapel; Christmas Dreaming; Winter Wonderland; Ave Maria; Silent Night; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **

**VINYL 3768600 CRONER S CHRISTMAS CLASSICS. For Christmas, Perry Como delivers I'll Be Home for Christmas; Nat King Cole honors his festive tradition of Jingle Bells; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/821
and enter the item number in the search box.

**VINYL 3768843** JOHNNY CASH: Christmas Favorites. Johnny Cash puts his spin on holiday favorites in this 12 track vinyl collection. Includes Blue Christmas; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day; The Christmas Song; The Gifts They Gave; Who Killed the Shepherd? Christmas (as I Knew It); Silent Night, The Drummer Boy, Ringing the Bells for Him; We Are the Shepherds; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**VINYL 2993848** MILES DAVIS: Live at the Chicago Jazz Festival. A remastered recording from a live performance at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1969. This vinyl edition collects six tracks from the August 30 and 31, 1969 performances in a gatefold package. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**★VINYL 371974X** ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME LIVE, VOLUME 1. This very special limited-edition vinyl album celebrates Live Hall of Fame performances by Prince, Bruce Springsteen, Cream, Tom Petty, Chuck Berry, Jimmy Page, Metallica, James Taylor and more—ten tracks in all. A must-have for any LP library. TIME LIFE. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**VINYL 2993833** KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY. This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest stars. Songs include Crazy by Patsy Cline; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Dike from Muskogee by Merle Haggard; and more. MCMPS. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**VINYL 3689034** JUDY AT CARNEGIE HALL: Judy in Person. This concert appearance has been called “the greatest night in show business history.” The Grammy Award-winning live masterpiece was recorded at Carnegie Hall on April 23, 1961. This 180 gram double vinyl collection includes Judy Garland’s performance that night. When You’re Smiling (The Whole World Smiles with You), Do I Again?, and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3686941** A CAPITOL CHRISTMAS. Celebrating 75 years of Capitol Records, this vinyl collection features 24 Christmas classics from Capitol’s vast catalog. Artists include Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, and more. Two LP set in a gatefold package. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**VINYL 3686925** THE BOB SEGER SYSTEM: Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man. Eleven songs are collected from the rock ‘n roll legend on this wonderful vinyl recording. Tracks include Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man; White Wall; Down Home; Gone; Black Eyed Girl; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3686950** THE ROLLING STONES ON STEREO. This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LP’s! Songs include: (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction; Memphis Tennessee, Everybody Needs Somebody to Love; I’m A Man; and more. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**VINYL 3686942** LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING. A double 180 gram vinyl LP pressing that celebrates the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including How Blue Can You Get?; I Wonder Why; This Blues Don’t Let Nobody Come On It (with U2); The Thrill Is Gone; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**VINYL 3728404** DEADPOOL 2. This vinyl collection 12 songs from the blockbuster movie, including Ashes by Chelyne Dion; In Your Eyes by Peter Gabriel; If I Could Turn Back Time by Cher; and more. 20th Century Fox. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**VINYL 3686992** THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk. Twelve classics are included on this vinyl, including Under the Boardwalk; One Way Love; Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**VINYL 3728412** POWER OF PEACE: The Isley Brothers & Santana. This vinyl, lead by the legendary Isley Brothers and Carlos Santana covers songs first mastered in 2019 by Chamber Brothers Are You Ready and Love, Peace, Happiness; Stevie Wonder Higher Ground; Marvin Gaye Mercy Me (The Ecology); Let’s Stay Together and more. Thirty Tigers, Songs, Music. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**VINYL 3689069** ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just Your Imagination; Commit a Crime; Ride ‘em on Down; All of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about my Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**VINYL 3786876** ROOTS OF ROCK & ROLL. Brings together a collection of great classics from the early days of rock and roll in this 14 track vinyl album. Includes Jerry Lee Lewis Great Balls of Fire; Early Brothers Bye Bye Love; fats Domino Blueberry Hill; Paul Anka Diana; Bill Haley Rock Around the Clock; Chuck Berry Johnny B. Goode; Little Richard Tutti Frutti; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. **SOLD OUT**

**VINYL 3689131** THE UNBROKEN CIRCLE: The Musical Heritage of the Carter Family. This double vinyl is a tribute to the music of June Carter Cash and her family, the first family of country music. Collects 15 songs, including Worried Man Blues by George Jones; No Depression in Heaven by Sheryl Crow; Engine One Forty-Three by Johnny Cash; Hold Fast to the Right by June Carter Cash; and more. Dualtone Music Group. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**VINYL 3688933** CANNED HEAT: Stockholm '73. Recorded in Stockholm, Sweden on June 17, 1973. This vinyl album collects seven songs; Let’s Work Together; On the Road Again; Hard Lovin’ Blues; Election Blues; So Long Wrong; Shake’n ‘n Boogie; and Goodbye for Now. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**VINYL 3688968** CARPENTERS: Close to You. This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including We’ve Only Just Begun; Love is Surrender; Baby It’s You; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**VINYL 3689085** SAM & DAVE: Double Dynamite. The landmark second album from the dynamic soul duo is collected on this vinyl LP. Twelve tracks, including Said I wasn’t Gonna Tell Nobody; When Something Is Wrong with my Baby; You Got Me Hummin’; Sweet Pains; That’s the Way It’s Gotta Be; and more. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**VINYL 368895X** CARPENTERS. This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group, Tracks include Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday Supernova; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**★VINYL 3689174** JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Knox Phillips Sessions. Lewis is one of the true enduring giants of American music. This 180 gram vinyl collects 11 previously unreleased recordings, including Bad, Bad Leroy Brown; Harbor Lights; That Kind of Fool; Room Full of Roses; and more. Santiago Records. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**VINYL 3688929** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: Chicago. This vinyl includes four songs recorded live in Chicago; This is The ISLEY BROTHERS; How Blue Can You Get?; I Wonder Why; This Blues Don’t Let Nobody Come On It (with U2); Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**VINYL 3689132** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: Essential. This vinyl collection 14 songs from the iconic group, including This Is The ISLEY BROTHERS; How Blue Can You Get?; I Wonder Why; This Blues Don’t Let Nobody Come On It (with U2); Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**VINYL 3689133** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: Essentials. This vinyl collection 14 songs from the iconic group, including This Is The ISLEY BROTHERS; How Blue Can You Get?; I Wonder Why; This Blues Don’t Let Nobody Come On It (with U2); Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**VINYL 3689134** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: Gold. This vinyl collection 14 songs from the iconic group, including This Is The ISLEY BROTHERS; How Blue Can You Get?; I Wonder Why; This Blues Don’t Let Nobody Come On It (with U2); Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**VINYL 3689135** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: Icon. This vinyl collection 14 songs from the iconic group, including This Is The ISLEY BROTHERS; How Blue Can You Get?; I Wonder Why; This Blues Don’t Let Nobody Come On It (with U2); Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**
Great Music at Great Prices!
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